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DJ-X10E 
advanced featured 

scanning receiver 

• Receives: 100kHz - 2000MHz 
• Multi mode reception 
AM - WFM - NFM - SSB - CVV 
1200 memory channels 
Channel scope spectrum analyser 
that allows monitoring of 
40 channels 
Advanced scanning features: 
Programmed scan (up to 10 groups) 
Programmed memory scan 
- Any memory scan - Mode scan 
(not found on many scanners!) 
- VFO search - Dual VFO search 
- Band encursion scan -Priority scan 
- Any channel ship scan 

• Battery save facility 
• Facilities for cloning another set 
• Built-in 24 hour clock 
• Switchable attenuator 

£299.95 
POWER 
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MK° wideband 
scanning receivers 

perform 

ALINCO 

DJ-X3 Ultra modern 
scanning receiver 

a 

with 
.33kHz for 
airband 

• 100kHz - 1300MHz 
• AM/FM/VVFM 
• 700 memory channels 
• Steps: 5/6.5/8.33/10/12.5/ 
15/20/25/ 30/50/100kHz 

• Auto descrambler 
• Bug detector 
• Stereo FM (with headphones) 
• Attenuator 
• SMA Antenna 
• Battery saver cct 
• Size: 56w x 102h x 23d mm 
• Weight: 14.5g (without batteries) 
• Supplied c/vv: 

3 AA dry cell battery case 
carrying strap 

Optional extras 
• Lithium ion battery pack 
• Ni-Mh battery pack 
• Drop in mains charger 
• Earphone 

_£129.95 
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DJ-X2000 the 'Intelligent' 
scanning receiver 

• Covers 100kHz - 2,149.99MHz 
• 2000 channel memory 
• Modes: AM/NFM/WFM/ LSB/USB/CW 
auto mode position 

•'Flashtune' reads the frequency of a nearby 
transmitter and instantly takes your receiver to it 

• Transweeper - Instantly locates hidden 
transmitters that may be used for eavesdropping 

• Record - Up to 160 seconds with the digital 
memory of audio direct from the receiver or 
voice via the built in microphone 

• Descrambler 
• Channel scope 
• Bug detector 
• CTCSS decoder built in 
• CTCSS - Search facility 
• Frequency counter 
• Field strength meter 
• S Meter 
• FM Stereo receive 
• Two level attenuator 
• PC programmable 
• 24 hour timer 

£499.00 
POWER 
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MODE SET 

New LOW Price 
NOW JUST 

£169.95 

fincludes ree • Multi 
voltage 110V 

to 240 VAC mains charger 
for easy use anywhere in 
the world 

• 4.8V DC 700mAH NiCad 
battery pack 

• Belt clip 
• Carrying strap 
• Flexible low profile 
antenna 

DJ-X2 the ULTIMATE 
lightweight scanner 

CREDIT CARD SIZED 

- To fit in a shirt pocket 
BE DISCRETE 
• listen almost anywhere! 

• 522kHz - 999.995MHz 
• 700 memories 
• AM VVFM NFM 
• 8.33kHz for civil airband 
• Audio descrambler 
• Bug detector 

NEVA I A® 
NEVADA Official UK Distributors of ALINCO 

Official UK Importers of UNIDEN BEARCAT 

Unit 1• Fitzherbert Spur • Farlington • Portsmouth • P06 1TT 

website: www.nevada.co.uk 
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The NEVV BC 780XLT offers almost continuous band coverage from 

25 - 1300 MHz. It's Bearcats most comprehensive "feature packed" 
model including Trunktracking, a 2 line display, full backlit controls, 

SmartScanner, PC Control cloning, CTCSS/DCS, record and attenuate 

This model is a "must have" for the enthusiasts ! 

• Frequency: 25 - 1300 MHz 

(with gaps) 
• 500 channels 
• Modes: AM,FM,1NFM 

• Steps: 
5/7.5/10/12.5/20/25/50/100Hz 

• Trunktracker - includes 

Motorola/EDACS/LTR VHF/ 
400 / 500 / 800/ 900 

• 2 line alpha display 

• Smartscanner — interface 
• Alpha tagging 

• Auto store 
• PC control 

• Control channel only mode 
• Full frequency display and 
backlit controls 

UBC 9000XLT 
• 25 - 1300 MHz (with Gaps) 
• 500 memory channels 

• VFO Control 
• Selectable Attenuator 

• Selectable Delay 
• Selectable Mode AM/VVFM/NFM 

• TURBO SCAN 100 Ch/Sec 
• TURBO SEARCH 300 St/Second 
• Alpha Numeric Display 
• Automatic Store I Frequency Transfer 
• Auto Tape Record I Data Skip facility 

• Programmable Search 

UBC 60XLT-2 
A brand new low cost 
scanner that covers 

MARINE, LAND 
MOBILE and more! 
• 66 - 512 MHz ( with 

gaps) 
• 80 memories 
• Channel or Freq 

display 

• Priority Channel 
• Channel Lockout 
• Scan Delay 

NEW 
UPGRADED MODEL 

Now with 80 memories 
for the same price! 

f79.95 

'Scanners .t -t11111(.7 . 
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£269.00 

Scanners 

• Clone feature 

• CTCSS/ DCS 
• Beep alert 
• Record functions 
• VFO control 

• Power: 12 Volts, 
• Supplied C/VV: UK Mains 
Adaptor, Telescopic antenna, 
Mobile antenna, 

Car Cigar adaptor, 
mounting bracket 

£3i9.00 
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UBC 278CLT 
NEW Base Scanner 
With MW FM Radio and Alarm Clock 

NEW!' 

A stylish base Scanner that can 
sit by the bedside and double 

as an Alarm clock radio 
- keep the wife happy! 

• Freq: 25 to 956 MHz (wGaps) 
• VHF Radio : 88 to 108 MHZ 

• MW Radio: 520 - 1720 KHZ 
• 100 Memories 
• 20 Radio Presets 
• Full frequency LCD readout 

• Fully Programmable 

£159.00 

%on 

• Channel Lockout 
• Priority Channel 
• Scan Delay 

• Alarm Clock 
• FMMVV Radio 

UBC 280XLT 
Sportcat Twin TurboHandheld 

..••••• 

.••• 

Get inside the action with this NEW smaller and easier to 
programme Handheld. Jump from car to car at a race 

meeting, hear the cockpit action at an air show, or use the 
Sportscat as a traditional scanner 

• Triple conversion Receiver • Turbo Scan 100 

• 25 - 956 MHz (w/gaps) ch/sec 

• 200 memories • Supplied c/w 
• CTCSS/DCS Tone Antenna, 

Search facility Earphone, Belt 

• CTCSS/DCS receive Clip, Nicad 

• Alpha-numeric display battery, 240V UK 

• Turbo search 300 steps /sec Mains adaptor 

£179.951 

a2.ahr_cle 
Scanners 

Scanners 
UBC120XLT UBC 220XLT UBC 3000XLT 

• 66-512 MHz with 
gaps) 

• AM FM VVFM 
• 100 memory 
channels 

• TURBO SCAN 100 
Channel Second 

• TURBO SEARCH 
300 St Second 

• Data Skip facility 

• 10 Priority Channels 
• Programmable 

Search 
• Channel Lockout 

Key 

• 66 - 956 MHz 
(with gaps) 

• AM FM 
• 200 memories 

• TURBO SCAN 
100 Ch/Second 

• TURBO SEARCH 
300 StSecond 

• Data Skip facility 
• 10 Priority Channels 

• Memory Backup 

• Supplied c w 
earphone, belt clip, 
charger and rubber 
duck antenna 

£129.95 £149.95 

• 25-550, 760-1300 MHz 
• AM FM VVFM 

• 400 memory ch 
• TURBO SCAN 100 

Ch Second 
• TURBO SEARCH 300 
St/Second 

• Automatic Freq 

Storage 
• Selectable Attenuator 
• Automatic Freq 

Sorting 
• Data Skip 

• Delay Key 
• Channel Count Key 

• Supplied complete 
with earphone, case, 

belt clip, charger and 
rubber duck antenna 

£199.95 

Scanners  

Mir ALINCO and UNIDEN BEARCAT products are available RIM 
from our dealers throughout the UK or direct 

ORDER HOTLINE: 023 9231 3090 FAX: 023 9231 3091 
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features 

BROADCAST 12 LM&S 

17 Bandscan America 

22 Simply The Best? 
An encounter with one of the giants of the h.f. receiver world. John 

Wilson gets teary eyed over a Collins classic, the R-390A. It doesn't 

cloud his judgement or his measurements though... 

30 Present Times 
The Red Lion Pub, Landlord Pip and Nipper the dog...we arrive at the 

'Present Time' with Bob Ellis. 

34 Monitoring With The RA 
Editor Kevin Nice reports on his recent visit to the 

Radiocommunications Agency's Baldock monitoring station. 

36 WIN! Tickets to the Golden Jubilee RIAT 2002 
Yes, this is your chance to be jetting off to RAF Fairford in our easy to 

enter competition. Don't miss your chance to win tickets! 

40 The Other Man's Shack 
A quick trip up the M6 to Cheshire this month. Kevin Nice presents the 

listening post of Eric Bray. 

41 SSB In GOA 
Guaranteed sunshine and lots of aircraft to look out for...Graham 

Tanner reports back from his monitoring mission in GOA. 
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SWA/I Author Info To provide you with a ready reference here are the contact details of all our regular authors. 
Amateur Bands Bandscan Europe 
Clive Hardy G4SLU, 
c/o SWM Editorial Offices 

E-mail clive@pwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Attention 123! 
Enigma, 17-21 Chapel Street, 

Bradford, West Yorkshire BD1 5DT. 
E-mail: enigma@pwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Bandscan 
Bandscan America 
Gerry Dexter, 

c/o SWM Editorial Offices. 
E-mail: gdexterepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Martin Peters, c/o SWM Editorial 
Offices. E-mail: 
martin.petersepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Decode 
Mike Richards G4WNC, 
49 Cloughs Road, 
Ringwood, 
Hampshire BH24 1UU. E-mail: 
decodeepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

DXTV 
Keith Hamer and Garry Smith, 
17 Collingham Gardens, 
Derby DE2 4FS 
E-mail: dxtvepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Southampton S016 4GH. 
E-mail: 
info.orbitepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

LietS and.Maritime . eacons 
Brian Oddy G3FEX, 
Three Corners, 
Merryfield Way, Storrington, 
West Sussex RH20 4NS. 

Off The Record 
Andy Cadier, 
28 Romney Avenue, 
Folkstone, Kent CT20 30J 
E-mail: 
off.the.recordepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Bandscan Australia Info In Orbit Propagation 
Greg Baker, PO Box 3307, Manuka, 
ACT2603, Australia. E-mail: 
greg.bakerepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Lawrence Harris, 
55 Richville Road, 
Shirley, 

Jacques d'Avignon VE3VIA 

E-mail: 
jacquesepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Satellite TV News 
Roger Bunney, 

35 Grayling Mead, 
Fishlake, 

Romsey, 
Hampshire 
S051 7RU. 
E-mail: 
roger.bunneepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Scanning 
Dave Roberts, 
c/o SWM Editorial Offices. 

E-mail: 

scanningepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

ShackWare 
Jerry Glenwright. 
56 Denbigh Road, Norwich, NR2 3HH. 
E-mail: sheekware@pwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Sky High 
Peter Bond, 

c/o SWM Editorial Offices. 
E-mail: skyhigh@pwpublishing.ltd.uk 

SSB Utilities 
Graham Tanner, 

64 Attlee Road, Hayes, 
Middlesex UB4 9JE. 
E-mail: ssb.utils@pwpublishing ltd.uk 
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cover subject: The season's begun - Formula One — 

monitoring is on the starting line too. 

Check out the SI/1/M web site www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/swm 
Join in with the on-line action on the SWM Readers' E-mail Forum - send 

an E-mail to svvm_readers-subscribe@yahoogroups.com to subscribe - 

don't miss the on-line action! 

COMING UP NEXT MONTH 1M Mi\\_E 31(M MN 
*SSB Utilities Special by Graham Tanner. 

* JW looks back at something a little different - 

classic Zenith portables. 

* The low-down on pirate activity with Dave Roberts. 

* DAB - Explained. 

* The Other Man's Shack. 

*contents subject to change 
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EDITOR: 
Kevin Nice, G7TZC, BRS95787 

NEWS AND PRODUCTION EDITOR: 
Zoé Shortland 

ART: 
Steve Hunt & Bob Kemp 

EDITORIAL ADDRESS: 
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, 

Broadstone, Dorset BFI18 8PW 
Telephone: 01202) 659910 
Facsimile: (01202) 659950 

If you wish to send E-mail to anyone at 
SWMthen our Internet domain name is 

pwpublishing.ltd.uk 
Simply add the name of the person you 

wish to contact. For example: 
kevin.nice@pwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Web site: 
www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/swm 

ALL ORDERS FOR BOOKS, BACK ISSUES 
8/ SUBSCRIPTIONS 

(012021 659930 
(Out- of- hours service 

by answering machine) 

FINANCE/ACCOUNTS 
Alai- Burgess, Finance/Ottice Manager 

Telephone: (01202) 659940 
Facsimile: (01202) 659950 

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT 
(Broadstonel 

ADVERTISING SALES: 
Chris Steadman MBIM 

ADVERTISEMENT TYPESETTING 
& PRODUCTION 

Peter Eidrett 
Telephone:1012021 659920 
Facsimile: ( 01202) 659950 

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER: 
Roger Hall G4TNT 

PO Box 948, London SW6 2DS 
Telephone: 070-7731 6222 
Facsimile 020-7384 1031 
Mob.le 1078851 851385 

il PW PUBIJSMING LID. 2002 
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and 

articles published in Short Wave Magazine is 
f ully protected and reproduction or imitabon in 
whole or in part is expressly forbidden. All 
reasonable precautions are taken by Short 
Wave Magazine to ensure that the advice and 

data given to our readers is reliable. We cannot 
however, guarantee Band we cannot accept 

legal responsibility for it. Prices are those 
current as we go to press. Short Wave 

Magazine, USPS No. 006996, is published 
monthly for £36 ( UK) per year by PW Publishing 

Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, 
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Second Class 

Postage paid at South Hackensack. Postmaster: 
Send USA address changes to Royal Mail 
International, c/o Yellowstone International, 
2375 Pratt Boulevard, Elk Grove Village, IL 

6X07-5937. 

DISCLAIMER. Short Wave Magazine wishes in 
no way to either condone, or encourage, 

listeners to monitor frequencies and services 
which are prohibited by law. We respectfully 
refer you all to both the Wireless Telegraphy 

Act 1949, and the Interception of 
Communications Act 1985. Some of the 

products offered for sale in advertisements in 
this magazine may have been obtained from 
abroad or from unauthorised sources. Short 

Wave Magazine advises readers 
contemplating mail order to enquire whether 

the products are suitable for use in the UK and 
have full after-sales back-up available.The 
Publishers of Short Wave Magazine wish to 
point out that it is the responsibility of readers 
to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items 
offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine. 
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SWM Services 
Subscriptions 
Subscriptions are available at £36 
per annum to UK addresses, £43 in 
Europe and £48 (Airsaver), £54 
(Airmail) overseas. Subscription 
copies are despatched by 
accelerated Surface Post outside 
Europe. Airmail rates for overseas 
subscriptions can be quoted on 
request. Joint subscriptions to both 
Short Wave Magazine and Practical 
Wireless are available at £60 (UK) 
£73 ( Europe) and £81 (rest of 
world), £93 (airmail). 

Components For SWAIProjects 
In general all components used in 
constructing SWM projects are 
available from a variety of 
component suppliers. Where 
special, or difficult to obtain, 
components are specified, a 
supplier will be quoted in the 
article. The printed circuit boards 
for SWM projects are available 
from the SWMPCB Service, 
KANGA PRODUCTS, Sandford 
Works, Cobden Street, Long 
Eaton, Nottingham NG10 1BL 
Tel: 0115 - 967 0918. Fax: 0870 - 
056 8608. 

Photocopies & Back Issues 
We have a selection of back issues, 
covering the past three years of 
SWM. If you are looking for an 
article or review that you missed 
first time around, we can help. If 
we don't have the whole issue we 
can always supply a photocopy of 
the article. Back issues for SWM 
are £3.25 each and photocopies are 
£3.25 per article. 
Binders are also available ( each 
binder takes one volume) for £6.50 
plus £ 1 P&P for one binder, £2 P&P 
for two or more, UK or overseas. 
Prices include VAT where 
appropriate. 
A complete review listing for 
SWM/PW is also available from 
the Editorial Offices for £1 inc P&P. 

Piecing An Order 
Orders for back numbers, binders 
and items from our Book Store 
should be sent to: PW Publishing 
Ltd., Post Sales Department, 
Arrowsmith Court, Station 
Approach, Broadstone Dorset 
BH18 8PW, with details of your 
credit card or a cheque or postal 
order payable to PW Publishing Ltd. 
Cheques with overseas orders must 
be drawn on a London Clearing 
Bank and in Sterling. Credit card 
orders (Access, Mastercard, 
Eurocard, AMEX or Visa) are also 
welcome by telephone to 
Broadstone (01202)659930. An 
answering machine will accept 
your order out of office hours and 
during busy periods in the office. 
You can also FAX an order, giving 
full details to Broadstone 
(01N12) 659950. 
The E-mail address is 
hookstoreepwpublishing.ltd.uk 

Technical Help 
We regret that due to Editorial time 
scales, replies to technical queries 
cannot be given over the telephone. 
Any technical queries by E-mail are 
very unlikely to receive immediate 
attention either. So, if you require 
help with problems relating to 
topics covered by SWM, then 
please write to the Editorial 
Offices, we will do our best to help 
and reply by mail. 

El) 's 
(.0t11 men 

S
pring is without 
doubt here 
and with the 
change to 

BST the lighter 
evenings extended 
the usable outdoors 
working time. I'm 
finding this very 
useful for a couple of 
antenna projects I'm 
currently busy with. 
Over the past few 
days I've been very 
fortunate to have a 
clear sky once the 
sun has finally set. 
Fortunate because 
the three evenings prior 
to typing this piece there have been some good /SS and 
docked shuttle passes which have been visible to me. 
Those of you subscribed to the SWM-Readers list will 
have noted the posting by SWM author John Locker and 
others. John has a web-cam attached to his telescope 
and has captured some of the passes. If you want to 
view John's pictures then point your browser at 
www.satcom.freeserve.co.uk 

I've had a radio tuned to 259.7MHz for some days 
now but as yet, I've failed to hear any /SS traffic. I guess 
nothing's been said as the space craft has passed over my 
location. The orbit has brought is as close a 600km from 
my antenna so it is quite possible to hear signals. 

Minimal 
This month brings the 'Other Mans Shack' of Eric Bray. 
Eric and I have been in discussion for some time now 
regarding featuring his set-up. As I note in the feature 
on page 40, Eric was reluctant to share what he seems to 
consider, a somewhat minimalist shack. All along, I've 
been keen to persuade him otherwise. It really doesn't 
matter what you've got, it's how you use it that counts. 
This really is true of this hobby as with many others. An 
enthusiastic approach is the most essential item in any 
shack. Being kitted out like Baldock doesn't guarantee 
results or even more importantly enjoyment. Don't 
forget, this is a hobby, we do it for pleasure - surely? 

Warning 
We've had lots of correspondence recently and as a 
consequence 'QSL' is bigger this month, if the numbers 
of letters keeps up I'll have to consider increasing the 
space given to your letters permanently. There are, as 
always, some very interesting points raised. Not least of 
which by Nick Sparkes with his report on the appalling 
possibilities the future holds for the h.f. and lower 
bands. If seems to me that common sense needs to 
prevail here. The future of broadcasting both national 

and international, if we are to take heed of 
Nick's warnings, is to rely solely on a network 
of closely spaced transmitters providing a high 
signal density at vhf/uhf., satellites and cable 
based services. Over the next two issues of 
SWM we'll have a look at two digital radio 
broadcast sytems. Next month we take a look 
at DAB, especially intesting as it is now possible 
to buy a PC interface to recieve DAB broadcasts 
for under £40. 

Alternative 
A recent announcement by BT may provide an 
alternative to the death of long distance 
propagated signals by supplying an alternative 
to the likes of interference generating PLT. In 
my opinion it makes for a much more practical 

option to have non-fixed services. BT unveiled 
plans to roll out wireless local area networks (LANs) 

across the country providing business users with high 
speed Internet links. 

The company wants to provide the wireless LAN 
stations at more than 4000 UK locations, including 
airports, train stations, motorway service stations and 
cafes, by June 2005. 

Phase one will see 400 wireless LAN hotspots across 
the UK by June next year which will enable high speed 
Internet access to a company's computer network 
without the need for wires or cables. 

Costa Coffee and motorway services group Welcome 
Break are both understood to be close to signing deals 
with BT. 

The announcement is in expectation of a move by the 
Radiocommunications Agency to allow the commercial 
use of wireless LAN spectrum. 

BT will initially target businesses wanting a wireless 
LAN in their office and on the move. A similar package 
for the residential market will follow later in the year. 

The speed of the network will be 2Mb/s, which is five 
times faster than the proposed third-generation mobile 
'phone services. City analysts said that BT had stolen a 
march on mobile 'phone operators which are also 
interested in rolling out wireless LANs but are yet to 
announce their intentions. It is also seen as good for BT 
as the company could release a lucrative communication 
package which would be difficult for mobile operators 
to match. BT is also expected to re-enter the business 
mobile 'phone market through a tie-up with mm02, the 
unit it spun off last year, offering E-mail and voice 
services. 

I mentioned a few months back that I consider this 
seems the logical way forward. As with most systems of 
this scale, commercial pressures are the ones that forge 
the way. I sincerely hope that whatever the 
outcome that we are able to use 
the h.f. spectrum for 
cheap reliable 
long distance 
communication. 

73 
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Is there something you want to get off your chest? Do you have a problem fellow readers can solve? If so then drop a line 
to the Editor at QSL, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. 

THE TOP QSL WILL RECEIVE A £20 VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE. 

Dear Sir 

I look forward every month to getting SWMand 

enjoy reading most of the articles, however, I 

do agree with David Pannell's letter in the 

March SWMas there does seem to be a 

growing number of pages and more emphasis 

on computers and things that do not seem like 

radio. I would hope topics like these will not 

slowly squeeze out the real concern, i.e. the 

stuff that comes through the airwaves - this is 

the reason I buy SWM. 

Everyone seems to have an air of s.w. 

decline about them and surely printing so much 

about computers and the joy of listening via the 

Internet can only encourage people to retire 

their radio to the wardrobe. I don't know about 

everyone else, but anytime I turn my radio onto 

s.w. there are countless stations to listen to on 

the bands, and so what if the BBC and other 

'super stations' cut back on s.w. output, I don't 

exactly spend time up poles and on roofs and 

tuning around at all hours to pick up BBC World 

Service and the likes anyway. 

I do enjoy logging new far-away stations 

more than actually listening to programming 

from any particular one and hey, I still use a 

pencil and paper for logs, but we cannot 

prevent the digital future and the convenience 

of it all is apparent and if someone prefers to sit 

in their living room and listen to Brother Stair 

through the Internet in digital stereo connected 

to their Dolby surround sound hooked up to 

their hi-fi, well so be it. 

But for some of us, here is a for instance. 

Take a dedicated all weather fisherman who 

loves nothing better than to cart rods and gear 

across the countryside and then sit for three 

hours in the rain and on a muddy bank waiting 

for a catch, he is not going to be persuaded that 

it would be better for him to pop down to the 

local shop just because it has started to sell a 

conveniently gutted, cleaned and ready 

packaged fish for him to buy, so do you see 

what I mean? 

Fishing aside though, I would be glad to 

see 'LM&S' extended to allow for details of the 

logger's radios and antennas and results of 

experiments with different types - surely this is 

what s.w.l.ing is all about? A chart of the s.w. 

stations set out like that already used for the 

tropical, I.w. and mw. station listings would be 

dead handy for reference as well. 

The 'Other Man's Shack' is good. I would 

like to see photos of antenna systems as well as 

listening posts. Ever since I was young and 

operating on UK27/81 CB radio I would gaze up 

in wonderment, not to the heavens, but to the 

chimneys and gables of the houses to behold 

the vast arrays of smokey aluminium poles and 

shiny 5/8 waves that whipped in the breeze and 

stood silhouetted in the evening sun adorning 

the sky. Sad. You don't see as many antennas 

now besides the dish type. 

I see from the last couple of 

editions plenty of letters you 
received are about the John Wilson's 

offerings. I don't read it a lot though, not 

because I object to anything, it's just that I find it 

hard to understand and if I was young and 

beginning to gather an interest in long distance 

radio and happened to open SWMto John's 

page, those diagrams would scare me. I am 

sure he is good at his job, but I am left 

wondering do the majority of readers actually 

have £1000+ receivers like the ones tested and 

reviewed so often? I use a Roberts R827, Sony 

AN1 and a lcorn IC-R2 connected to a discone in 

the loft, which I use occasionally - not quite 

esoteric, but they all work well from my 

location. 

One of Mr Pannell's ideas was to open a 

Q&A column, which would be good as I have a 

question and that is, what are maritime 

beacons and what should I listen for if I wanted 

to receive them? Things like this may seem and 

appear common knowledge, but it is not 

always the case for some of us. 

Anyway, I shall carry on buying SWM, but I 

have a confession to make before I go. I did not 

fill in my survey, sorry, I am kicking myself now 

because I have just found it. 

Patrick Wylie 

N. Ireland 

Dear Sir 

Is Radio Dead? 

This question covers a broad spectrum of 

topics. Radio has evolved and is still evolving, 

so I think that it is a long way from death, but as 

one branch diminishes, then another takes its 

place. The hobby of both listening to and 

transmitting on the amateur bands is one case 

in particular. 

In earlier times, the amateur signals were 

easily heard on the ordinary broadcast 

receivers of the day, but not anymore, with 

most modes either unintelligible or simply 

unheard. After VVVVII a considerable amount of 

military surplus hit the market place. A large 

number of good general coverage receivers 

were released, often as new (at a price! they 

only look cheap compared to today's wages), 

but a source of modifiable ' units' at a much 

lower price was also available, making amateur 

construction affordable to all with an interest. 

The magazines of the day were full of 'how 

to modify' articles. The 'ready made' market 

hardly existed at this point. At this time, also 

with demobed 'surplus' WT operators wishing 

to take up the hobby, the RAE was the 

stumbling block, not Morse. Now the reverse is 

the case (up to the introduction of the 

Foundation licence). 

Modern times bring modern highly 

sophisticated, miniature and multiband 

transceivers, the price making amateur 

construction less competitive and the home-

constructed project has little resale value in 

spite of the cost of the new components used. 

We are all becoming more operators than 

constructors (GAP and Microwave excluded). 
We mainly construct only peripheral devices for 

our h.f./v.h.f. equipment. Some don't even 

possess basic tools and have difficulty with a 

mains plug, coaxial connectors are something 

best left to an 'expert' and we all know the 

definition of one of those! 

The hobby faces still more competition 

from other electronic activities, computers 

having a foot in both camps, for the BC listener 

some stations move exclusively to Internet and 

satellite. The amateur also has gateways to 
enable transworld communication using only a 

hand-held, plus all the logging and decoding 

software can make the computer an essential 

part. 
In the UK, radio (other than UK broadcast), 

seems to appeal less to the young than the 

more mature ( us old codgers, even we listen to 

Saga FM!). The clubs seem to have an average 

age around that of retirement, few youngsters 

seem to stay long with the hobby, but then the 

few youngsters who stay certainly lack the 

apathy of a large number who describe 

themselves as amateurs, owning all the most 

expensive gear, but nonetheless remain mostly 
non-operational, apart from their exclusive nets. 

Yes, class distinction is certainly alive and 

well within the hobby, the Morse being a prime 

example. If the rest of us can keep on talking to 

each other, ignoring 'class' callsign series, etc., 

whilst the listeners carry on listening, and 

sometimes let us know that they can hear us, 

then radio can go on for at least a bit longer! 

I suppose I could ramble on further, but to 

finish, I guess as long as some are prepared to 

put more into the hobby than they take out, 

then its safe, but let the passive, I am bored 

entertain me brigade take over, then the 

amateur side will surely die. 

On a different subject, I find some of John 

Wilson's comments cruelly to the point and to 

pour any form of criticism onto anyone's pride 

and joy is a good way of upsetting people, but 

then I wasn't at the front of the queue when tact 

was being handed out either. The truth often 

hurts and John doesn't confuse fact with 

opinion. 

The need to service professional 

equipment beyond the very basic requires 

equally expensive test equipment and as I was 

taught, 'Wise men nor fools, can't work without 

tools', unfortunately, the fool often tries without 

even the most basic of documentation or test 

equipment and that dreaded screwdriver 

tightens everything that can be tightened. 

Bearing in mind that alignment is seldom a 

cause of failure. 

The high cost of professional servicing and 

routine calibration leads me to wonder if a 

considerable number of items appearing as 

surplus are well into the area when MTBF has 

run the best part of its course and also appear 

in the BER category. This may not be such a 

problem to the ex-professional who has 

managed to retain some reasonable test 

equipment and a source of parts, after all, the 

hourly rate becomes merely a labour of 

love...or obsession leading to baldness and 

near insanity. 

A. Malcolm G8DEC 

Worcs 

continued on page 31 
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News and Products 

Future Plans 
The Stoke on Trent Amateur Radio 
Society meet every Monday and Thursday 
evening from 1930 onwards at the 45 
Club, Lancaster Road, Newcastle, Staffs. 
The Society offers occasional intermediate 
RAE courses and c.w. practice and are 
active on h.f., v.h.f. and u.h.f., especially 
4m and ATV. Future plans include talks, 
film nights and rally trips. A warm 
welcome is extended to any former 
members who wish to rejoin! Please 
contact Albert G4DHO on (01782) 
638801 initially with any membership and 
club enquiries. 

World DX Club 
International short wave broadcast 
stations started their summer schedules 
on March 31st. The World DX Club 
publishes a 12 page pamphlet listing the 
times and frequencies of English 
broadcasts, in country order, which is 
constantly updated, so that the 
information is always as accurate as 
possible when you order. The guide covers 
over 100 broadcasters and is available for 
50p or two IRCs from Arthur Ward, 17 
Motspur Drive, Northampton NN2 
6LY. The club also has a website: 
http://www.worldxclub.org.uk with 

the latest members logbook and a 
selection of articles from the club's 
monthly magazine Contact. 

Support Your Local Mill 
National Mills Weekend is an annual event organised by the Mills Section of the SPAB 
(Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings), the national society for protecting our historic 
windmills and watermills. Since the Mills Section began persuading millers and mill-owners to 
open their doors over a decade ago, a growing number of mills have become available to 
visitors. This year it is anticipated that over 350 mills will be open to the public, from the north 
of Scotland to the south coast, from Wales and Cornwall in the west to East Anglia. 

It is not only the countryside that mills are still to be found. In the past, many were built to 

serve towns and urban areas and a number survive, including some that will open for the first 
time this year. New Hall Mill, Sutton Coldfield (West Midlands) and the Town Mill, Lyme Regis 
(Dorset) are two recently restored working watermills that will be welcoming visitors over 

National Mills Weekend 
This year, on the 11 & 12th May 2002 the Denby Dale ARS are co-ordinating the radio 

side of the National Mills Event alongside the society for the protection of ancient buildings. 
An invitation goes out to all clubs and individuals to join them by putting on a special event 
station at a wind/watermill near your home. 

There is an award for hearing or working ten mills stations, all that is required is a copy of 
your log to Sue GOVVFE with a donation of £3 payable to Denby Dale ARS. The money will go 
to the SPAB to help with the restoration of mills. Visit www.qsl.net/g4cdd where you can 
obtain more information, along with a list of stations taking part and other developing 
information. 

History Of Defence Electronics 
The SWM Newsdesk has recently had a letter from Anne Stobbs, 
Publicity Officer, Friends of CHiDE at Bournemouth University, who 
wonders if any SWM readers would be interested in CHiDE (Centre for 
the History of Defence Electronics) which was formed in 1995 at 
Bournemouth University for the purpose of collecting and preserving 
personal records of historical interest on defence electronics, embracing 
such subjects as radar, sonar, communications, countermeasures, etc., from World War Il to 

the present day. 
There is an association of 'The Friends of CHiDE', which meets periodically for an 

autumn symposium, a lecture every spring and for summer, visits to places of interest, such 

as the Air Defence Radar Museum near Norwich; HMS Collingwood in Portsmouth, 
Bletchley Park, Kensington, etc. The next event is the Spring Lecture at Bournemouth 

University on 2nd May, which will be on Over The Horizon radar. 
If you are interested and would like to find out more, contact Anne Stobbs, Publicity 

Officer, Bournemouth University, Studland House, 12 Christchurch Road, 
Bournemouth, Dorset BH1 3NA. 

CHiDE 
Centre for the History of 

Defence Electronics 

Harrow's Events 
The Radio Society of Harrow meet every Friday from 2000 at 

The Harrow Arts Centre, Uxbridge Road, Hatch End, Middlesex. 
Just a few up and coming events include: April 26: Chris G4AUF - 
Recent Developments in the Mobile 'Phone Industry, April 27: 
International Marconi Day, May 3: Informal, May 5: GB2DHH 
Operating Day, May 6: May Day At The Manor - this takes place at 

Harrow Heritage Centre - the club are hoping to have the 
GB4FUN bus again and will put on a station and display of 
amateur radio activities, May 10: Club Dinner - join the club for a 
leisurely meal at the Vine Taverna, South Ruislip, May 12: 
Dunstable Downs Radio Club Boot Sale, May 17: Committee 

meeting, May 18-20: Visit to F6KRK. Further details from Jim 
Ballard on (01895) 476933 (home) or 0207-278 6421 daytime, 
E-mail: gOaot@thersgb.net 

2002 Air Events 
Ian Doyle has submitted the following list of Air Events that may be of interest to SWM 
readers. Many of you will now be aware that the ever popular Mildenhall Air Fete and 
Middle Wallop Airshow have cancelled. However, there are still a number of limited 
opportunities to catch the Mil Air action - please note, it is always important to check 
with the organisers, especially given current world events. 

Date 
June 2-3 

June 9 
June 29-30 
July 13 
July 17 
July 21 
August 31- September 1 
September 14 

Event 
Southend Seafront Airshow 
Queens Jubilee Flypast London (TBA) 
Cosford Airshow, Salop 
RAF Waddington Airshow, Lincs 
RNAS Yeovilton, Somerset Airshow 
RNAS Culdrose Air Day, Cornwall 
RIAT, RAF Fairford, Glos 
Southport Seafront Airshow 
Leuchars Battle of Britain At Home Day 

Contact 
(01702) 215166 

(0870) 6062014 
(01522) 726100 
(01935) 456752 
(01326) 574121 
(01285) 713300 
(01704) 500893 
(01334) 839000 

Celebrity aviation enthusiast David 'Del Boy' 
Jason posing for the camera at last year's 
RIAT. (Ian Doyle). 
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Analogue Radio 
In the public service arena there is some 
uncertainty on what integrated 
communication infrastructures will look 
like over the next decade. Whatever the 
debate, it is important that police, fire 
and ambulance services find a credible 
solution to allow them to meet the 
increased pressures placed on them by 
political bodies and the growing role 
played by 'consumers'. Ian Lockyer, 
Marketing Executive of Icom (UK) Ltd. 
went to see John Stewart, 
Communication Officer for Sussex 
Ambulance Service Trust (SAST) to see 
what role analogue technology is 

making in this critically important area. 
John Stewart has a central role that 

involves the design, procurement, 
training and maintenance of an 
integrated communication system. With 
the importance placed on response 
targets, patient welfare and the security 
of its ambulance staff, communications 
has never been as important and as 
critical to the success of the service. 

The county's communication 
infrastructure is essentially split into two 
areas. An outer arc, covers Chichester 
through mid Sussex to Hastings. There is 
an inner arc, which covers Littlehampton 
to Eastbourne (essentially the area 
covering the South Downs). There are 
eight transmitters in the outer arc and 
six transmitters on the inner. The trust 
uses quasi-synchronous transmissions on 
these channels, which allows a high 
degree of coverage and allows BT to 
change the routing without the effect of 
delay. Previously, if BT changed the line, 
you had a poor quality signal and a wait 
for an engineer to turn up and tune the 
system back in. 

Sussex Ambulance Fleet comprises 
over 80 Accident & Emergency vehicles, 
90 Patient Transport Service (PTS), 10 
response cars (Vauxhall Vectra), 7 Toyota 
Land Cruiser 4x45 and 11 motorcycles. 
The varied response vehicles allow a 
flexible approach to incidents. The Trust 
also uses a Police helicopter that is 
always crewed by a Sussex Ambulance 
Paramedic, along with a Police Officer 
and pilot. This new helicopter is jointly 

funded by the Police and 
Ambulance Services. 

The role played by radio 
has grown in importance, 
giving many general 
applications for Ambulance 
staff. Radios allow crews to 
talk to each other and to 
control, allowing them to 
give reports very quickly. 
Hand-held radio especially, 
to allow crews to 

communicate away from vehicles. Radio 
gives the immediate 
facility to call for 
back up, thus giving 
each member of 
staff peace of mind 
and providing a 
more effective 
service for patients. 
In fact, the SAST 
was one of the first 
organisations to 
purchase the IC-
F3GT, Icom's 
flagship hand-held 
v.h.f. transceiver in 
the UK. 

Around 50 Icom 
hand-held 
transceivers have 
already been put 
into the SAST radio 
scheme, allowing 
personnel to be 
away from the 
vehicle. John 
Stewart further 
added, "We have 
put two new 
repeater base 
stations into our 
area which now 
gives us an 
impressive 90% 
hand-held coverage 
across the country". 

SAST is currently 
in the process of 

planning for a new emergency control 
vehicle for use at major incidents. It will 
have a dedicated radio/comms area and 
a dedicated command area. John 
Stewart said, "we are looking to fit a 
wide range of radios, including the IC-
F1610 data radios, MRP-2000 mobile 
repeater as well as Icom airband and 
marine radios. 

lcorn (UK) Ltd. can be reached at 
Sea Street, Heme Bay, Kent CT6 8LD, 
Tel: (01227) 741741, FAX: (01227) 
741742, or visit www.icomuk.co.uk 
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MMUS CONFIDENTIAL 
FRFIIIIFNCV I IT 17th Pffitinn 
The very best frequency guide on 

the market has been fully 

updated. 

O Bigger than ever 

O NOW includes ALE 

O 512 pages of UTE 
station details 

O The most up-to:Iodate 
Utility Guide 

O Frequencies by 
callsign list 

O Compiled by Short 
Wave Magazine 
editor 

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930 
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours 
your order will be recorded on an answerphone 

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950 
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will he 
acceptable to save you cutting your treasured copy! 

To: PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station 
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. 

Please send me copies of Ferrell's Confidential 
Frequency Guide, 12th Edition @ £19.99 per copy. 
UK P&P: £1.25 for one copy, £2.50 for two or more. 

Overseas P&P: £2.50 for one copy, £4.00 for two, please add 50p per item 

thereafter, 

PAYMENT DETAILS 

Name  

Address  

 Postcode  

Telephone No  

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £ 

Or 
Charge to my MasterCardNisa/Switch/AMEX Card the amount of £ 

Card No. 

=  en4 

Valid from to  

Issue No . Tel:   

Signature   
Orders will be only processed when the book is published. 

Prices correct at time of going to press. 

Please note all payments must be made in Sterling Cash not accepted 

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930 
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950 

Telephone 01202 659930 for more details 
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News and Products 

Special Event 
As briefly mentioned in last month's SWM, the Scarborough Special Events Group 
will be sending this QSL of the steam locomotive Green Arrow to all who make contact 

with, or send s.w.l. reports to GB5SF active during the weekend of 18- 19th May. More 
details from Roy Clayton G4SSH, Chairman, on (01723) 862924. 

Summits On The Air 
Now that the sun is out (sometimes!), operating portable is 
more enticing. If you enjoy hill walking, then Summits On The 
Air (SOTA) may well be of interest. SOTA is an award scheme 
that aims to give radio amateurs some new goals to achieve. 

The SOTA team has defined a list of hilltops that 'count' for the 
award. 
Each 
hilltop 
has a number of points associated 
with it ( usually related to its 
height). Awards can be won by 
collecting points. They are 
available for both summit 
'activators' and 'chasers' (those 

who contact activators from the 
warmth of their shacks). All 
bands and modes can be used, so 
even a simple 2m handy is 
sufficient to allow you to start 

participating. The award started 
in March, and already over 40 
hilltops have been activated! Full 
details and sets of rules can be 
downloaded from the SOTA 
website at 
http://www.sota.org.uk 

RALLIES 
April 28: The Aldridge & Barr Beacon 
Amateur Radio Club will be holding their 
3rd Surplus Radio & Electronical Sale at 
the Aldridge Community Centre, Anchor 
Meadow, Middlemore Lane, Aldridge. 
Doors open 1030 till 1430 and admission is 
just 50p. Charles on (01922) 636162. 

April 28: The Andover Radio Amateur 
Club will again hold a Spring Boot Sale at 
the Village Hall in Wildhern. Details from 
Terry G8ALR on (01980) 629346 or Jim 
G4NVVJ on (01980) 610594. 

May 6: The 9th West Wales Amateur Radio 
St Computer Rally will be held at Penparcau 
School, Aberystwyth. Doors open 1000 till 
1530. Admission is £ 1. There will be good 
parking facilities, with easy access for 
disabled visitors and traders for all stalls. 
Demonstrations of h.f., v.h.f., on the air. 
Amateur Radio and computer traders, 
Bring & Buy, clubs and Special Interest 
Groups. Talk-on S22. Further information 
from Ray GW7AGG on (01686) 628778 
or E-mail: mwmg01@aber.ac.uk 

May 6: The Dartmoor Radio Rally is to be 
held at Pannier Market, Tavistock, Devon, 
in the same new location as last year, 
giving plenty of space for traders to display 
their wares and for visitors to see them and 
talk to old friends. There is also access for 
disabled visitors. Plenty of public car 
parking within five minutes walking 
distance. There will be trade stands, a 
Bring & Buy and refreshments. Doors open 
at 1030 ( 1015 for disabled visitors). Talk- in 
on S22. Beautiful views over Dartmoor, 
ideal for picnics, so why not bring the 
family? Ron G7LLG on (01822) 852586. 

May 12: The Dunstable Downs Radio Club 
will be holding its 19th Annual National 
Radio Car Boot Sale at Stockwood Country 
Park, Luton, Bedfordshire. Site opens from 
0900 till 1500 - leave M1 at junction J10' 
and follow signs for The Mossman 
Collection'. There will be a talk- in on S22. 
More information and booking form access 
from 
www.ddrcbootsale.freeserve.co.uk or 
write to: DDRC, PO Box 4053, 
Dunstable, Beds LUS 5ZJ enclosing an 
s.a.e. FAX enquiries to (01525) 383898 or 
E-mail: ddrc@magstripe.demon.co.uk 

May 19: The Midland Amateur Radio 
Society are holding their Drayton Manor 
Radio & Computer Rally at Drayton Manor 
Park, Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffs. The main 
traders will be in three marquees, there will 
also be a large outside flea market, a Bring 
& Buy, local clubs and societies and special 
interest stands. Doors open from 1000 
onwards. More information from Peter 
G6DRN on 0121-443 1189 (evenings 
please). 

May 26: The Spalding & District Amateur 
Radio Society Annual Rally takes place at 
the Springfields Exhibition Centre, 
Spalding. There will be club and trade 
stands, refreshments, free car parking, car 
boot area, tombola and raffle. Overnight 
camping is available by prior arrangement. 
Ray MOCTM on (01775) 711953 or 
John G4NBR (07946) 302815. 
Alternatively, visit www.sdars.org.uk 

May 26: The Stirling & District Amateur 
Radio Society are holding a mini radio rally 
at Menstrie Scout Hall, near Stirling. Doors 
open 1030. There will be traders, a Bring & 
Buy and lots more. Check out 
www.qsl.netigmenx, E-mail: 
bcoan@tiscali.co.uk or telephone 
Brendan GMOBWR on 
(01259) 761299. 
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• BRIAN ODDY G3FEX, THREE CORNERS, MERRYFIELD WAY, STORRINGTON, WEST SUSSEX RH20 4NS 

LIM&S 
ometimes messages addressed to me are sent 
via the Internet to the SWM office in Broadstone. 
The SWM staff have to print them out and then 
post them to me because I have no access to the 
Internet. If the originator has not included his/her 

full postal address and a reply is required it has to be 
posted to the SWM office and then sent via the Internet. 

The extra work for the SWM staff and resulting delays 
could be avoided if queries and contributions are sent by 
post direct to me at the above address. 

Long Wave Reports 
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in 
UTC (=GMT). Unless otherwise stated, all logs were 
compiled during February. 

Favourable conditions for the reception of the 
broadcasts from Rikisutvarpid ( RUV) in Reykjavik, Iceland, 
were observed during the early hours of the 16th by - 
Simon Hockenhull in E.Bristol. At 012OUTC he picked up 
the sky waves from their 300kW outlet at Gufuskalar, 
W.Iceland, on 189kHz and logged the transmission as 
SINPO 24442. He then tuned to 207kHz and heard their 
100kW outlet at Eidar, E.Iceland, which rated 23342 at 0123. 

Over in Co.Down Eddie McKeown (Newry) noticed a 
marked improvement in the transmission from 
Clarkestown, Eire, on 252kHz. He says "Where previously 
the Atlantic signal was side-splattering ridiculously - here it 
went as far as 234 - there is relatively little splatter now, 
allowing reception of the previously submerged 261 and a 
vastly improved Kalundborg on 243". During his checks he 
logged Team Talk on 252 as 55555 at 1305; R.Ropa via Burg 
on 261 as 32332 at 2024; RUV via Eidar on 207 as 22222 at 
2022 & via Gufsuskalar on 189 as 34233 at 0114. 
Kalundborg, Denmark on 243 was 42232 at 0616. 

The new all talk sports programme broadcast by Team 
Talk on 252kHz was found to be 'off air' during the 
morning and early afternoon of the 19th by Adam 
Birchenall (Coalville, Leics). Instead, he was surprised by 
good reception from co-channel Tipaza, Algeria! 

The reception of an unknown transmission under 
Roumoules on 216kHz was 
reported by Ernie Strong (Ramsey, 
Cambs) in ' LM&S', SWM February 
'02. The ' Luxembourg Effect' was 
suggested as a likely cause by two 
contributors to this column last 
month, but Ernie is wondering if the 
planned co-channel station in 
Norway was testing. There have 
been no other reports to indicate 
that it is operational - any 
information about it would be 
welcome here. 

Long Wave Chart 

Freq Station Country Power Listener 
(kHz) (kW) 
153 Bechar Algeria 1000 0' 
153 Donebach DLF Germany 500 A,C,Er,E,P,G,H,I,J 
153 Bod Romania 1200  D',G* 
162 Albums France 2000 A,C,D,E,P,G,H,I,J 
171 Nador Medi-1 Morocco 2000 8",G . 
171 B'shakovo etc Russia 1200 D' 
171 Sasnovy Belarus 1000 G 
177 Oranienburg Germany 500 A,B*,D,r,G 
163 Saarlouis Germany 2000 A,C,V,E,P,G,H,J* 
189 Gufuskalar W.Iceland 150 B,Ir,G* 
189 Caltanissetta Italy 10 G* 
198 Droitwich BBC UK 500 C,D.E,G,H,J 
207 Munich DLF Germany 500 D',E,P,G,H,I,J* 
207 Eider E.Iceland 100 B4O* 
207 Azilal Morocco 800 0' _ 
216 Roumoules RMC S.France 1400 A,C,D,E,P.G,H.1...1 
225 Polskie R-1 Poland ? A•,8,C*,D,P,G,H,J* 
234 Beidweiler Luxembourg 2000 A,C,D,E,P.G,F1.1,J 
243 Kalundborg Denmark 300 A,B,C,D,P,P,G,H,J 
252 Tipaza Algeria 1500 A,E* 
252 Team Talk 252 Eire 500 A,C,D,E,F",6',H,J 
261 Burg(R.Ropa) Germany 85 0' 
261 Taldom Moscow Russia 2500 G,..1* 
270 Topolna Czech Rep 1500 D',E*,P,G',H,J* 
279 Sasnovy Belarus . 500  C',D,E',G*,J 

Note: Entries marked • were logged during darkness. All other entries were 
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk. 

Listeners:-
(A) Adam Birchenhall, Coalville, Leics. 
(B) Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol. 

Sheila Hughes, Morden. 
(D) Eddie McKeown, Newry. 
(El George Millmore, Wootton. loW. 
(F) Fred Pallant, Storrington. 
(GI Ernie Strong, Ramsey, Cambs. 
(H) Michael Wesley, while in Settle, N.Yorks. 
(I) Thomas Williams, Truro. 
(J) Fred Wilmshurst. Northampton. 

Medium Wave Reports 
A search for broadcasts from m.w. 
stations in E.Canada and E.USA was 
made before midnight on February 1 
by Adam Birchenall in Coalville. At 
2332 he heard CJYQ in St.John's, 
Newfoundland, on 930kHz, playing 
mainly Country and Western music. 
At 2342 he tuned to 1510kHz and 
heard a disc jockey named Chris 
Wallice announce the station ident 
as ' 1510 the zone and sporting news 
radio' - unusual, because all stations 
in the USA have a callsign allocated 
to them, which should be included in 
the ident to avoid confusion! The 
transmission rated SINPO 33333. 

The many m.w, stations in the 
Middle East, N.Africa, Europe and 
Scandinavia attracted the attention 
of some listeners in the UK - see 
chart. Higher than usual signal 
ratings were noted by George 

Millmore (Wootton, loW) while compiling his 
extensive log. The sky waves from Duba, Saudi Arabia 
(2000kW) on 1521kHz rated SIO 333. During daylight 
he logged the BBC R-4 transmission from Crystal 
Palace on 720, which replaced Lots Road, as SIO 333. In 
Ramsey, Cambs, it averaged 43453, but after dark co-
channel interference reduced the rating to 42422. 

While listening to the broadcasts from Virgin on 
1197kHz at around 1500 Harry Richards (Barton-
upon-Humber) noticed that quite a few of their outlets 
on 1197 were audible. He says " not exactly a delay on 
them, but they were all separate". Some time ago he 
reported that Virgin via Moorside Edge on 1215 could 
be heard about one second before their co-channel 
outlet in Hull. Such effects must render reception 
unacceptable for listeners who live on the fringe of the 
service areas of these transmitters. Differences in the 
routing of the 'music lines' to the transmitters is the 
most likely cause of this problem, which could be 
corrected. 

The ground waves from some quite distant local 
radio stations were received during daylight - see chart. 
In Northampton, Fred Wilmshurst heard forty-nine 
stations including ILR Classic Gold, Exeter on 666, 
noted as 23242; ILR Classic Gold GEM, Derby on 945 as 
35444; BBC R.Derby on 1116 as 45444. 

Short Wave Reports 
In the 25MHz ( 11m) band the broadcasts from 
Deutsche Welle ( DW), Germany on 25.740 (Ger to Asia 
0800-1400 and Radio France International ( RFI) on 
25.820 (Fr, Eng to E/C.Africa 0830-1300) continued 
throughout February. There were no reports about 
them from distant places this time, however it seems 
likely that they reached the intended target areas well 
except during periods of intense solar activity. There 
were a number of reports from listeners in the UK, but 
reception here is unreliable because it is dependent 
upon back scatter and other propagation modes. 

The SINPO ratings quoted in the latest UK reports 
for DW were 35534 at 0810 by Vic Prier in Colyton; 
45445 at 0915 by Bernard Curtis in Stalbridge; 34333 
at 1120 by Thomas Williams in Truro; 45544 at 1203 in 
Newry; 45522 at 1210 in E.Bristol; 25343 at 1229 by 
Fred Pallant in Storrington; 35444 at 1325 in 
Northampton. 

Those for RFI were 32422 at 0900 in Colyton, with a 
strong echo on the 24th; 45443 at 0910 in Stalbridge; 
35343 at 1035 in Northampton; 25433 at 1127 in 
Storrington; 34333 at 1040 in Truro; 24222 at 1135 by 
Peter Pollard in Rugby; 35232 at 1202 in Newry; 35522 
at 1205 in E.Bristol. 

Listeners in the UK have reported good reception 
over long distances in the 21MHz (13m) band. 
R.Australia's broadcast to Pacific areas via Shepparton 
on 21.725 (Eng 0200-0900) was rated 44433 at 0830 by 
Stan Evans in Herstmonceux. It is followed by a 
broadcast to Asia via Shepparton on 21.820 (Eng 
0900-1400), rated 33333 at 1055 by David Hall in 
Morpeth. 

Also mentioned in the reports were R.France lnt via 
Issoudun? 21.580 (Fr to Africa 0700-1700), rated 44422 
at 0822 by Rhoderick Illman in Oxted; R.Pakistan 
21.465 (Eng, Ur to Eur 0800-1100) 44444 at 0840 in 
Colyton; DW via Wertachtal? 21.560 (Eng to Africa 
0900-0945) 44444 at 0900 by Sheila Hughes in 
Morden; R.Japan via Yamata, Japan 21.755 (Jap to 
Oceania, Australasia 0800-1000) 44433 at 1000 in 
Newry; R.Prague, Czech Rep 21.745 (Eng to E.Africa, 
M.East 1130-1200) 45444 at 1143 in E.Bristol; HCJB 
Quito, Ecuador 21.455 (Eng [ u.s.b.]) 24422 at 1203 in 
Rugby; BBC via Ascension Is 21.470 (Eng to S.Africa 
1300-1900) 35343 at 1410 in Northampton; Channel 
Africa via Meyerton, S.Africa 21.725 (Eng to W.Africa 
1300-1455, Sat/Sun) 44333 at 1455 in Truro; BBC via 
Cyprus 21.660 (Eng to S.Africa 1400-1700) 23322 at 
1646 by Michael Wesley, while in Settle, N.Yorks; 
WYFR Family R. via Okeechobee, USA 21.525 (Fr, Eng 
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Local Radio Chart 
Freq Station 
(kHz) 
558 Spectrum, London 
603 QG,Litt'brne 
630 R.Bedfordshire(3CR) 
630 R.Cornwall 
657 R.Clwyd 
657 R.Cornwall 

Cl Gold 666, Exeter 
R.York 
BBC Essex 
Hereford/Worcester 

756 9.Cumbria 
756 The Magic 756,Powys 
795 BBC Essex 
774 R.Kent 
774 R.Leeds   
774 Cl Gold 774 Glus  
792 Cl Gold 792,Badford 
.801 R.Devon 
.8213 Cl Gold 828, tiniOn 
828 CI.G 828 Bournem'th 
837 R.Cumbria/Furness 
837 Asian Netwk Leics 
.855 R.Devon 
855 R.Lancashire 
855 R.Norfolk, Postwick 
855 Sunshine 855,Ludlow 
673 R,Norfolk, W.Lynn 
936 Brunel CG, W.Wilts 
636 Fresh AM, Hawes 
.945. . Ct.Gp.10 GEM, Derby 
346. Capital G, Bexhill 
_954 CI.Gold 954 via ? 
854 CI.Gold 954,Torquay 
.664 CI.Gold 954, H'ford 
.863 Asian Sd, E.Lancs 
963 Liberty R, Hackney 
_872 _Liberty R, Southall 

666 
666 
729 
738 

ILR 
BBC 

e.m.r.p Listener 
(kW) 
DSO c.E,F..11 

  0.10 E,F,H 
  0.20 A,C,E,F*,H 

2.00 E 
2.00 A.,Q",E,F,H 
0.50 E   
0.34 B.E.F.11 

 0.80 .. A.Er.F.G 
0.20 .C,E,F',H 

 ' 0.037 . 
1.00 Er. 
0.63 4,E,F,H 
0.50 A,C,E.F',H 
0.70 4,E,F*,H 
0.50 F' 
0.14 4,E,H 
0.27 E,P,H 
2.00 B4O*,E,F• 
020 C,F',H 
0.27 E 
1.50 G 
0.45 A,E,P,H 
1.00 E 
1.50 D',F,G 
1.50 F' 
0.15 &FM 
0.30 E,F",H 
0.18 E,F,H 
1.00 G 
0.20 4,F,H 
0.75 E,F 
? F 
0.32 E 
0.16 B,H 
0.80 G 
1.00 E,F.',H 

Freq Station ILR e.m.r.p Listener Freq Station 
(kHz) BBC (kW) (kHz) 
990 R.De.von, E.Devon B ...... . 1,00 8,E 1359 Breeze, Chelmsford 
990 CI.G, Wolverhampton 0.09 F,H 1359 Cl Gold 1359, C'hy 
999 C.Gold GEM Nott'ham 025 F',H 1359 R.Solent,Bournem'th 
999 Magic 9-99 P'stn 0.80 D",G 1368 R.Lincolnshire 
999 R.Solent 1.00 E 1368 Southern Counties R 
999 Valley R, Aberdare 0.300 B 1368 Wiltshire Sound 
1017 CI.G,WABC,Shrshire 0.70 F,H 1377 Asian Sd, Rochdale 
1026 R.Cambridgeshire 0.50 EH 1413 R.Gloucester via ? 

  1.70 G 1413 Premier via ? 11002266 RDerernsteoywn R, Belfast 
1,00  ELE 1413 Fresh AM, Skipton 

1035 R11 C'try(Ritz11035 1.80 D',E,F,H 1431 Breeze,Southend 
1035 R.Sheffield   1.00 F 1431 Cl Gold, Heading 
1107 Moray Fth,Invemess 1.50 0' 449 Asian Netwk,Peterbro. 
1116 R.Derby 1.20 D',F,H 458 R.Cumbria 
1116 R.Guernsey   0.50 E 458 R.Devon 
1116 Valley R, Ebbw Vale. 0.50 B 
1152 CI.G Amber, Norwich   0.83 D",F 
1152 LBC 1152 AM   23.50 E,F,H 
1152 CI.G, Birmingham   3.00 B,H 
1161 R.Bedfordshire(3CR) B........ 0.10 F',H 
1161 Magic 1161, Goxhill 0.35 F 
1161 Southern Counties R B 1.00 E 
1161 Tay AM, Dundee   1.40 D' 
1170 CI.G Amber, Ipswich 0.28 F 
1170 Capital G,Portsm'th 050 C,E 
1170 Signal 2,Stoke-on-T 020 A 
1170 11704M,High Wycombe   0.25 F,H 
1242 Capital G,Maidstone 0.32 E 
1251 C.G Amber,Bury StEd   0.76 F 
1260 Brunel CG, Bristol 1.60 E 
1260 SabrasSnd,Leicester   . 0.29 F,H 
1278 CI.Gold 1278  W York 0.43 F,G 
1296 Radio XL,Birmingham 5.00 D',E,F,H 
1305 Premier via ? . .0.50 D',E,F,H 
1305 Touch AM, Newport . 0.20 E 
1323 Capital G,Southwick . 0.50 E 

0.63 F' 
1332 Premier, Battersea 1.00 E 
1323 SomersetSnd,Bristol 

1332 Cl Gold 1332,Pt'bo 0.60 A,D*,F,H 
1332 Wiltshire Sound B 0.30 B,D',E 

RR 
BBC 

8 

e 

e 
458 Sunrise, London I 
458 Asian Netwk Langley B 
485 Cl Gold, Newbury I 
485 R.Humberside (Hull) B 
48.5 R.Merseyside B 
485 Southern Counties R B 
503 R.Stoke-on-Trent B 
521 Breeze, Reigate I 
530 R.Essex, Southend B 
530 CI.Gold via 7 I 
530 Big AM, W.Yorks I 
530 Cl Gold Worcester I 
548 R.Bristol B 
548 Capital G, London - I 
548 MagicB8,Liverpool I 
557 R.Lancashire B 
557 CI .Gold 1557,N.hant I 
557 Capital G, So'ton I 
566 CountySnd,Guildford I 
584 London Turkish R 1 
584 R.Nottingham  B 
584 R.Shropshire  B 
602 R.Kent   e 

e.m.sp Listener 
(kW) 
0.28 F 
027 F,H 
0.85 E 
2.00 F,H 
0.50 C,E 
0.10 E 
0.10 A' 

F,H 
0.50 E,F 
010 F,G 
0.35 13',D*,F 
0.14 13',C,E,F,H 
0.15 F,H 
0.50 0' 
2.00 E 

50.00 A',E,F,H 
500 D',F,H 
1.00 B,C,F,H 
1.00 D',F 
1.20 D",E 
1.00 C,E 
1.00 13,C*0',F,H 
0.64 13',D',E,FH 
0.15 C,F 

0.74 D' 
0.52 A,D*,H 
5.00 D',E 

97.50 E,F 
4.40 D',F 
025 D',G 
0.76 D',F,H 
050 E 
0.50 D',E,F 
0.20 F 
100 D',F,H 
0.50 F 
0.25 D',E,F,H 

Eur, Africa 1800-2200) 55454 at 2145 in 
Stalbridge. 

The occupants of the narrow 18MHz ( 15m) 
band include R.Sweden 18.960 (Eng to 
N.America 1230-1300, 1330-1400, 1430-1500), 
rated 44444 at 1246 in Oxted & 44444 at 1330 by 
Vera Brindley in Woodhall Spa; R.Denmark via 
Sveio, Norway 18.950 (Da to N.America 1330-
1355) 45544 at 1350 in Northampton; R.Norway 
Int 18.950 (Norw to N.America 1700-1730) 
55545 at 1711 in E.Bristol; Family Radio VVYFR 
via Okeechobee FL, USA 18.980 (Eng to Eur, 
M.East 1545-1945) 22222 at 1718 in Truro & 
35233 at 1908 in Newry; Christian Science 
Herald via WSHB Cypress Creek 18.910 (Fr, 
Eng to E/S.Africa 1600-2000) 43333 at 1800 in 
Morden & 34433 at 1940 in Colyton. 

Most of the broadcasts in the 17MHz (16m) 
band are beamed to listeners in selected target 
areas, but quite a few of them can be received 
in the UK. The most distant comes from 
R.Australia via Shepparton on 17.750 (Eng to 
Asia 0000-0500, 0600-1100). It was rated 33333 
at 1056 in Morpeth. Others include the BBC via 
Cyprus 17.640 (Eng to E.Africa 0500-0700 & via 
UK 0700-1500 [also to CIS via Woofferton, UK 

0800-15001) 44433 [with echo] at 1015 in Oxted; 
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 17.520 (Ur to Eur 0600-
1105) 44243 at 1100 in Newry; R.Sweden 
17.505 (Eng to SE.Asia, Oceania 1330-1400) 
35434 at 1332 in E.Bristol; R.Finland via Pori 
17.660 (Eng to W.Eur, N.America 1330-1400) 
44444 at 1357 in Woodhall Spa; RFI via Allouis? 
17.620 (Eng to M.East, Asia 1400-1500) 43333 
at 1405 in Morden; R.Romania Int 17.790 (Eng 
to Eur 1400-1500) 55445 at 1405 in Stalbridge; 
Voice of Turkey 17.690 (Eng to Asia, Australia 
1330-1430) 54444 at 1345 in Herstmonceux; 
Voice of Turkey 17.815 (Eng to Eur 1330-1430) 
45544 at 1410 in Northampton; R.Canada Int via 
Xian, China 17.820 (Eng to India 1500-1557) 
34233 at 1500 in Rugby. 

Later, they include Channel Africa via 
Meyer-ton 17.870 (Eng to W.Africa 1700-1730 & 
Eng, Fr to W.Africa 1800-1900), rated 55545 at 
1702 by Michael Casey in Manchester: BBC 
via Ascension Is 17.830 (Eng to W.Africa 0700-
2100) 32232 at 1730 in Colyton; R.Nederlands 
via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles 17.605 (Eng to 
C/W.Africa 1830-2025, Dut 2025-2125) 34222 at 
1934 in Settle; Swiss R.Int via Montsinery, 
Fr.Guiana 17.660 (It, Ar, Eng, Ger, Fr to Nr.East, 

Note: Entries marked • were logged during darkness. All 
other entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk. 

Listeners:-
(A) Adam Birchenall, Coalville, Leics. 
CB) Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol. 
IC) Sheila Hughes, Morden. 
(D) Eddie McKeown, Newry. 
(El George Millmore, Wootton, loW. 
(F) Ernie Strong, Ramsey, Cambs. 
(G) Michael Wasley, while in Settle, N.Yorks. 
(H) Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton. 

DXers:-
(A) Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge. 
(B) Stan Evans, Herstmonceux. 
IC) David Hall, Morpeth. 
ID) Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol. 
(E) Eddie McKeown, Newry. 
(F) Fred Pallant, Storrington. 
1G1 Clare Pinder, while in Appleby. 
(H) Vic Prier. Colyton. 
(I) Richard Reynolds, Guildford. 
(J) Michael Wasley, while in Settle, N.Yorks. 

Tropical Bands Chart 
Freq Station Country UTC DXer 
(MHz) 
3.213. IWR Shona Swaziland 0330 E 
$2.50 V of Korea,Pyongyang N.Korea 2216 I 
3,255 BBC via Meyerton S.Africa 1902 E,F,H,I 
3..259 . AIR Kohima India 1737 1 
3.270 Namibian BC,Windhoek Namibia 2033 E,H 
3,2E10 R.Huari Pyacucho . Peru 0658 I 
3.300 R.Cultural Guatemala 0332 E,I 
3.315 AIR Bhopal India 1750 I 
3.320 SABC (RSG) Meyerton S.Africa 1945 H,I 
3.365 GBC R-2 Ghana 1746 E,I 
3.365 AIR Delhi India 1744 F,I 
3.380 NBC Blantyre Malawi 1740 I 
3.915 BBC via Kranji Singapore . 2110 D,E,I 
3.945 AIR Gorakhpur India 1652 I 
3.950 Qinghai PBS, Xining China 0002 D 
3.955 BBC via Skelton England 2210 A 
3.955 R.Korea via Skelton England 2200 B,E,G 
3.955 R.Taipei via Skelton England 1845 B,E,H 
3.965 RFI Paris France 2119 E 
3.975 Fi.Budapest Hungary 2228 B,E,J 
3.985 Nexus, Milan Italy 1910 E,H 
3.995 DW via Julich Germany 2220 J 
3.995 OW via Meyerton S.Africa 2112 E 
4.005. Vatican R. Italy 1915 E,H 
4.750 Hulun Buir-Mo China  2225  EJ  
4.755 R.Educ CP Grande Brazil ..0009 I  

Freq Station Country UTC LIXer 
(MHz) 
4.760 ELWA Monrovia Liberia 0119 E,I 
4.770 FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 2252 E,H,1 
4.775 R.Liberal, Belem Brazil 0011 1 
4.775 AIR Imphal India 0047 E 
4.775 TWR Manzini Swaziland 1800 E 
4.783 ATM Bamako Mali 0706 I 
4.790 AIR Itanagar India 0012 E,I 
4.790 Azad Kashmir R. Pakistan 0307 E 
4.795 Nova Difusora Brazil 0016 I 
4.800 CPBS 2 Beijing China 2248 E,I 
4.800 AIR Hyderabad India 0048 E 
4.800 INBS Maseru Lesotho 1739 E 
4.805 R.Nac.Amazonas Brazil 0014  I 
4.815 R.Difusora, Londrina Brazil 0017 I 
4.820 R.Botswana, Gaberone Botswana 2114 E,H 
4.820 Xizang, Lhasa China 0050 E 
4.830 9 T4chira   Venezuela 0310 E  
4.835 RTM Barrako Mali 2155 C,F,H,I 
4.840 AIR Bombay India 0121 E,I 
4.845 ORTM Nouakchott Mauritania 2055 C,E,F,I 
4.850 R.Yaounde Cameroon 0019  I 
4.850 AIR Kohima India . 1620 I 
4 • • 1 AIR Delhi India 1748 C,E,F,I 
4.665 R,Centenario Bolivia 2309 E 
4 875 R Roraima, Boa Vista  Brazil  0310 E  
4.880 AIR Lucknow   India 0054 E 
4.885 R.Clube do Para Brazil 2229 I 
4.885 (BC East Sce Nairobi Kenya 1802 F 
4 B90 RFI Paris  via Gabon 0358 E  

Freq Station Country UTC OXer 
(MHz) 
4.895 AIR Kurseong India 1624 
4.910 Tennant Creek Australia 2132 
4.910 AIR Jaipur India 0056 
4.915 R.Anhanguera Brazil 0430 
4.915 GBC-1, Accra Ghana 2104 
4.915 (BC Cent Sce Nairobi Kenya 1758 
4.920 R.Ouito, Quito Ecuador 0400 
4.920 AIR Chennai India 0057 
4.927 ROI Jambi Indonesia 1804 
4.930 R.Internacional Honduras 0515 
4.930 AIR Shimla India 1805 
4,935. R.Capixaba, Vitoria Brazil 0703 
4.940 AIR Guwahati India .. 1806 
4.950 AIR Srinagar India 1722 
4.950 VOA via Sao Tome  Sao Tome  2000 

Christian Voice Zambia. 1807 
R.Mundial, Sao Paulo Brazil 0710 
R.Uganda, Kampala 
Ecos del Forbes 
R.Brazil Central 
R.Garoua 
Guangxi 2, Nanning 
R.Rebelde, Habana 
R.Uganda, Kampala 
AWR Latin  America 
RAparecida 
R.Tanzania   
Faro del Caribe 

4.965 
4.975 
4.975 
4.980 
4.985 
5.010 
5.010 
5.025 
5.025 
5.030 
5.035 
5.050 
5.055 
5.060 

Uganda 1808 
Venezuela 0058 
Brazil 2257 
Cameroon .. 2200 
China 2124 
Cuba 0323 
Uganda 1810 
Costa Rica 0126 
Brazil 0007 

. Tanzania 2004 
Costa Rica 0635 

PBS Xinjierdleumg!  China 1611 

E,I 
H,I 
E,F,1 

E,I 
E,I 

H 
E,F,H 

E,F,G,H,I 
E,F 

E,F,H,I 
C,E,I 

H 
E,F 
E,I 
E.F 
E,I 

E,F,H,I 
1 
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Mi P32 Log 
Periodic 
* Freq: 100-1300MHz Tx & Ro 
* Gain: 11-13dB 
* Length: 1.40mtr 
* Conn: N-type 

VI1LP62 Log 
Periodic 
* Freq: 50-1300MHz Tx & Rt 
* Gain: 10-12dB 
* Length: 3.00mtr £ 169.95 
* Conn: N-type 
The unlitmate receiving antenna - a 
must for the dedicated listener 

£99.95 

ROTATOR 
Suitable for MLP Log Periodic or 
any UHF/VHF beams. 

£49.95 + £6.00 P&P 

'ItRACKETS 
6" Stand off £6.00 
9" Stand off £9.00 
12" T&K (pair)  £11.95 
18" T&K (pair)  £17.95 
24" T&K (pair) 19.95 
36" T&K (pair) £29.95 

SUPER SCAN 
STICK 

Freq. Range 
0-2000MHz 

Length 1000mm. 
It will receive all 

frequencies at all levels unlike 
a mono band antenna. 

It has 4 capacitor loaded coils 
inside the vertical element to 

give maximum sensitivity to even 
the weakest of signals. (Ideal for 

the New Beginner mettre--
Experienced 

Listener alike). 

£29.95 

SUPER SCAN 
STICK Il 

Freq. Range: 0-2000 MHz. 
Length 1500mm. 

This is designed for 
external use. It will receive all 
frequencies. at all levels unlike 
a mono band antenna. It has 8 
capacitor loaded coils inside 
the vertical element to give 
maximum sensitivity to even 
the weakest of signals plus 

.there is an extra 3db gain over 
the stenlard super scan stick 
(For the expert who wants that 

extra sensitivity). 

£39.95 

X1 HF Vertical 
* Freq.: 1.0-50MHz 
*Type: Loaded 
* Height: 2.05mtrs 
* Conn: S0239 

£49.95 iii 
EXWM-I Windo‘âis 
clip mount 
* BNC socket * 2.5mtrs mini 
coax with BNC plug * Black 
finnish Suitable for any BNC £13% 5 
hand-held antennas! 
(ADAPIERS FOR OTHER FITTINGS AVAILABLE)  

MTS42 
MOBILE 
MICRO 
MAG 
Freq. Range 
25-2.1 GHZ 
Length 
225 mm 

£14.95 

, TRI 
SCAN III 

Filq. Range 25-
2000MHz Length 
7*mm 
Desk Top Antenna for 
in or use with triple 
verlical loaded coils. The 
th- od legs are helically 
w nd so as to give it its 
o nique ground 
ape. Complete with 

5mts of low loss coax 
and BNC plug. 
(Ideal for Desk Top Use). 

£39.95 

11D37 SKI/ WIRE 
1,ONG WIRE 

I,UN KIT) 
25 METRES OF ENAMELLED WIRE 
INCLUDES 10M PATCH LEAD & 
INSULATOR For use on with receiver 0-

40MHz. All mode no ATU 
required 2 "S" points 
greater signal that other 
baluns. Matches any long 
wire to un improved 
reception. 

£39.95 

MW%. IIF Wire 
Antenna Mkll 
Freq 0.05Mhz-4061hz Adjustable comes 
with 25 metres of H/Grade 
flexweave antenna wire,10 
metres of military 
spec RG58 coax 
cable 
feeder,insulated guy rope,dog 
bone & choke balun. All Mods No A.T.U. 
required. Super Duper Short Wave 
Antenna. 

NEW LOW PRICE £49.95 

,•••••• 

5 SWAGED POLES 
Heavy Duty Ali ( 1.2mm wall) 
SINGLE 11/4" £7.00 
SET OF FOUR 11/4" £24.95 
SINGLE 11/2" £10.00 
SET OF FOUR 11/2" £34.95 
SINGLE 2" £15.00 
SET OF FOUR 2" £49.95 

CONNECTORS 
PL259/9  
P1.259/6  

£0.75 each 
£0.75 each 

PL259/7 for mini 8 £1.00 each 
BNC (Screw Type)  f1.00 each 
BNC (Solder Type)  £1.00 each 
N TYPE for RG58 £2.50 each 
N "PIPE for RG213 £2.50 each 
S0239 to BNC £1.50 each 
PL259 to BNC £2.00 each 
N TYPE to S0239 £3.00 each 

HI-Spec coax cable 
RG58 6mm standard £0.35 per mtr RG213 9mm mil spec £0.85 per mtr 

RG58 6mm mil spec £0.60 per mtr RH200 9mm mil spec £1.10 per mtr 
RF mini 8 7mm mil spec £0.85 per mtr (Phone for 100 mtr discount price) 

Wideband 25-1800MHz 
SuperGainer Rubber 
Duck Antennas 

MRW-100 40cm long BNC £19.95 
MRW-250 14-41cm long telescopic 
BNC £19.95 

MRW-210 37cm long SMA 
 £24.95 (ideal for lcom IC-R2) 

Increase the performance of tyour hand-held, 
without an external antenna. 

IMRP-2000 
(Preamplifier) Freq Range 25-
2000 Mhz 9-15v input (Battery Cnot included) 14 db Gain. 
Complete with lead and BNC 
connectors. £49.95 

MHz. Length 515mm. Multiband good s 
for its small size. Fitted with two suction cups for 
ease of fitting to any smooth surface (i.e. inside 

of car window) comes with 5 metres of mini 
coax and BNC connector. (Good for the car user 
who doesn't want an externat antenna). 

£29.95 

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD, WOBURN 
SANDS, BUCKS MK17 8UR. TEL: (01908) 281705. FAX: (01908) 281706 

WEAMe.1. 
SATELLITE. 
ANT AN A 

TURNSTILE 137,S,mple and 
Freq. 137.5 MHz ,¢asy to install 

Length 1000mm 

This Antenna is daigne& 
for external use to receive,. 
weather satellite signait. 

Complete with £. 9.95 
mounting hardware. 

must for the 
nthusfeat who 

SWP 11F:10 
Freq. Range 0.05-30MHzi 
Length 770mm 
Although small, surprisingly sensij 
for the H.F. user. Fitted with two s ion 
cups for ease of fitting to any sm th 
surface ( i.e. inside of car window 
comes with 5 metres of mini coa nd 
BNC connector. (Good for the ca er 
who doesn't want an externat 
antenna). 

£39.95 

SUPER DISCONE 
Freq. Range 25-2000MHz Length 1380mm 

-- Internal or External use (A Tri-Plane Antenna). The angle of the ground 
planes are specially designed to give maximum receiving 
performance within the discone design. The Super Discone gives up 

to 3Db Gain over a standard conventional discone. Comes complete 
with mounting hardware andbrackets. (Ideal for the Experienced 

Enthusiast). £39.95 

11F DISCONE 
Freq. Range 0.05-2000MHz Length 1840mm 
Internal or External use (A Tri-Plane Antenna). Same as the Super 
Discone but with enhanced HF capabilities, comes complete with 

mounting hardware and brackets. 
(Ideal for the Short Wave H.F. Listener). £49.95 

// 

Rt11"1.1, DISCONE 2000 
(Stainless Steel) Freq. Range Receive 25-2000MHz 
Transmit 50-52MHz 144-146MHz 430-440MHz 900-

986MHz 1240-1325MHz Length 1540mm Connector-
N TYPE The Ultimate Discone Design. 4.5DB GAIN OVER 
STANDARD DISCONEI Highly sensitive, with an amazing range of 

transmitting frequences, comes complete with mounting hardware & 
brackets (The Best There is). £49.95 

G. SCAN II 
I! Freq. Range 25-2000 Mitzlength 620 mm. 

Magnetic mount Mobile Scanner Antenna. 2 vertical loaded colis vs:4o for good sensitivity complete with magnetic mount and 4mts of 
coax, terminated with BNC plug. (Good for when you are driving 

about). £24.95 

ADD £6 P&P 
PER ORDER 

VISA 
mitra 
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see 

Note: Entries marked • were logged during 
arkness. All other entries were logged during 
aylight or at dawn/dusk. 

isteners:-
A) Adam Birchenall, Coalville, Leics. 
B) Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol. 
(C) Sheila Hughes, Morden. 
(D) Eddie McKeown, Newry. 
(E) George Mil lmore, Wootton loW. 
F) Ernie Strong, Ramsey, Cambs. 
(G) Michael Wasley, while in Settle, N.Yorks. 
(H) Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton. 

Africa 1830-2130) 33233 at 2000 by Clare Pinder 
in Appleby; VOA via Greenville 17.895 (Eng to 
Africa 2000-2200) 44444 at 2000 by Gerald Guest 
in Dudley; WHRI via Maine, USA 17.650 (Eng to 
Eur, M.East, Africa 1600-2300?) 34333 at 2110 in 
Truro; DW via Sri Lanka 17.560 (Eng to Pacific, 
Asia 2100-2145) 33443 at 2100 in Storrington. 

R.New Zealand has been reaching the UK quite 
well in the 15MHz ( 19m) band. Their 100kW 
transmission to Pacific areas on 15.340 (Eng 
0359-0705) was rated 45343 at 0508 in Newry. 
Commentaries on the one day internationals 
between England and New Zealand were heard in 
Rugby on three mornings from 0700. Reception 
varied from 44333 to 23113. Later, their broadcast 
to NZ peacekeepers in Bougainville, the Solomon 
Is and E.Timor on 15.175 (Eng 1006-1205) was 
rated 44333 at 1048 in Truro. Much later, their 
transmission to Pacific areas on 15.160 (Eng 
1751-2216) was rated 24433 at 1903 in 
Manchester. 

R.Australia has been received in the UK on two 
frequencies in this band: 15.240 (Eng to Pacific, 
E.Asia 0000-1000), rated 32433 at 0820 in Colyton: 
15.415 (Eng to E/SE.Asia 0600-0900) 33433 at 
0847 in Oxted. 

Other broadcasters making good use of this 
band include the Voice of Nigeria via lkorodu 
15.120 (Eng), rated 33333 at 0525 in Morpeth; 
VOA via Tinian Is, Pacific 15.250 (Eng to Far East 
1000-1300) 44434 at 1120 in Stalbridge; 
R.Bulgaria, Sofia 15.700 (Eng to W.Eur 1200-
1300) 45544 at 1210 in Northampton; AWR via 
KSDA Guam 15.660 (Eng to Asia 1300-1330) 
44333 at 1315 in Morden; VOA via Kavala, Greece 
15.260 (Eng to Eur, M.East, N.Africa 1200-1400) 
43444 at 1335 in Woodhall Spa; R.Finland via Pori 
15.400 (Eng to Eur, N.America 1330-1400) 55444 
at 1335 in Herstmonceux; BSKSA Riyadh 15.205 
(Ar [ Koran] to Eur, N.Africa 1600-1800) 34323 at 
1642 in Settle; VOA via Morocco 15.240 (Eng to 
Africa 1600-2200) 55555 at 1700 in Appleby; Israel 
R, Jerusalem 15.640 (Eng to Africa 2000-2030), 
rated 35553 at 2000 by John Parry in Larnaca, 
Cyprus; AWR via Meyerton, S.Africa 15.295 (Eng 
to Africa 2000-2030) 35455 at 2027 in Manchester; 
BBC via Ascension Is 15.400 (Eng to W.Africa 
1500-2300) 45522 at 2125 in E.Bristol. 

Noted in the 13MHz (22m) band were Swiss 
R.Int via Julich, Germany 13.635 (Fr, Ger, It, Eng 
to Africa 0600-0800), rated 43433 at 0735 in 
Herstmonceux; R.Oman, Thumrait 13.640 (Ar to 
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Station Country Power Listener 
WWI 

Ain Beida Algeria 600/300 E',F' 
Berg Germany 20 D',E• 
RNE5 via ? Spain ? E,F* 
Beromunster Switzerland 500 B,D*,P,H* 
Wavre Belgium 150/50 A,C,D*,E,F*,H 
Sidi Bennour Morocco 600 D',E',F* 
Les Trembles Algeria 600 E,F* 
Nordkirchen (DLF) Germany 100 F* 
Thurnau (DLF) Germany 200 E,F",F1* 
Espoo Finland 50 1)•,E*,F• 
RNE5 via ? Spain ? D",E',F• 
Tullamore(RTE1) Eire 500 D,E,F*,G,H* 
RNE5 via ? Spain ? F' 
Muhlacker(SDR) Germany 500 D',E,P,H* 
Barcelona(RNE5) Spain 50 D',F• 
Paris(FIP) France 8 Er,D•,E,F• 
Madrid(RNE1) Spain 200 B",1-1*,E*,F*,H* 
Dumfries(BBCScot) UK 2 D,G 
Frankfurt(HR) Germany 1000/400 B,D*,E•,F,F1* 
Oujda- 1  Morocco 100 A' 
Muge Portugal 100 0' 
Lyon France 300 
Sevilla(RNE5) Spain 50 
NewcastleIBBC) UK 2 
Athlone(FITE2) Eire 100 
Wavre Belgium 80 
RNE1 via ? Spain 10 
Barce)onaIOCR) Spain 50 D',E• 
Vigra Norway 100 A,D,E',G• 
Tunis-Djedeida Tunisia 600 13',E1',E* 
PrahaILiblice) Czech 1500 D',E*,F,H* 
RNE1 via ? Spain D',E*,F,H* 
RNE1 via ? Spain 10 D 
OrfordnessIBBC) UK 500 D,E,F,G,H 
Napoli Italy 120 E' 
Madrid(RNE5) Spain 20 D',E•,F*,1-1* 
Wrexharn(BBCWales) UK 2 D,F,G,H 
MesskirchRohrd(SWF)Germany 150 D',F',F1' 
Sitkunai(R.Vilnius) Lithuania 500 Er 
Lisboa Portugal 135 Ert,P,F 
R10 FM Holland 120 B,D*,E,F,H 
Sevilla(RNE1) Spain 500 D',E• 
Tortosa(RNE1) Spain 2 D• 
DroitwichIBBC) UK 150 E,F,G,H 
Flensburg(NDR) Germany 5 0' 
TWA via Monte Cado Monaco 300 D',E',F 
Rennes 1 France 300 B,r,E,F,G*,11' 
Laayoune Morocco 600 E• 
Langenberg Germany 200 B 
Lisnagarvey(BBC4) N.Ireland 10 El',G 
Norte Portugal 100 D' 
Sfax Tunisia 200 E' 
Crystal Palace BBC4 UK 0.75 E,EH 
Cork(RTE1) Eire 10 B',D*,E 
RNE1 via ? Spain 1 
Paris France 4 D',E,F 
Barcelona(RNE1) Spain 500 1:1",E*,F*,(1* 
Flevo(NOS-1) Holland 400 B,D',E,F,G,H 
Braunschweig(DLF) Germany 800/200 D',E*P",G,H" 
Bilbao(E)) Spain 5 D',E',F• 
Sottens Switzerland 500 ', • 
Abis Egypt 500 F' 
Enniskillen(BBC) N.)reland 1 D 
RNE1 via ? Spain ? D',E*P',H* 
Leipzig(MDR) Germany 100 A,D*,E',F 
Miramar(R.Porto) Portugal 100 E' 
Barcelona (COPE) Spain 50 D',F' 
Limoges France 300  D',E 
Lingen(NDR) Germany 5 E' 
Sevilla(SER) Spain 20 D' 
Munchen-Ismaning Germany 300 13',D',E*,F* 
Ajlun Jordan 2000 F' 
RNE1 via ? Spain ? E",F* 

13,1:1',E* 
D' 
EG 
D,E,F,G,F1* 

Freq Station Country Power Listener Frog Station Country Power Listener 
(kHz) (kW) (kHz) (kW) 
810 Volgograd Russia 150 E' 1143 Stuttgart(AFN) Germany 10 D',E* 
810 Westerglen(BBCScot) UK 100 A,D,P,F,G,H* 1143 COPE via ? Spain 2 D',F* 
819 Batra Egypt 450 13",fr,E•P* 1152 RNE5 via ? Spain 10 E' 

Algeria 819 S.Sebastian(E)) Spain 5 0' 1161 Ain-Salah 5 E' 
828 Heinenoord(CI.Rock) Holland 20 CD' France 1179 Solvesborg Sweden 600 Alerrrer,G1-1* 

1188 Kuume Belgium 5 D',E• 837 Nancy 200 A',D*,E,F* 
837 Amchit Lebanon 100 F' 1188 Reichenbach(MDR) Germany 5 F' 
837 COPE via ? Spain ? E' 1188 Szolnok Hungary 135 D',H* 
846 Rome IStalyin 1200 Ei*,D*,E`,F*,H* 1197 Munich(VOA) Germany 300 D',G*,11. 
855 RNE1 via ? S ? D',E',F',H• 1197 Virgin via ? ? D',E,F*,G,H 
864 Paris France 300 D',E,P,H• 1206 Bordeaux 100 Alr,D',ET,G',F1* 
864 Socuellamos(RNE1) Spain 2 ' 1215 Virgin via ? ? D',E,P,G,H 
873 Frankfurt(AFN) Germany 150 C*,C1',E",H* 1224 Vidin Bulgaria 50 
873 Zaragoza(SER) Spain 20 C',D' 1224 Lelystad Holland 50 DD",r,F* 
873 Enniskillen(R.UI) UK 1 D 1224 COPE via ? Spain ? F' 
882 COPE via ? SP ? D' 1233 Nitra Slovakia 

France 40 13',D* 882 Washford)BBCWales)UKain 100 1:),E,P,G,H' 1233 Virgin via ? ? D',F*,H 
891 Algiers Algeria 600/300 B'',E*,F* 1242 Marseille 150 13',D• 
891 Hulsberg Netherlands 20 B,E)",E' 1242 Virgin via ? UK ? D',F* 
900 Brno(CRo2) Czech Rep 25 0",E• 1251 Marcali Hungary 500 D' 
900 Milan Italy 600 P' 1251 Huisberg Netherlands 10 D',E• 
909 B'mans Pk(BBC5) UK 140 E,P,G,H 1260 SER via ? Spain ? D',E',F• 
918 Domzale Slovenia 600/100 D',E',F*,* 1269 Neumunster(DLF) Germany 600 B',D*,E*,6•: F1 H* 
918 Madrid(R.Int) Spain 20 D',E',F* 1278 Dublin/Cork)RTE2) France 10 D,P,P,G,H* 
927 Wolvertem  Belgium 300 E,D*,r, G',H 1278 Strasbourg  300 H'  
936 Bremen Germany 100 D',E',F* Italy 1287 RFE via ? Czech Rep j. . ? D',E• 
936 Venezia 20 D',E" 1287 Lerida(SER) Spain 10 D',E',F',H* 
936 RNE5 via ? Spain ? F' 1296 Valencia)COPE) Spain 10 E',F',11' 
936 Lvov 500 F' 1296 OrfordnessIBBC) UK Ukraine 500 D',F• 
945 Toulouse France 300 A',D*,E*,F• 1305 RNE5 via ? ? D',F*,H* 
954 Brno (CRo2) Czech Rep. 200 D'',E",F* 1314 Kvitsoy SNP:man y 1200 AB,C,D,P ,F',G*.le 
954 Madrid(CI) Spain 20 D',E*,F*,1-1'  1323 W'brunn )V.Russia) Germany 800/150 A,C,121',G,H 
963 Port Finland 600 D',E',F* 1323 St.Petersburg Italy 10 F' 
963 Vitoria IEl) Spain 10 F' 1332 Rome  300 D',E• 
972 HamburgINDR) Germany 300 D',E',F* 1341 Lisnagarvey(BBC) N.Ireland 100 B",E*,G,F1' 
972 RNE1 via ? Spain 7 D• 1350 Cesvaine/Kuldiga Latvia 50 D',H• 
972 Nikolayev  500 F' 1359 Madrid(RNE-FS) Spain A lge r iaUkraine 600 D',E*,F*,11* 
981 Alger1368 Foxdale(Manx R) Is of Man 20 D,E',G 600/300 fr,E* 
990 Berlin Germany 300 D',E*,F* 1377 L France ille 300 A,B4O',E,P,G',H 
990 R.Bilbao(SER) Spain 10 E',F• 1386 Bolshakovo Russia 2500 B',C,D*,r,F*,6',Ett 
990 Tywyn(BBC) UK 1 D'  1395 Fllake Mania 1000 F' 
999 Schwerin (RIAS) Germany 20 0' 1395 TWR via Fllake Albania 500 0' 
999 Madrid)COPE) Spain 50 A',F',H• 1395 Lopic Netherlands 120/40 B,E,G,H 
1008 SER via ? Canaries/Spain ? D' 1404 Brest France 20 D',E*,F•,(1* 
1008 Flevo(NOS-5) Holland 400 D',E,F*,G•,H• 1413 RNE5 via ? Spain ? D',F• 
1017 Rheinsender(SWF) Germany 600 D',E",r,e,F1* 1422 Heusweiler(DLF) Germany 1200/600 D',E',F*,G*,H• 
1017 RNE5 via ? Sp ? D,E 1440 Marnach(RTL) Luxembourg 1200 D',E,P,G',F1' 
1026 Graz-Dobl Austria 100 D' 1449 Squinzano (RAI) Italy 50 1:1',E' 
1026 SER via ? ? E' 1449 Redmoss(BBC) UK 

Albania 2 0' 1035 Milan Spain Italy 50 F' 1458 Fllake 
1035 Lisbon Portugal 120 D' 1467 Monte Carlo(TWR) Monaco 1 500 E',F* 000/400 D',E',F",1-1* 
1644 Dresden(MOR) Germany 20 D',E',F• 1467 Volvograd Russia 25 D' 
1044 Sebaa-Aioun Morocco 300 F' 1476 Wien-Bisamberg Austria 600 13',D*.E",F*,H" 
1044 SER via ? Spain ? D' 1485 SER via ? S ? F' 
1044 S.Sebastian(SER) Spain 10 E• F* 1494 Clermont-Ferrand France 20 D',E*P',H* 
1053 Zarogoza(COPE) Spain 10 D' 1494 St Petersburg Russia 1200 0' 
1053 Talk Sport via? UK ? D',E,F',G,H 1503 Bashehr Iran 50 D' 
1062 Kalundborg Denmark 250 13',0*,,E',F',H• 1503 RNE5 via Spainlg ? F' ? 

Belgium 300 AFfe'D'Er,G"kr 1071 Cairo Egypt 100 F' 1512 Wolvertem ium 1071 Bilbao(El) Spain 5 D' 1512 Jeddah Saudi Arabia 1000 D' 

1071 Talk Sport via ? UK ? D',F',H 1521 Kosiceizatice) Slovakia 600 
1080 SER via ? SP ? D•,E',F* 1521 Duba Saudi Arabia 2000 E',F' 
1089 Talk Sport via ? UK ain ? D",E,F*,G,H 1530 Vatican R Italy 150/450 El*,D*,F*,H* 
1098 Nitra(Jarolq Slovakia 1500 D',E",r,V,F1' 1539 Mainflingen(ERF) Germany 350(700) El',D',E",r,H• 
1098 RNE5 via ? Spain ? D',F• 1539 Valladolid(SER) Spain 5 E' 
1107 AFN via ? Germany 10 0' 1557 Nice France 300 B',D*,F* 
1107 Talk Sport via ? UK ? 13,0',E,F*,G,H 1575 Genova It 50 13',D',E',F',H* 
1116 Bari Italy 150 D',F* 1575 SEFi via ? 5 D',F',H• 
1116 Pontevedra(SER) Spain 5 0' 1584 SER via ? 2 F' 

Belgium 1125 La Louviere 20 D' 1602 SER via ? Spain ? D',F* 
1125 El Beida Libya 500 F' 1602 Vitoria(EI) sSppaaiinn Spain 10 D',E',F*,* 
1125 RNE5 via ? Spain ? E',F• 1611 Vatican R Sltpaaly 15 D',E* 
1125 Llandrindod Wells UK 1 0' 
1134 Zadar(Croatian R) Croatia 600/1200 Er,D*,E*,H* 
1134 COPE via ? Spain 2 D',E',F* 
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M.East 0600-1400) 24432 at 1238 in Oxted; UAER, 
Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 1330-1350) 44444 at 1330 in 
Woodhall Spa; R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 13.730 
(Eng to Eur. M.East 1430?- 1500?) 44444 at 1430 in 
Truro; Vatican R, Italy 13.765 (Eng to Africa 1550-
1610) 43333 at 1550 in Morden; UAER, Dubai 13.675 
(Eng to Eur 1600-1640) 45544 at 1602 in Northampton; 
R.Denmark via Kvitsoy, Norway 13.800 (Da to Eur, 
M.East, Africa 1630-1655) 45455 at 1637 in Settle; 
R.Norway Int 13.800 (Norw to Eur, M.East, Africa 
1700-1730) 45444 at 1710 in E.Bristol; R.Canada Int via 
Rampisham, UK 13.650 (Russ 1700-1729) 55555 at 
1715 in Stalbridge; AIR via Bangalore 13.605 (Eng to 
Africa 1745-1945) 45434 at 1830 in Colyton; DW via 
Julich? 13.780 (Eng to Africa 1900-1945) 33433 at 
1904 in Rugby; VOA via Botswana 13.710 (Eng to 
Africa 2000-2200) 34554 at 2000 in Larnaca, Cyprus; 
R.Canada Int via Sackville 13.650 (Fr, Eng to Eur, 
Africa 2000-2159) 44444 at 2100 in Appleby; R.Australia 
via Darwin 13.620 (Eng to SE.Asia 2200-0000) 44343 
at 2221 in Newry. 

Some of the broadcasts in the 11MHz 125ml band 
travel very long distances to reach the UK. Among 
those noted were KNLS Anchor Point, Alaska 11.765 
(Eng to Asia? 0800-0900), rated 34433 at 0800 in 
Dudley; R.New Zealand Int 11.675 (Eng to Pacific 
areas 0706-1005) 34333 at 0851 in Oxted; R.Australia 
via Shepparton 11.650 (Eng to New Guinea, Solomon 
Is N.America 1100-1700) 33433 at 1126 in Morpeth; 
AWR via Agat, Guam 11.980 (Eng to Far East 1330-
1400) 43333 at 1330 in Morden; R.Australia via 
Shepparton 11.660 (Eng to Asia 1430-1700) 33233 at 
1500 in Rugby; R.New Zealand lnt 11.725 (Eng to 
NE.Pacific, Fiji, Samoa, Cook Is 1650-1750) 22222 at 
1650 in Truro. 

Also mentioned in the reports were R.Prague, 
Czech Rep 11.600 (Eng to NW.Eur 0800-0827), rated 
55544 at 0820 in Herstmonceux; R.Nederlands via 
Tashkent 12.070 (Eng to Asia, Far East, Pacific 1430-
1625) 34243 at 1430 in Newry; China R. Int, Beijing 
11.675 (Eng to Asia 1400-1500) 35433 at 1455 in 
E.Bristol; R.Jordan via Al Karanah 11.690 (Eng to 
W.Eur, E.USA 1300-1730) 45544 at 1636 in 
Northampton; Israel R, Jerusalem 11.605 (Eng to Eur, 
N.America 1700-1730) 34333 at 1715 in Woodhall Spa; 
R.Kuwait via Kabd 11.990 (Eng to Eur, N.America 
1800-2100) 45434 at 1825 in Colyton; All India R. (AIR) 
via Bangalore 11.620 (Ind, Hin, Eng to Eur 1745-2230) 
34222 at 1940 in Settle; DW via Wertachtal? 11.615 
(Port to Africa 2000-2050) 35444 at 2000 in Storrington; 
R.Damascus, Syria 12.085 (Ger, Fr, Eng to Eur 1900-
2105) 32222 at 2005 in Appleby; RAI Int, Rome 11.880 
(Eng to E.Africa 2025-2045, Port to E.Africa 2050-2110) 
54445 at 2035 in Stalbridge; VOIRI Iran 11.740 (Eng to 
SE.Asia, Pacific 2130-2230) 35443 at 2216 in 
Manchester. 

In the 9MHz (31m) band R.Australia's broadcasts 
via Shepparton have been received by listeners in the 
UK on the following frequencies: 9.710 (Eng to New 
Guinea, Pacific areas 0800-0900), rated 24343 at 0845 
in Oxted; 9.475 (Eng to Asia 1100-1400, 1530-1900) 
43433 at 1625 in E.Bristol; 9.500 (Eng to Asia, Eur 1900-
2130) 22222 at 2125 in Truro. 

Also mentioned in the reports were HCJB Quito, 
Ecuador 9.780 (Eng to Eur 0700-0900), rated 44444 at 
0700 in Dudley; Swiss R.Int via Julich, Germany 9.885 
(Fr, Ger, It, Eng to Nr.East, Africa 0600-0800) 45344 at 
0733 in Newry; R.Nederlands via Wertachtal 9.860 
(Eng to Eur 1130-1325) 55544 at 1145 in Herstmonceux; 
R.Polonia ( Polish R, Warsaw) 9.525 (Eng to Eur 1300-
1359) 34333 at 1325 in Woodhall Spa; V of Korea, 
Pyongyang 9.325 (Ger to Eur 1800-2000) 42333 at 
1915 in Colyton; R.Thailand, Udon Thani 9.535 (Eng, 
Ger, Fr, Thai to Eur 1900-2115) 34554 at 1905 in 
Manchester, 43544 at 1940 in Larnaca, Cyprus & 33443 
at 2030 in Storrington; Voice of Armenia, Yerevan 
9.960 (Eng to Eur 2040-2100) 44333 at 2040 in Newry; 
AWR via Moosbrunn, Austria 9.660 (Eng 2100-2200) 
44444 at 2130 in Appleby; R.Cairo, Egypt 9.990 (Fr, 
Eng to Eur 2000-2245) 33333 at 2152 in Rugby; R.Taipei 
Int via WYFR Okeechobee, USA 9.355 (Eng to Eur 
2200-2300) 44444 at 2200 in Morden; VVTJC Newport 
NC, USA 9.370 (Eng to N.America 24hrs) 33333 at 
2210 in Stalbridge; R.Canada Int via Sackville 9.770 
(Eng, Fr to W.Eur, Africa 2200-2259) 44444 at 2246 in 
Settle; R.Romania Int, Bucharest 9.570 (Eng to Eur 

2300-0000) SIO 444 at 2314 by Francis Hearne in 
N.Bristol; WEWN Birmingham, USA 9.975 (Eng to 
N.America 2200-0000) 35343 at 2327 in Northampton; 
HCJB Quito, Ecuador 9.745 (Eng to N.America 0100-
0400) 33333 at 0245 in Morpeth; China R.Int via 
Sackville, Canada 9.790 (Eng to N.America) 32332 at 
0355 by Bill Griffith in W.London. 

Some of the broadcasts in the 7MHz (41m) band 
are intended for listeners in Europe. Those mentioned 
in the reports came from R.Prague, Cz.Rep. 7.345 (Ger 
1100-1130), rated 44444 at 1127 in Oxted; R.Denmark 
via Kvitsoy, Norway 7.490 (Dan 1630-1655) 24323 at 
1654 in Settle; R.Norway Int. 7.490 (Norw 1700-1730, 
also to N.Africal 55333 at 1712 in E.Bristol; R.Slovakia 
mt. 7.345 (Various 1630-1830) 44444 at 1733 in Newry; 
R.Polonia ( Polish RI, Warsaw 7.285 (Eng 1800-1855) 
32333 at 1850 in Rugby; AIR via Bangalore 7.410 (Eng, 
Hind 1745-2230) 42333 at 1925 in Colyton; Voice of 
Turkey, Ankara 7.125 (Eng 1930-2030) 35443 at 1939 in 
Manchester; R.Budapest, Hungary 7.135 (Eng 2000-
2030) 44444 at 2000 in Appleby; Voice of the 
Mediterranean, Malta via Russia 7.440 (Eng 2000-
2100) 44333 at 2025 in Truro; R.Polonia ( Polish RI, 
Warsaw 7.290 (Eng 2030-2130) 43333 at 2100 in 
Morden; Voice of Russia 7.300 (Eng 2100-2200) SIO 
444 at 2126 in N.Bristol; R.B.ulgaria, Sofia 7.500 (Eng 
2200-2300) 45544 at 2225 in Northampton; China R.Int 
via Russia 7.170 (Eng 2200-2330) 43333 at 2240 in 
Herstmonceux; R.Minsk, Belarus 7.210 (Eng) 54554 at 
0310 in W.London. 

While beaming to other areas World Harvest Radio 
(WHRI) via Maine, USA 7.580 (Eng to N.America) was 
55545 at 2335 in Stalbridge; R.For Peace Int. ( RFPI), 
Costa Rica 7.445 (Eng to N.America? 0200-1000) 44444 
at 0340 in Morpeth; Voice of Nigeria, lkorodu 7.255 
(Eng to W.Africa 0500-0700) 33333 at 0505 in Newry. 

Many broadcasts to Europe are carried by the 
6MHz 149ml band. Some originate from R.Japan via 
Skelton, UK 5.975 (Eng 0500-0600), rated 43444 at 
0500 in Appleby; R.Vlaanderen Int via Julich, Germany 
5.985 (Eng 0800-0830) 55544 at 0825 in Herstmonceux; 
Bayerischer Rundfunk, Germany 6.085 (Ger 24hrs) 
34433 at 0900 in Colyton; Deutsch Welle (DWI via 
Julich 6.140 (Eng Service) 55445 at 0920 in Stalbridge; 
Sudwestrundfunk, Germany 6.030 (Ger) 33333 at 0925 
in Oxted; R.Nederlands via Julich, Germany 6.045 
(Eng 1130-1325) 45544 at 1130 in Northampton; 
Deutschland R, Berlin 6.005 (Ger 24hrs) 23323 at 1652 
in Settle; R.Slovakia 6.055 (Various 1630-1830) 44444 
at 1736 in Newry; R.Sweden, Stockholm 6.065 (Eng 
2030-2100) SIO 444 at 2034 in N.Bristol; R.Prague, 
Cz.Rep 5.930 (Eng 2100-2130) 43444 at 2100 in Dudley; 
China R.Int via ? 5.965 (Eng 2100-2155) 43333 at 2100 
in Morden: R.Finland via Pori 6.120 (Fin 1715-2300) 
33333 at 2150 in Truro; R.Austria Int, via Moosbrunn 
6.155 (Eng) SIO 333 at 2232 in N.Bristol. 

Some intended for other areas may also be received 
here. They include R.Ext.Espana 6.055 (Eng to 
N.America 0000-0200), rated 54434 at 0002 in E.Bristol; 
R.Havana, Cuba 6.000 (Eng to N.America 0100-0500) 
33232 at 0100 in Newry & 34433 at 0220 in Morpeth; 
R.Christian Voice, Lusaka, Zambia 6.065 (Eng to 
S.Africa 0300-0600) 31332 at 0400 in W.London; WEWN 
Birmingham, USA 5.825 (Eng to N.America 0000-
1300) 33233 at 0913 in Rugby. 

The SINPO code is used for broadcast station reports, here is an 
explanation of the code. 

Signal Strength 
5 excellent 
4 good 
3 fair 
2 poor 
1 barely audible 

Interference 
5 nil 
4 slight 
3 moderate 
2 severe 
1 extreme 

Noise 
5 nil 
4 slight 
3 moderate 
2 severe 
1 extreme 

Propagation 
5 nil 
4 slight 
3 moderate 
2 severe 
1 extreme 

Overall Merit 
5 excellent 
4 good 
3 fair 
2 poor 
1 unusable 
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Bandscan America 
14 

0
 n the horizon for Ra4liz 4(merica in 
Paraguay's capital, ncion, is 
'permament' short wave broadcasting. 
For some months n6w the station has 
been running tests on various 

frequencies in the 7MHzAand and once they find a 
frequ( Nitioî that performs well for them, they'll be 
operatiry n a regular basis. 

So far s we know, no ()Patin North America 
heard the te'st§ or'was even aeare they were being 
conducted. Thatlaalhof reception was probably 
also due to the extremely low power being used - 
sometimes as little as one watt! The power is 
supposed to be a lot higher once the station is on 
with a regular schedule. Paraguay is one of the 
marginally active South American short wave 
countries, with only Radio Nacional (9.737) heard 
with any kind of regularity. 

Mystery Stations 
Several are hearing an unidentified station on 
6.715 u.s.b. around 2200 and later. It appears to be 
a religious broadcaster, perhaps beamed to Africa. 
However, the language is thought to be Korean 
and there aren't a lot of Korean speakers in Africa! 
Adding to the confusion is the fact that the signals 
are quite strong and steady. 

Another mystery encountered recently was a 
strong station carrying hour after hour of Chinese 
instrumental music. It recycled at the top of each 
hour and never included any IDs or any talk at all 
for that matter. The broadcasts were heard as early 
as 1600, running through to 2200 on 13.745. It has 
also been heard on 11.725, 11.825, 11.855, 15.500 
and 15.510, as well as on various frequencies in 
the 31m band. Eventually it was learned that this is 
a Chinese music jammer trying to 'take out' Radio 
Free Asia's broadcasts to China. 

It may be that the long absent Radio Rumbos in 
Venezuela has gotten active again. It - or 
something in Spanish on 4.970 - has been spotted 
by a couple of DXers just recently. Cuba's Radio 
Rebelde, which has a recent history of doing a lot 
of hopping around, has also been noted here. 
We can expect to have new short wave targets 

in Benin, Bolivia, Surinam, the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo and Burkina Faso in the 
coming months. Broadcasters in each of those 
countries have purchased one kilowatt transmitters 
from HCJB's World Radio Engineering Centre. One 
such unit has already been in operation for a 
couple of years now - at ELWA in Liberia ( 4.760). 

All Change 
During its relatively short run, US station WGTG in 
MaCaysville, Georgia, has gone through more than 
one identity. First the call letters were changed to 
WWFV and now they've been changed again - to 
WWRB (World Wide Radio Broadcasting). This 
most recent change also brought with it a physical 
move - to Manchester, Tennessee. The station 
carries a lot of commercial religious programming 
and operates at various times on 5.085, 6.890, 
9.320, 12.172 and 15.725. 
WRNO in New Orleans is now carrying the 

programming of WBSN-FM in that city. WBSN 
broadcasts religious programs and contemporary 
Christian music. 

A new Chilean short wave station is Radio 
Parinacota in Putre on 6.010. It is proving to be a 
very tough to dig out since one has to get past 
Mexico's Radio Mil using the same frequency. 

Their address is Casilla 82, Arica, Chile. 
Cristal Internacional ( 5.010) in the Dominican 

Republic is seeking reception reports. You can 
send them to Fernando Herman Gross, 
Program Manager, Cristal Internacional, 
Apartado Postal 894, Santo Domingo or E-
mail to: cristalinternacional@hotmail.com 

Another new 
Dominican - it's 
practically living in 
Cristal's own tent is 
Radio Pueblo, 
which some are 
hearing on 5.0098. 

La Voz del Napo, 
Ecuador (3.280) is 
now mostly 
carrying the programming of Radio Maria 
Ecuador and may eventually even be 
purchased by Radio Maria. 

Also from Ecuador is Centro 
Radiofonico de lmbabura, now active on 
3.380 and carrying religious programs 
from 0000 to 0200. Yet another new one is 
Estereo Carrizal from Calceta on 3.260. 

UPE 
O I" 
49 METER BAND POWER: 10 WATTS 
ANT 2 ELEMENT VERTICAL ARRAY 

1276 Burrerd S1., Vancouver. 0C.. Gonad. NISZ 1Z6 

Canada's private CKFX 

is using just 10W on 

6.080MHz. 

All That's Left 

..Cfil..CFNI•l 'MU... 

KFBS-SAIPAN 

One of the biggest monetary investments in short 
wave in several years was the multi- million dollar 
effort Herald Broadcasting (the Christian Science 
Church) put out in the hope of 
getting its message to a world-
wide audience and, in the 
process, perhaps adding to the 
church's declining membership. 
It hasn't worked. Herald 
Broadcasting eventually sold 
WCSN, its original high power 
station in the state of Maine. 

Next to go was KHBI in 
Saipan, Northern Marianas. All 
that's left is WSHB in Cypress 
Creek, South Carolina and now 
that this one, too, is to be sold. 
Once that is accomplished, the 
church's broadcasting division 
will re-evaluate what approach, if 
any, it will take with short wave. 
This unfortunate situation, we 
have to say, was a case of 
expecting more than any one 
medium could deliver, especially 
when the hoped for results are 
compared to the enormous 
amount of money which was 
spent on building and 
maintaining large high power 
stations, as well as on personnel 
and programming. 
We should note that WINB in 

Red Lion, Pennsylvania, is 
marking 40 years on the air this 
year. WINB - along with WNYW 
and KGEI - were the only private 
US stations active before WRNO 
came on the air and started a 
deluge of private short wave 
broadcasters many years back. 
WINB is the only one of the three 
private stations still on the air. 
Incidentally, the Voice of America 
is celebrating its 60th birthday 
this year. 

The beautiful transmitter 

site at KFBS, Saipan in 

the Northern Marianas, 

operated by the Far 

Eastern Broadcasting 

Company 

New Stations 
Some new or reactivated stations in 
Peru include Radio Bethel, Arequipa, 
5.950 with religious programming; CPN 
Radio, Arequipa, on 6.141; Radio 
Estacion 2, Huancabamba on 6.560; and 
Radiodifusora Comercial ( also 
identifying as La Voz del Vecino) in 
Nueva Cajamarca on 6.324. Peru 
remains one of the most active short 
wave countries - it certainly wins the 
prize for the Americas. 

The US government's Radio Free 
Afghanistan service ( operated by Radio 
Free Europe/Radio Liberty) now 
broadcasts in Pashto from 1300 to 1330 
and in Dari from 1330 to 1400 on 
11.920, 15.525 and 17.775. Also from 
1700 to 1730 in Pashto and 1730 - 1800 
in Dari on 6.1709, 9.785 and 11.920. 

The Bolivian, Radio Mosoj Chaski 
(3310) has increased its broadcast 
hours. It now operates from 0800 to 
1200 and 2200 to 0200. 

Adventist World Radio plans to add 
five more short wave transmitters at 
KSDA in Guam. The upgrade will also 
include a new automation system. 

Allen Weiner, operator of WBCQ in 
Monticello, Maine, still plans to have a 
transmitter on board a ship and hopes 
to have it active sometime this summer. 
It will probably end up transmitting 
from near some island in the Caribbean. 

That's all for this time. We'll be back 
in three months with another look at the 
short wave listening scene in North 
America. 
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PRICES SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR 
NOTICE PLEASE VERIFY 
BEFORE ORDERING E&OE 

Mail order: 01708 862524 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO MOST AREAS, £ 10.00. 

Discover a world of 
information and intrigue-

lcom " next generation" technology brings you super wide band, all mode cov-

erage from HF to 2 GHz, including shortwave and VHF/UHF, while maintain-
ing a constant receive sensitivity. The IC-R8500 is not simply a scanner—it's a 

professional quality communications receiver with versatile features from high 

speed scanning to computer control. 
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MW 

our price 

£1149.00 



(Probably the best ATU around) 

PATCH LEADS AVAILABLE IF REQUIRED. 

THURROCK, ESSEX SHOWROOM 
& MAIL ORDER: 
Unit 1, Thurrock Commercial Park, 
Purfleet Industrial Estate, London Rd, 
Nr. Aveley, Essex RM15 4YD 

11° 
TEL: 01708 862524 „tile • de 
FAX: 01708 868441 6 

•se Open Mon - Fri 8am - 4.30pm. l 
Sat 8am - 1.00pm. 
E&CiE 

WE ARE 
HERE 

II 
Magnum 
self drive 

We are 75 miles up 
from the Circus Tavern 

M25 (from south •  im 

51306 
(old 513) A13 from Bastidon 

From London 

likevde aark 

M25 (from north) 

W. MIDLANDS SHOWROOM 
Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., 

Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill 

W. Mids. 

s ttetese DY5 3LO 
Ge Open Mon-Fri 9.30-5pm. 

Sat 9.30-1pm. 

Tel: 01384 481681 

NO MAIL ORDER TO MIDLANDS BRANCH 

Q-TEK D.C. 2000 DISCONE 
A high performance wideband discone 
offering superb performance from 
0.2-2000MHz. Transmit range:- 6m, 2m, 
70cm, 32cm & 23cm (power handling 
200W). Fitted with low loss N' type 
connector. Supplied with mounting brackets. 

OUR PRICE £54.95 P&P £10.00 
Comments from John Griffiths 
Putting the DC-2000 up gave me a tremendous boost to 

all signals with the ancient AR-2000 coming alive! Signals were well 
received and I found that I wandered out of airband. 

THE VERTICAL CYCLOPSE 
This new short wave listeners antenna was 

initially made specifically for one of our 

commercial customers but we felt the general 

public would find it of great interest. At only just 

over 7 feet high this vertical short wave receiving 

antenna will give amazing results from 0.2-30MHz 

and thanks to its commercial construction you 

simply errect it and away you go. Length V6". 

Coax supplied: 20m and PL-259 plugs supplied. 

£79.95 
AIR-41 

P&P £10.00 

(Airband base) 
Prof quality base antenna for AIRBAND. (Civil & 
military). With SO-239 fitting ( 17m long). 
Gain 4.5/7dB. 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

£79.95 P8cP £10.00 

AIR-33 (As above) I m long. Gain 3 rfodB. 

£49.95 P&P £830 

ROYAL DISCONE 
(Stainless steel) 

Frequency range: receives 

0.2-2000MHz, transmit 6/2/70/23cm, 

connector N type. High sensitivity with 

an amazing range of transmitting 

frequencies. Comes complete with 

mounting hardware & brackets. 

OUR PRICE £44.95 
P&P £10.00 

WEN Q-TEK INTREPID 2000 
An amazing verticle (glass vibre) 
colinear antenna. Quality construction 
with incredible performance. For the 
serious scanner enthusiast. 
Freq range: 0.5-2GHz. PL-259 fitting (not 
supplied). Length 3m. Mast clamps 
supplied. (Gain up to 9dB is easily 
obtained). 

ONLY £89.95 P&P £ 10.00 

DX- I 0 HU. SYSTEMS) DX- I PRO HU, SYSTEMS) 
A superb quality active antenn with a very high 
intercept point ideal for weak signal reception 
without increases in radiated noise. A truly 
amazing antenna! Freq: 100kHz-30MHz. 
Bomb-proof over loading figures, 90cm long, 
mains PSU + controller supplied (coax 
optional). Atmospheric-noise compensated 
sensitivity. 

£169.95 DEL £ 10 00 
Q-TEK WIRE CYCLOPSE 

A unique ready to go antenna 
system that works from 
0-30MHz. The antenna is centre 
fed with coax (supplied) and 
incorporates six tuned coils for 
optimum reception. The system 

also incorporates an anti-interference balun and comes 
ready assembled for immediate use. At only 15.5mtrs 
(51ft) long it will certainly fit most gardens. (Mounts 
horizontally down garden). Includes 20m coax lead and 
PL-259plugs. £69.95 P&P £10.00 

This is a professional wide band 
receiving antenna with a very 
high intercept point that ensures 
a low noise level allowing even 
the weakest signals to be heard. 
Constructed of high-impact 
plastic and aluminium alloy - the 
amplifier is protected inside a 

waterproof stainless steel vessel. The unit is supplied 
complete with mounting hardware and an indoor controller 
with PSU (coax not supplied). Freq. 20kHz-54MHz. Gain: 
+6dB (ref dipole). Intercept points: ≥+75dBm (2nd ord), ≥ 
+ 50dBm (3rd ord). (Static protection included). For the 
true professional. 

£329.95 DEL £15 00 
MLBAIR.F. SYSTEMS) 

Ready assembled wire 
an offering low tnoise reception on 
long, medhuq, short 
wave ( 100kHz-40MHz) 

12.5mts long. Magnetically coupled transfer system 
ensures reduced static noise levels and allows unwanted 
build-up to leak harmlessly to earth without damaging the 
receiver. (Subject to recvr. being earthed). 

GLOBAL AT-2000 
Deluxe SW ATU 
0-30MHz. S0239 fittings. 

ONLY £89.00 
P&P £5 

MLB MARINE 
The ideal antenna for yachting 
enthusiasts. 100kHz-30MHz. MLB 
supplied with stainless straps and 
15 nun of cable. Fixes to stay 
wire. 

OUR PRICE £69.95 
P&P £6.50 

£59.95 POST £5.00 
E.M.F. ANTENNA 

A low cost, superb passive broadband 
(500kHz-30MHz) antenna useable 
down to 150kHz. Ideal for indoor or 

outdoor use and at only 4mtrs long you most certainly 
will find the space! Using magnetic transfer technology, 
interference 8c noise is minimised. Ready assembled + 
PL-259/coax. 

ONLY £54.95 P&P £4.00 
Imo WSK-3000 

0 Weather satellite antenna kit includes: ,9A) A 2 element crossed dipole for receiving 
. weather satellite pictures. 

' B) Software for your PC. No interface 
needed (use your PC's sound card). 
Available at £4.50 extra. Requires scanner 
or receiver. eqn At 
OUR PRICE cloJa ea j P8cP £ 10.00 

MLB (RR SYSTEMS) 
The MLB contains a special impedance 
matching transformer which converts 
any piece of wire betwwn 6 and 20 

- • metres long into a wide band receiving 
antenna. 100kHz-40MHz. Low noise-
probably the best there is! 

£39.95 POST £3.00 

DPX-30 ANTENNA DUPLEXER/COMBINER 
Can be used in 

reverse 

Ant A (0-30MHz) 
Ant B ( 30-2000MHz) 

To receiver low 

I insertion loss 

Allows two antennas to be connected 
to one receiver without interaction. 

£54.95 
P&P 0.50 

QS-300 

e
A fully adjustable desk top stand 
for use with all hand-helds. Fitted 

e coxial lead with BNC + S0239 
connections. 

OUR PRICE £10.00 P&P £3.00 

SP-3 PROFESSIONAL) 
Two way combiner, one antenna 

"WI m 
feeds two scanners (ismatch). without10-2500MHz. High 

isolation (BNC sockets). 

£59.95 
Can be used in 

reverse 

SP-1 NO WAY COMBO PROFESSIONALI 

Can be used in 
reverse 

Very high quality combiner 
allows two short wave receivers 
to be connected to one antenna 
without interaction. 50kHz-
30MHz (S0-239 fitting). 

£59.95 P8cP £3.00 
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For 
accessories 

.11 

Mail order: 01708 862524 

SANGEAN A1-9O9 

In
A superb performance I portable/base synthesized 
world receiver with true SSB 
and 40Hz tunning for ultra 
clean reception. The same 
radio is sold under the Roberts 

name at nearly twice the price. Other features include 
RDS facility, 306 memories and FM stereo through 
headphones. The AIS-909 represents superb value for 
money. 

OUR PRICE £ 139.00 P8cP £10 
Optional power supply £16.95 
11121-1010 mono/stereo headphones £9.99 

Ifàf Pflt!F IMP firrIPJ'111f.t..1rillteirf IMP . 

SANGEAN A1-5O5 

NEW! Wins Dutch "Automobile" award. Excellent small 
short wave receiver (digital). 
0.15-30MHz (AM, USB, ISB, CW). 88-108MHz FM 
stereo. Includes carry case. 

OUR PRICE £89.00 P&P £10 
Optional power supply £16.95 

PRICES SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR 
NOTICE PLEASE VERIFY 

SONY SW- 100E 
* Miniature portable all mode 
SW receiver * Station presets for 
50 frequencies * Single side 
band system * Synchronous 
detector * Tuning in 100Hz + 
lkHz steps * Includes compact 
antenna/stereo earphones/ 
carrying case. 

OUR PRICE £149.95 P&P £10 
ACE-30 Power supply unit for above £24.95 
AN-100 Active antenna £64.95 

WC MD-515 CISP 
The ultimate short 
wave receiver with 
ASP- for the real 
perfectionist. 

OUR PRICE £1249.00 Del £ 10.00 
NVA-319 Extention speaker £189.00 
CHE-199 VHF/UHF converter £269.00 

2 YR GTE ICOIVI IC-R75 

**** WR771gave it 4 star rating. 

Optional DSP unit 
£85.00 

The short wave receiver 
for the true enthusiast. 
• 0.03-60MHz (all mode) 
• Synchronous AM 
detection 
• PC control capability. 

OUR PRICE £575.00 
OUR BEST SELLING HF RECEIVER 

SP-2I Extention speaker £74.99 

REALISTIC DX-3911 
* Superb performance 
SW receiver * 0.2-
30MHz (all mode) 
* Selectable tuning 
steps (down to 100Hz) 

* 240 or 12V * Digital S-meter 
* Attenuator * Key pad entry * 160 memories 
* Noise blanker. 

OUR PRICE £149.95 P&P £10 

OUR BEST SELLING LOW PRICED RECEIVER 

STREET PILOT III 
Now with "voice prompts" as 
well as direction indication. 
Ind's: Map CD, 32 meg cart & 
data card, power lead 8c mount. 
The ultimate in talking GPS's. 

OUR PRICE £849.00 

GPS if 
Now with 19 meg of memory 8c 
map, CD, power lead, data lead 
8e auto route facility. Includes 
trip computer with average 8c 
max speed. 

OUR PRICE £469.00 

CARMIN SALE 
GPS Map 76 ,. £359.99 
GPS III+ £319.99 
Etrex Vista £349.99 
Etrex £135.00 
E-Map £299.00 
GPS-12 £135.00 
Street Pilot Mono kit £399.99 
Street Pilot Colour kit £599.99 
8-meg card sale £39.99 
I6-meg card sale £65.00 
32-meg card £95.00 
64-meg card £145.00 
128-meg card £249.00 

REGULAR-GAINER PH-770 

BNC 21cm flexible whip that is ideal as replacement. 
(Rx:- 25MHz-2GHz). 

OUR PRICE 1 6 .95 P&P £ 1.50 

SUPER-GAINER RH-9000 
BNC 40cm flexible whip for the ultimate in gain. 

(Rx:- 25MHz-2GHz). 

OUR PRICE £21.95 P8cP £1.50 

DB-22 
Superb SMA antenna at under 31 2" long, (Less 
than 90nun). This antenna is ideal for use at 
airshows or undercover surveillance work. 
(Performance on this antenna is traded off 
against it's very small size). 

OUR PRICE £19.95 

Accessory Items 
PL-259 - PL-259 (short patch lead) £5.00 
PL-259-PL-259L (4 mir patch lead) £8.99 
BNC-BNC (short patch lead) £6.99 
BNC-BNC "L" (5 mtr patch lead) £9.99 
50m roll flexweave (heavy duty antenna wire)  £30.00 
20m roll flexweave (heavy duty antenna wire)  £15.95 
50m roll PVC coated (stranded wire) £10.95 
30m roll nylon guy rope (4.4mm) £10.00 
Nylon "Dog Bone" insulators £1.00 
Roll self-amalgamating tape (25mm x 10m) £6.50 
Ferrite rings £2.00 each 
RG-58 "Mil spec" 100m roll £35.00 
RG213 "Mil spec" 100m roll £70.00 

ALKAUNE STARTER KIT 
logcStearnster kit includes charger & 4 x AA 

£14.99 + £3.00 P&P. 
Firm< raw that only Wen:oh-rib eon b, redearked dlarger 

Extra cells available 8 x AA pack £10.99 £ 1 P&P. 4 x 
AA pack £5.99 £ 1 P&P. 4 x AAA £6.25 £ 1 P&P. 
Rechargeable Alkaline. No memory effects. 1.5V cells. 3 
x capacity of nicads. 

20 

N-838 
NEBO WALL/DESK CLOCK. 

• Wide screen/2" digit time 
displays Barometer 
• Calender 
• Temp 
• Auto RF synch clock from 
Rugby. 

PRICE £59.99 P&P £5 00 

lbe III Same 
beam 

NEW BM EDITION 

THE UK SCANNING 
DIRECTORY 

Britain's best selling scanner book now 
I ..-. larger than ever. Nearly 700 pages packed 

full of frequencies from 25MHz-1.8GHz. 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! 

PRICE £19.75 P8cP £3.50 
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NEW ADDITIONS TO OUR RANGE 

it570 UBC-278CLT 
New base scanner with built-in clock 
radio. 25-956MHz (with gaps) 88-
108MHz (WFM) 500kHz-1 720kHz 
(AM). Fully programmable. Ideal for 
the bedroom. 

OUR PRICE £ 139.95 
Delivery £ 10.00 

UlIC-280XLT 
Sportcat twin turbo. Easy to programme - 
turbo scan handie. 25-956MHz (with gaps). 
CTCSS/DCS tone facility. Mph numeric 
display. Turbo search - 300 steps/sec. Incl's 
batts/chargen 

A SNIP@ £159.95 
Delivery £ 10.00 

BEARCAT UBC-780XLT 

NEW EUROPEAN 

VERSION 

O 

PSU & PC lead included. 

New comprehensive 
scanner (25-1300MHz) 
Alpha Tag, PC 
donning control. 
Smart scanner + trunk 
track facilty. 

£349:00 OUR PRICE 

£299.00 
ICOM PCR- I 000 

SALE PRICE £2.9900 
Optional DSP unit 

The PCR-1000 connects 
externally to your 
computer and offers 
exceptional receiver 
performance 0.5-
1300MHz. (All mode). 

£289.99 £84.95 
print. 

BEARCAT UBC-9000XLT 
25-1300MHz wideband 
desktop scanner with 
turbo scan. (Selectable 
AM/FM/WFM). 

Selectable dinning steps + alpha-numeric tagging. 

"Our best selling OUR PRICE 

desk-top scanner" £235.00 
YAESU VR-5000 

0.1-2.6GHz all mode 
receiver with DSP 
(optional) plus 
bandscope/world clock 
and too much more to 

OUR PRICE £575.00 (incl's PSU) 
Optional DSP £79.95 

NEW AR8600 
Extremely versatile all 
mode receiver 
(530kHz-2040MHz). 
Optional power 
supply £19.95 

AR5000 £1295 
AR5000+3 £1449 
SDU5500 £799 
AR3000A. £699 

OUR PRICE 

£649.95 
FAIRHAVEN RD-500VX4 

* * IN-HOUSE TESTS MARE THIS 
OUR Nol SELLER * * 

SSP: £8997013 OUR PRICE £749.00 

Superb wideband 
receiver (all mode) 
with over 50,000 
memories capable of 
holding text. 
20kHz-1750MHz. 

ak--ICOM IC-R3 SAVE £70.00 

!// 'A first!' TV/video picutre 8c sound! 
Certainly a gadget for the future - see things 
you didn't know existed! A wide-band 
scanner covering 0.5-2.3GHz 
(AM/FM/WFM) with TIT' colour display. 

..E£379.00 
Soft case for IC-R3 £17.99 

8200 SERIES-2 
Never before has one hand portable 
offered so much. * Covers 530kliz-
2040MHz (all mode) * Computer 
control caperbility * 8-33kHz steps for 
the new airband spacing * Reaction tune 
caperbility * Includes nicads/charger/ 
antenna and car lead. 

OUR PRICE dw•J J • 1111 

Optional case £19.99 

ICOM IC-R2 
Miniature wideband hand-held 
scanner covers 
0.5-1300MHz (AM, FM/ 
WFM). Search banks memories and 
many more features. 

OUR PRICE £129.00 
Soft case for IC-R2 £16.99 

g le The intelligent scanner! 100kHz-2.15GHz. 
All mode incl's SSB, "Flash Tune" reads 
frequency of nearly of nearby signal 8c 
tunes the handie for you. Incl's battery, 
charger 8c loads more. 

A SNIP @ £449.95 
Optional case £15.00 

DJ-X10 Sale price £249.00 

AUNCO X-2000 

AUNCO 131-X3 
Micro-handy scanner. 1001d-1z-1300MHz. 
700 memories/stereo FM (earphones)/ 
attenuatori bug detector/audio 
descrambler. AM/FM/WFM/ Selectable 
tuning steps (incl's 8.33kHz). 

OUR PRICE £115.00 
DJ-X10 £249.00 
DJ-X2000 £449.00 

Wideband hand-held scanner covers 
500kHz-1650MHz. (All mode). Includes 
nicad/car charger/charger/antenna. 
Extremely user-friendly hand-held reciever 
with outstanding performance unmatched 
by its rivals. 

OUR PRICE 1 99 • 95 
Soft case for 7100EU/9000 - specify £19.99 

MVT-9000 MkII sale price £325.00 

MICRO MAG ANTENNA WIRE INTERFACE 

MM- I 
Micro magnetic base with ( 19") whip. 
RX:- 0.5MHz-2GHz. Ideal for all scanners 
supplied with minature coax lead 8c BNC 
(all fitted). 

OUR PRICE £24.95 

Q-TEK HSFSL 
49-190 nun long -118. 4E-

BNC 

(0-30MHz) 
A compact "BNC" interface for hand-held scanners - 
allows long wires to be connected to hand-helds whilst 
aiding in reducing some noise patterns. 

OUR PRICE£19 95 

Q-TEK PL-25 
0.2-2GHz. 
An easy to use PL-259 (right angled) 
telescopic whip. Ideal for all receivers. 

OUR PRICE £19.95 
P&P £2.50 

BNC adaptor £3.49 

SECONDHAND UST 
VR-5000 as new £499.95 MVT-7000 as new £115.00 
IC-R8500 as new £899.95 AR-8200 Mk11 as new £299.95 
PRO-63 66-512MHz £69.95 WA- I000 (Welz) as new £139.95 
DX-394 as new £99.95 SW-7600 all mode S/W £89.95 
VR-500 as new £179.95 SW-7600 (GR) as new £135.00 
RD-500VX as new £499.95 GPS III+ as new £225.00 
NIVT-9000 as new £249.95 Icon R-3 as new £349.95 
MVT-9000 MkIl as new £289.95 Yaesu VR-120 as new £99.95 
MVT-7100 as new £169.95 AR5000 as new £899.95 
IC-R2 as new £109.95 IC-R75 as new £499.95 

WATSON HUNTER 
Frequency counter 
covers 10MHz-3GHz. 
Incl's nicad, charger, 
antenna. 

ONLY 

£59.95 
P&P £6.00 

Optional case £.149g £7.50 

gPTO DIGITAL SCOUT 

It 

1111111à 

60MHz-2.6GHz alphanumeric LCD + 
light + vibration alarm. Will detect 
different types of digital modulations 
such as:- TDMA, GSM, APCO25, Tetra, 
plus more. 1000 memories plus reaction 
tune facility. Compact size. 

NOW AVMIABLE £499.95 
Opto CD100 half price £199.95 
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Simply 
the 
Best? 

A
nything from the 
Collins Radio 

company carries a 

certain air of 

mystique, but the 

R-390A has to be the bearer of 
the greatest reputation in all 

the Collins receiver lines. This is 
the receiver which is reputed to 
be the finest example of radio 

engineering of its era, and that 
stretches from the early 1950s 

to the late 1980s. Many 

enthusiasts still rate a good 

R-390A as the best short wave 
receiver it is possible to have as 

a DX listening tool, and I've 
been waiting to get my hands 
on one for some time. Patience 

has its reward, and I was 
delighted when an enthusiast 

in the USA who was shipping a 

fully restored R-390A to a 
friend in the UK asked me if I 

would like to review it for Short 
Wave Magazine before final 

delivery to its new owner. How 

could I refuse? There is a huge 

following for the R-390A in the 

USA, fuelled by the fact that 

over 50,000 units were made 
and large quantities are (or 

were) available on the surplus 

market. Such is the reputation 

of the R-390A that several 
skilled radio engineers have 

built successful businesses from 

total restoration of these 

receivers, and when I say 'total' 
I mean total. The rebuilt R-390s 

look as close to new as it is 
possible to imagine, and each 
sub-assembly has been carefully 

brought back to full 

performance specification, 
every gearbox has received 

careful attention, every suspect 
component has been replaced, 

and lengthy final alignment 

carried out, usually resulting in 

performance well in excess of 

the original Collins 
specification. Unlike some UK 
enthusiasts, the American 

An encounter 

with one of the 

giants of the h.f. 

receiver world. 

John Wilson gets 

teary eyed over 

a Collins classic, 

the R-390A. It 

doesn't cloud his 

judgement or his 

measurements 

though. 

hobbyist accepts that keeping 

one of these classic receivers in 

top working order is likely to 

cost serious money, and is 

prepared to spend dollars in 

order to get the best possible 

quality. How refreshing! 

Background 

Researching the background to 

the R-390A is made easy by the 

numerous web sites devoted to 

this classic receiver, although 
recent experience serves as a 
caution not to take what 

appears on a web page as 
being necessarily the whole 

story, rather the opinion(s) of 
the compiler(s). The receiver 

was designed by Collins as a 

lower cost version of the earlier 
R-390, and the suffix 'A' is 

important in distinguishing 

between the two designs. 
Although designed and first 

manufactured by the Collins 
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Radio company, other 

manufacturers were given 

contracts to build the R-390A 

under licence, and according 

to details given by one 

contributor, Collins actually 

manufactured just over 6000 
units from a total of more 

than 50,000. The most prolific 

manufacturer seems to have 
been the Electronic Assistance 

Corporation ( EAC) with a 

contract total of over 15,000 

units, and the receiver in my 

hands was indeed made by 

EAC under contract number 

FR 36 039-N-6-00189(E), with 
a serial number of 3830. This 

places the date of 

manufacture as 1967, which 

compares to the first contract 

placed with Collins back in 

1954. The final contracts 

appear to have been placed 
with Fowler Industries as late 

as 1980-84 which means that 

the R-390A had an 

astonishingly long production 
life of some thirty years. That 

fact is the ultimate comment 

on the excellence of the 

original Collins design, and a 

tribute to the engineering 
vision which drove the 

company. Racal and Marconi 

(and Railtrack?) had that same 

vision until the ' bean counters' 

took over and destroyed the 
engineering ethos in favour of 

'profit centres' and 'modern 
management'. The results are 

there for all to see. 

Rugged Mechanical 
Construction 
One of the reasons for the 

R-390A's ability to survive is the 

rugged mechanical 

construction, based on the use 
of six separate sub-assemblies 

bolted to a main frame which is 

itself mechanically strong. The 

whole receiver occupies a 
nineteen inch rack panel of 6U 

height ( 10.5 inches for we 

metric martyrs). Seventeen 
inches deep, the receiver 

weighs in at some 85Ibs (please 

don't convert this to kg Kevin!) 

- (OK, just this once! - Ed.), 

making it quite a monster to 
heave around. Coming to my 

bench immediately after the 

Ten-Tec RX320 made the room 

seem a bit crowded, although I 

suppose that including the PC 

in the overall RX320 system 

redresses the balance. Spare 

sub-assemblies for the R-390A 

seem to be readily available in 
the USA, which must make 

refurbishment of the assemblies 
fairly easy, although 

components are closely packed 

inside each assembly. The real 
frightener is the gearbox on 

the front of the r.f. sub-
assembly, which contains more 

than 200 separate components 

including substantial cardioid 

(heart shaped) cams for driving 
the vertical slug racks up and 

down. I recall John Thorpe 

telling me that it was all quite 

simple when you thought 

about how these worked, but 
then he is well ahead of the 

rest of us in the brain power 

stakes, and I just continue to 
marvel and accept that 

someone at Collins was a minor 

genius, and the rest of us ought 

to leave the gearbox well alone 

unless we have the assistance of 

a skilled clockmaker. 

The front panel layout owes 

more to the internal 

arrangements of the mechanics 

than to any serious attempt to 

fit them to the human 
operator, but at least there is a 

knob for every function and all 

clearly labelled as you may see 
from the photographs. The 

frequency readout is clear, the 

MHz digits being driven by the 

'Megacycle' knob, with the kHz 

digits driven by the ' Kilocycle 

Change' knob. Don't even 
imagine that these knobs are 
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easy to turn. I didn't measure 

the torque necessary to tune 
the R-390A, but all jokes about 

'390A owners having one wrist 

thicker than the other are true. 
All is revealed when you take 

off the top cover and observe 
just how much mechanical load 

is placed on the ' Kilocycle knob 
by that gearbox and all the 

cams and levers, although it's 

interesting to watch it all 

happen when you turn the 

knob. Rather akin to watching 
the drive linkages on a 4-6-2 

steam locomotive, or the 

crankshaft on a single cylinder 
mill engine and 40 foot 

flywheel. The astonishing fact 
about the tuning is the 

accuracy and linearity that 

Collins managed to achieve 

over each MHz segment using 
mechanical means (and the 

superb Permeability Tuned 
Oscillator). All other controls 

are familiar enough to readers 

of the magazine, and it is 

obvious that the R-390A was 
designed before s.s.b. for 

communications was a standard 

feature of receivers, this being 
catered for by external s.s.b. 

and i.s.b. if. and detector 
systems. The R-390's c.w. 

operation is enhanced by the 
use of a b.f.o. tunable over a 

±3kHz range, together with a 

sharp audio filter centred on 

800Hz and having a razor thin 

passband. Measurements 

revealed that the R-390A could 
hardly be bettered by any other 

c.w. receiver I have 

encountered. 
Switched i.f selectivity is 

achieved by using Collins 
mechanical filters at 455kHz, 

with supplied bandwidths of 
16, 8, 4 and 2kHz, each filter 

showing the excellent shape 

factor for which Collins filters 

are renowned. The two 
narrower bandwidths of 1kHz 

and 100Hz are provided by a 
classic single crystal filter. When 

the crystal filter is being used, 
the 2kHz mechanical filter is 

also in circuit which improves 
the skirt selectivity and 
minimises if. system noise. The 

use of filters in cascade like this 

was used in the Lowe and AOR 

receiver designs by John 

Thorpe, and by Kenwood in 
their R-5000 receiver. A good 

idea is always worth repeating. 
The a.g.c. system has three 

decay time constants selected 

by a front panel control (5s, 

300ms and 15ms), and a manual 

r.f. gain pedestal can be added 

to the a.g.c. control voltage. A 
classic peak clipping noise 

limiter with variable clipping 
threshold is fitted, and this 

works to good effect on a.m. 

and c.w. signals, but causes 
audio distortion when trying to 

receive s.s.b. speech, but this is 

quite normal for this type of 

noise limiter. 
The two meters gracing the 

panel measure audio level to 

the 600Q line output and 

relative r.f. input level. When 

using manual r.f. gain, the 
signal level meter is used to 
show the onset of grid current 

in the final if. amplifier and 

thus serves to indicate the point 
at which the receiver is being 

driven into overload. As I have 

indicated, the R-390A 

represents a typical professional 
communications receiver of the 

day, and a skilled human 
operator could have had no 
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better tool to ply his trade. By 

comparison, a typical Eddystone 

receiver of the same period, 

having similar control functions, 

would not even be in the same 

class for weak signal 
discrimination and overall 

competence. This is not 

intended to insult Eddystone, 

it's just the simple truth that 
Collins receivers were totally 

dominant in this field. In fact, 

my measurements and 

experience with this particular 

R-390A gave some truth to the 

belief that it is still a hard one 

to beat for ultimate a.m. and 
c.w. performance, and its 

following among short wave 

DXers is well deserved. 

Circuit Architecture 

In essence the R-390A is a dual 
conversion receiver tuning the 

range 8 to 32MHz with (as you 

might expect from Collins) 

crystal controlled first 

conversion down to a tunable 
if. of 3 to 2MHz (it tunes 

backwards). This tunable if. is 

then mixed with the v.f.o. 

(p.t.o.) covering 3.455 to 
2.455MHz to give a final fixed 

if. at 455kHz where all the 

selectivity is provided. Well, not 
entirely true, because there is 

astonishing selectivity provided 

by the pre-i.f. tuning, and I will 

describe this effect later. 
Converting the 8 to 32MHz 

down to the first if. calls for 

ST9896 

la* 

-A> NV 

oscillator injection of 11 to 

34MHz and this on the face of 

it would need 23 crystals to 

cover the range. Collins do it 

with 15 by using harmonics of 

the lower frequency crystals - 
clever thinking. What about the 

ranges below 8MHz? From 
500kHz to 8MHz the R-390A 

becomes a triple conversion 
receiver by mixing the lower 

frequency range with a 17MHz 

oscillator to produce a 17.5 to 
25MHz intermediate if. with 

the main receiver then tuning 

17.5 to 25MHz as a first tunable 

i.f. Sounds quite complicated, 

but the end result is that you 

have a receiver that employs 
low phase noise crystal 

oscillators for all conversions 

until the p.t.o. is mixed in, and 

the p.t.o. itself is a low noise 

optimised design as you will 
find when I relate the phase 

noise measurements for you. 

Even that is not the end of the 

story because all the tunable 

i.f.s are tracked with the tuning 
knob and provide exceptional 

levels of r.f. selectivity You 
simply must try to see the 

mechanical activity inside a 

'390A when the tuning is 

rotated - it's most entertaining. 

Just about every tuned 
circuit between the antenna 

and the first 455kHz i.f, stage is 

mechanically tracked by the 

two tuning controls, and when 

in correct alignment the R-390A 

has extremely good front-end 

Diode characteristics 

Demodulated 
noise current 

NC OMMMHOOMMI  

Noise sideband forming 
signal with 100% 
random modulation 

va 

selectivity. The overall gain 

distribution, something often 

ignored by designers, has been 

optimised to such an extent 

that the receiver in use has a 

very low background noise 
level. The method seems to 

have been to provide just 
enough gain in each stage and 

no more, and one 'tweak' is 

available in the form of an 

internal receiver gain preset 

which my friend Chuck Rippel, 

an acknowledged USA R-390A 

expert adjusts to find the 

'sweet spot' at which signal to 

noise ratio hits an optimum 

setting. He says that it takes a 
little time to get it right, but 

when adjusted correctly the 

receiver is brilliant. Let's see 

what the measurements in 

Table 1 tell us. 

Table /: 

Frequency 
(MHz) 

14.2 

14.2 

14.2 

14.2 

14.2 

9.5 

6.5 
0.9 

Mode Bandwidth Sensitivity 

(kHz) (dBm) 

c.w. 2.0 -124 

a.m. 4.0 -116.5 

c.w. 0.1 -136 

c.w. 0.1* -140 

a.m. 8.0 -110 
a.m. 4.0 -113 

a.m. 4.0 -111 
a.m. 4.0 -110 

* plus audio filter 

Sensitivity measured as input level in dBm for 12dB SINAD in 

c.w. mode, 12dB SINAD with 30% a.m. at 1kHz. 

Diode characteristics 

NC1 
Demodulated 
noise current 

o 

 IM4Itt11111. 
1.861.116161111141VI 

_  

2NV 
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Noise sidebands 
modulating 
applied carrier 

Noise modulation 
Mean carrier level 

CV 

Va 
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0 

-10.0 

-20.0 

-38.8 

-40.0 

-50.0 

-68.0 

70.0 

80.8 

-98.0 

-100.0 

Note the amazing sensitivity 

for the keen c.w. operator 

when using the 100Hz if. filter 

and the audio filter. In this 

configuration there was 
virtually no noise in the audio 

in the absence of a signal, 
which meant that the moment 

a signal was applied you could 

Date I6.Feb.'02 Time 19:08:47 
Ref.Lvi Marker 1.40 dBm 
5.80 dBm 3.28824 MHz 

clearly hear it. You do of course 

need quite keen ears and 

careful tuning to get the signal 

into the narrow slot provided 
by the filters. Now there are 

sensitivity figures quoted for 
the R-390A in a.m. with a 4kHz 

bandwidth which seem to me 
to be questionable. Sensitivity 

Res.Bw 50.7 HzI3d81 Uid.Bw 

CF.Stp 2.080 kHz RF.Att 
Unit 

108 Hz 

35 dB 
[nail 

Start 
3.278264 MHz 

Span Center 
20 kHz 3.288264 MHz 

Sweep Stop 
24 s 3.298264 MHZ 

Fig. 1: The R-390A selectivity between the antenna connector and the mixer at 14MHz. 

4lee 
"4Ir 

0 

-10.8 

-20.0 

-38.0 

-40.8 

-50.8 

-68.0 

-70.0 

-80.0 

-90.0 

-100.0 

Res.Bw 
Date 16.Feb.'02 Time 19:20:19 
Ref.Lvi Marker 0.62 dBm CF.Stp 
5.00 dBm 16.99126 MHz 

50.7 HzI3d131 Uid.Bw 

2.000 kHz RF.Rtt 
Unit 

100 Hz 

35 dB 
IdBml 

Start 
16.981265 MHz 

Span Center 
20 kHz 16.991265 MHz 

Sweep Stop 
24 s 17.801265 MHz 

Fig. 2: Good phase noise results, the spectral purity of the conversion oscillator, a classic crystal oscillator. 

dee Date 16.Feb.'02 Time 
Ref.Lvi Delta 
-30.00 dBm 

-30.0  

-35.0 

-40.0 

-45.0 

-50.0 

-55.8 

-60.0 

-65.0 

-78.0 

-75.0 

Res.Bw 80.0 kHzI3dEll 
18:41:47 

-40.00 dB CF.Stp 
-700.0 kHz 

Uld.Bw 

588.008 kHz RF.Att 
Unit 

108 kHz 

10 dB 
[dB«) 

- Start 
11.642222 MHz 

Span 
5 MHz 

Center 
14.142222 MHz 

Sweep Stop 
20 ms 16.642222 MHz 

Fig. 3: The Collins v.f.o. ( pin.) is almost as clean as a crystal and hugely better than most synthesisers. 

of 0.2pV for example (-121dBm) 

for 10dB S/N ratio at 30% 

modulation depth are bandied 

about, with even better figures 

of 0.1pV for 10dB S/N in 4kHz 
bandwidth having been seen. 
Clearly, something is adrift, and 

over the last year I have been 

trying to get to the bottom of 

the discrepancy. My conclusion 

is that many users of the R-
390A, together with those who 

refurbish and align them, are 
being led astray by the R-390A 

Technical Manual which 

contains instructions on how to 

carry out a routine sensitivity 
check to ensure that the 
receiver is no worse than its 

quoted design sensitivity of 5pV 

- yes, that is five, not half. To do 

this, the manual instructs you to 
use a carrier modulated at lkHz 

to a depth of 30% and switch 
the carrier plus modulation on 
and off whilst looking for a 

10dB ratio between on and off 
conditions. Anyone following 

these instructions in a attempt 
to measure the ultimate a.m. 

sensitivity are not in fact 
measuring it correctly because 

the 10dB ratio should actually 

be measured by leaving the r.f. 

carrier on all the time and 
switching only the modulation 

on and off. Why is this so? I can 

do no better than quote from a 

definitive book produced by 

Marconi Instruments many 
years ago which gives the 

simplest explanation I know of. 

"Measurement on a.m. 

receivers. The noise generated 
in the early stages of an a.m. 
receiver is not normally 

sufficient to drive the diode 
detector to the linear part of its 

characteristic. This is why we 

usually find that when an 
unmodulated carrier at a level 

below the a.g.c. threshold is 
applied to the receiver, the 

noise output increases as 

compared with the noise when 
no signal is applied. 

The explanation is as follows: 
when no carrier is applied, the 

noise voltages affect the 
detector as an infinite number 

of random sidebands of 
constant mean amplitude. This, 

in effect, a very small signal 
having random modulation at a 

mean depth of 100%. It is 
represented in figure 3.5(a) as a 

block of noise having an 
effective peak voltage of NV 
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When this is applied to a diode 

detector the demodulated noise 

current has the effective peak-

to-peak amplitude of NC, which 

is quite small because the noise 

voltage is not large enough to 

drive the diode to the steep 

part of its characteristic. 
When a carrier having a peak 

voltage of CV is applied to the 

diode, as shown in figure 3.4(b), 

it is modulated by the noise 

sidebands to the depth 

(NV+CV/NV). The diode is then 

presented with a noise 

modulated voltage of 2NV 
centred about the level CV, so 

that the demodulated noise 

current becomes NC1 which is 

very much larger than NC. Once 

the applied carrier becomes 

large enough to bring the 
whole of the noise modulation 

on to the linear part of the 

diode characteristic, small 

changes in carrier level do not 

affect the noise output from the 
receiver. 

It is obvious, then, that when 

we measure the signal to noise 

ratio of an a.m. receiver we 

must measure the noise with 

the carrier applied; so an 

unmodulated carrier at the 

specified level is first fed to the 

receiver from the signal 

generator, and the level of noise 

output power Pn is noted. 
Standard modulation is then 

applied to the signal and the 
increased output power Pt is 

noted. This second power 
output is the signal plus the 

noise, so that Pt = Pn + Ps where 

Ps is the signal power. The signal 

to noise ratio is Ps/Pn which is 

equal to (Pt/Pn) - 1. However, 

the usual signal to noise ratio 
requirements is of the order of 

20dB or 100:1. For ratios of this 
order Pt can be regarded as Ps 

and the calculation simplified. 

This is rather more convenient 

when using a power meter 

calibrated directly in decibels. 

The ratio expressed in decibels 
is, of course, 10.logPs/Pn." 

Thus spake Marconi! 

You may have to read that a 

couple of times, but all it 

describes is the well known 

effect in a.m receivers using 

diode detectors (such as the 

R-390A) that tuning to a weak 

unmodulated carrier results in a 

rise in receiver audio output, 

but this is not the same thing as 

measuring the true a.m. signal 

to noise ratio, which has to be 

done by first applying the 

carrier and then measuring the 
ratio between modulation 

on/modulation off to give the 

true S/N ratio. Just for interest, I 

measured the S/N ratio using 

the R-390A Technical Manual 
method and for a 10dB increase 

in audio output I needed an 

input signal of 0.211pV, but 

when I checked the true signal 
to noise ratio at 0.211pV by 

switching the modulation on 

and off, the ratio was actually 

3dB. In other words I was 

measuring the m.d.s. (minimum 
discernible signal) level of the 

receiver, and the true signal to 

noise ratio at 10dB was given at 

-116dBm, which is 0.35pV, much 

more in line with what one 

might expect - actually, for an 

a.m. receiver it is still very good 

indeed. Finally, remember that 

all this waffle relates to diode 

detectors and not necessarily to 
other type such as synchronous 

or homodyne systems. 

Third order intercept point at 

20kHz spacing measured as - 

30dBm with an apparent 

dynamic range of 69dB, but this 
I suspect is intermodulation in a 

later stage than the first mixer, 

because when re-measured at 
50kHz spacing the intercept 

point rose to +2dBm at a 
dynamic range of 90dBm, 

probably as a result of 
selectivity between the first and 

subsequent mixers. In this 

respect, the R-390A is a 

relatively poor performer when 

compared to more modern 

offerings such as the Racal 
receivers from the RA1770 series 

onwards. However, with all that 

front-end selectivity the second 
order intercept point measured 
with my standard input signals 

at 6.5MHz and 7MHz, resolving 

the product at 13.5MHz was an 

excellent +91dBm with a 

dynamic range of 112dB. Take a 

look at Fig. 1 which shows the 

selectivity between the antenna 

connector and the mixer at 

14MHz. The pass band response 
is an amazing 40dB down at 

only 700kHz from the tuned 

frequency, and I have not seen 

anything like it before 

I expected good phase noise 
results from looking at the 

spectral purity of the conversion 
oscillator (Fig. 2), a classic crystal 

oscillator, but look at Fig. 3 

which shows that the Collins 

v.f.o. (p.t.o.) is almost as clean as 

a crystal and hugely better than 

most synthesisers. The reciprocal 
mixing measured out as follows: 

Tone spacing 

(kHz) 

5 

10 

20 

50 

100 

Phase noise 

(dBc./Hz) 

-126 

-130 

-142 

-152 

-152 

The low noise at 50 and 100kHz 

surprised me when I compared 

them to my best reference 

which is the Kenwood TS-900 
which flattens out at - 149dBc/Hz 

but is slightly better than the 

R-390A closer in, but I then 
realised that the exceptional cf. 

front-end selectivity of the 390A 

was affecting the measurement, 

and when I checked I found that 
a signal 100kHz away from the 

frequency on which I was 

measuring was already 

attenuated by some 3dB, and 
allowing for this changed the 

results at 50kHz and 100kHz to 

-149dBc which is precisely what 

the TS-900 showed. Figuring 

that the R-390A front-end 
would be less selective in 

absolute terms at a higher 

frequency, I repeated the 

measurements at 21.1MHz and 

sure enough the results were in 

line with the TS-900. Don't 

misunderstand me, I'm not 

saying that the results affected 
by the front-end selectivity are 

suspect, it's just that I wanted to 

know why the '390A appeared 

so good - it appeared good 

because it is good. 

Overall 

The R-390A is an impressive receiver and deserves the 

reputation it has earned among the a.m. DX enthusiasts. 
'Tuning around' is not a strong point because of the heavy 

mechanical action of the tuning mechanism, but if you want to 
get in amongst the noise and dig out weak stations, then the 

'390A is still a formidable weapon in the armoury. For listening 
(as I do) to s.s.b. utility channels it is less satisfactory than 

something like an RA1792 or AR7030, because it simply wasn't 
designed for that purpose (rather like the RA17) but would 

perform well if you could find an outboard s.s.b. demodulator. 

No collection of classic receivers could be considered complete 

with a R-390A, but would I buy one in preference to something 
a bit younger? Probably not, because my listening is of a more 

general nature, but if I could afford to have one to play with, I 

would be more than happy. Collins really did produce the very 

best in h.f. equipment, and no-one can deny it. 
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MAIN STORE: 
• 22 MAIN RD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX, SS5 405 

• TEL: 01702 206835/204965 

• FAX: 01702 205843 

• ORDER LINE: 08000 73 73 88 

• E-MAIL: sales@wsplc.com 

• WEB: www.wspic.com. 

• HOURS: MON - SAT 9am - 5.30pm 
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• WEB: wywu.lowe.co.uk 
• HOURS: MON - FRI 9am - 5.00pm 

SAT - 10am - 4.00pm 
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SCOTTISH STORE: 
• 20 WOODSIDE WAY, GLENROTHES, 

FIFE, KY7 513F. 

• TEL: 01592 756962 

• FAX: 01592 610451 

• E-MAIL: jayceecoms@aol.com 

• WEB: www.jayceecoms.com 

• HOURS: TUE - FRI 9am - 5.00pm 

SAT - 9am - 4.00pm 
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MAKE A NOTE FOR YOUR DIARY UK'S BIGGEST DEALER EVENT 

E FOOD AND DRINK AND GREAT BARGAINS.10am - 4pm 

Just look at the crowds last year! This 

event is a mini rally but with amazing 

prices! End of line-deals we dont adver-

tise, Service Department clear out and 

free raffles. And when we finish, you still 

have time to go down to the sea front at 

Southend - just 15 minutes drive. 

Ideal for general listening, this 

scanner covers all the major 
bands from 66MHz - 956MHz 

AM and FM. 200 memories and 

a very fast scanning speed make 

this a very attractive buy. You 

also get the flexible short anten-

na. AC charger and 
batteries.Very popular with 

Airband listeners. 

UBC-3000XLT 

• 25MHz to 1 3GHz 

• 400 Ch/20 Banks 

• 10 Priority Channels 

• Automatic store 

• Twin Turbo Scan & Search 

• Scan rata 100 ch per sec 

• Data skip feature 

• Selectable Attenuator 
• Modes: AM, WFM, NIFM 

• LCD with back light 
• Ext spkr jack 3.5mm 

• Ext earphone Jack 2.5rnm 

• Rechargeable battery (5hrs) 

• Power requirements 6.5V OC 

• Size 68 x EBB x 3Bmm 
• Weight 36Bg 

BEARCAT UBC - 9000XLT 
BASE STATION 

AOR-7030 RECEIVER 
OkHz - 32MHz 

The 9000XLT features Twin Turbo scan & search 

modes with 10 user definable priority channels. User 

selectable modes covering AM, FM and Wide FM 

modes. Selectable receiver attenuator, delay, Alpha 

tagging and data options are available direct from 
the keyboard. For unattended operation the 

9000XLT has an automatic tape recorder ON/OFF 

and tape output feature! 

Uniden-Bearcat 
UBC-220XLT 

STEEPTETONE MBR-7 
MULTIBAND RADIO 

VR-120 RECEIVER 

REPLACE YOUR FACTORY-SUPPLIED ANTENNA 
AND HEAR THE DIFFERENCE! 

£49,95 
Plus £6 00 Carr. 

• ceives MW/LVV/SVV1/SW2/FM/AIR-MB-FM 

• Direction Finder • Telescopic Antenna • Tuning 
Control with Fine Tuning • Volume • Tone Controls • 

Signal Strength/Battery Meter • AFC Switch • PA 
Facility with External Mit Socket • Line-in Socket for 

use with CD or Cassette Player • Earphone Socket 

• Cloth Carrying Strap • Facia Protection Bars 

• Powered by Mains or Baterries (Not supplied)  

AOR AR-8600 

AOR's exciting new scanner 
• 500kHz • 2040MHz • FM AM SSG CVV 

• 1000 Memories • 2000 pass frequencies 

• 37ch sec scan • 8.33kHz airband steps 
• RS232 PC interface fitted 

• 1 a7MHz IF for SDU5500 
• Accepts up to 5 slot-in cards 

• Detachable MW bar aerial 
£649 

Plus £9 00 c,,. 

Needing little introduction, this receiver has become a 
classic of design. Features USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, 

• 100 Memories • Dual VFOs • Resolution to 10Hz 
• Clock and Timer • Variable Bandwidth • Wide 

Dynamic Range • Seamless Tuning using Single Loop 

DOS • Clear LCD Readout • Infrared Remote 

Controller • AC Power Supply, 

AR-7111r1+ FR79 r. 

• W-601M1d1 Reaular Gainer 
Just 21cm long with BNC fitting, it covers 25 - 1900MHz. 

You'll get smoother reception with improved matching to 

your scanner, which means better signals. Its flexible as 

well, so you won't break it P12.95 A 

• W-881 Surper Gainer 
Watson have engineered this flexible antenna to give you 

wide gain over the range 25-1900MHz. Optimised metc-

log brings in those weak signals and the BNC fitting 

matches most popular scanners. £19.95 A 

•Dont forget - - - we also have the WSM-1900 Mobile 

Gainer, for your car with magnetic base and 2 75m coax 

cable terminated with BNC plug £22 95 A 

• 100kHz - 1300MHz • AM. 

FM. WFM • 12 Channel 
steps • 640 Memory 
Channels • 64 frequency ski 

channels- 21 Smart Search 

• 8 Search bands • 1 
Priority channel • Dual 

watch • B-Character Alpha-

tags • Preprogrammed 

broadcast frequencies 

• VFO search feature • PC 

programmable with optional 

ADMS-3 kit.• Antenna: BNC 

•Supply 9.0-13.8V DC • 2 x 

AA cells • Battery voltage: 

2.2-3.5V DC (nominal 3V) 

Fairhaven RD500VX Radio 
Database Receiver 

£749 
Plus £ 6 00 c,,. 

The Fairhaven RD500VX is an advanced all mode, all 

band radio database receiver, t covers from 0 to 

1750MHz with all mode capability As well as the nor-
mal USB, LSB, CVV, FM and AM modes it also includes 

synchronous AM, stereo FM, wideband FM, Data, TV 

sound and video. 

YAESU VR-5000 

YUPITERU MVT-7100EX 

100kHz - 1.65GHz 

Probably the best value for 

money, it has stood the test of 

time and is very sensitive. Offers 
• USB, LSB, CVV, AM, FM, WFM, 

• 1,000 memories 
• 500 Pass channels 

• 12 Tunihg steps 

• Fast scan speed 

• Rechargeable batteries. AC 

charger and telescopic antenna. 

£229 
Plus £ 6 00 Cau. 

Yupiteru MVT-7300 

• NFM. WFM, NAM, WAM, USB, 

LSB, CW 

• 521kHz - 1320MHz 
• 1,000 memory channels 

• High sensitivity 

• Signal strength meter 
• High speed scanning & searching 

• MONItor button 
• Descrambler function 

• Telescopic rod antenna 

• Clock timer function 

• Variable colour display 

• Key illumination 

• Clone function 

• 8.33kHz airband spacing 

• 12V OC/230V AC mains 

WITH NICACIS & CHARGER 

YAESU VR-500 

Yeesu's exciting new scanner 
• 100kHz - 2599MHz • FM AM 3S6 CW 

• Real-time band scope 

• DSP Noise and notch fiters(with optional DSP-1) 

• 2000 Memories • Optional digital voice recorder 

• Large digital display • Super HF performance 

• Ultra sensitive • Fully programmable 

This lovely hale scanner 

from Yaesu offers 

superb performance. 

• 100kHz - 1300MHz 
• 1000 Memories 

• 100 Skip channels 

10 Search bends 

• 8 Character 

alphanumeric display 
• Band scope Priority 

monitoring 

• PC programmable 

• Smart search feature 
• Alpha numeric recall 

• Size 58 x 95 x 24mm 
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WDP-30 SHORT WAVE DIPOLE 

8.5m long! 
ono / 

• True Dipole 

Performance 

• Receive Only 

• 1MHz - 30MHz 
• 10m Long approx 

• Low noise design. 

• Matching Module 

• 50 Ohm Input 

• SO-239 socket 

• 10m Coax 

IC-R75 RECEIVER 
30kHz - 60MHz 

£49 951 
Plu £ 6 00 Carr. 

This new design from Watson gives you dipole perfor-

mance across the entire shortwave bands. Unlike 

radom wires, it reduces the background noise and 

pulls h the signals. And its small size means it will fit 

most gardens. Absolutely no adjustment required. 

The IC-R75 has received rave reviews in the Amateur 

Radio Press. It's a very serious short wave receiver 
with coverage right up to the exciting 6m Ham Band. 

Features include USB, LSB, CVV, AM, FM • 101 
Memories • Super High Dynamic Range • 

Synchronous AM detection • Twin Pass band Tuning 

• Digital Signal Processing (with optional UT- 106) 
• Automatic Notch Filter • 101 Alphanumeric 

Memories • RF Gain/Squelch • Clock • Numeric 
keypad • Altenuator • 2-level Pre-Amp • Scanning  

ICOM IC-RI 0E 
500KHZ - 1300MHZ 

• USB, LSB, CVV, ANI, FM, WFM 
• 1,000 Memories 
• Bandscope • Noise Blanker 
• Wide range of tuning steps 
• alphanumeric Display 
• Real Time Band Scope 
• Voice scan feature 
• Data output port 
• Programmable scanning 
• Notad pack, AC charger and 
helical antenna 

£279 
Plus 86.00 Car 

PCR-1000 10kHz - 1300MHz 
COMPUTER CONTROLLED RECEIVER 

£299 
Plus (6.00 Carr. 

Mode USG LSB, CW, AM FM WFM 

Connect this up to 

your PC and enjoy 

high quality recep-

on with an amaz-

ing station data 

base and memory 

log. Can be used 
remotely from PC. 

Requires PC not 

ncludedi  

ICOM IC-R2 
500kHz - 1309MHz 

Plus C6 DO Ca 

-"nIMMISIMP• 

This palm size handy offers great 

performance. Offers 

• FM, WFM and AM 

• Auto squelch 

• 400 Memories 

• 11 Tuning steps 

• CTCSS decode 

• Duplex monitoring feature • PC 
Programmable • Built-in attenua-

tor • Priority watch • Needs 2 x 

AA cells [extra]. Antenna included. 

WATSON WMM-3 Mk11 

WATERS & STANTON PLC. 

BAR-888U RADIO CONTROLLED 
WEATHER CENTRE 

£59,95 
Plus £6 00 ca,,. 

Desk-top display 

with radio-locked 

clock to Rugby 

anomie standard, 

inside and outside 

temperature 

recorder [with wire-

less remote sensor), 

barometer plus 24-hour 

forecast trend and day/date information. 

Order BAR-888U 

CAPTURE THAT FREQUENCY! 
HUNTER 10MHz - 3GHz 
Hunts down Frequenci 

Supplied with tele-

scopic antenna and 

AC battery charger If 
you are within 200 ft 

or so of the hand-

held, you should be 

able to read off the 

frequency. Note it 
down and enter it in 

your scanner. It's 

that simple and it's 

pocket sized. 

SPY CATCHERS 

EARFIELD MONITORS 

Zoom into any FM transmis-

sion between 30MHz and 

900MHz and monitor the 

audio. It takes a fraction of a 

second. The WR-5001 com-
prises a complete receiver 

with auto tuning, skip button, 

squelch adjustrnent and built,-

in speaker  The VVR-5002 is 

similar, but adds an auto-hold 
control end a bargraph signal 

meter It also adds a CI-V port 

for reaction tuning loom and AOR receivers fitted 
with this feature. These monitor receivers are 

designed for nearfiled use and the range is from a 
few hundred metres to around 1km, depending on 

frequency and power of the transmitter 

VVR-5001 £99.95 VVR-5002 £ 159.95 

$W WrTtl_RDS 

YUPITERU MVT-9000Eu MK2 
100kHz - 1.99GHz 

STREET PILOT III 

"-rut., U T 

t onu.ES" 

ROM CARMIN 

£945 
Pius 09 00 Carr. 

4r= ; 

It talks to you and is supplied with street level map- I 

ping, 32Mb storage card and card reader for quick 

PC programming. Examples of voice info are: "turn i 

left 2 miles" "take 2nd left at nest roundabout', j 
"house number 17 is on your left," "turn right in ! 

300ft'' These are in stock now.  

GLOBAL AT-2000 
ANTENNA TUNER 

The classic wire antenna tuner for short wave listen-

ing. Covering 1.8 - 30MHz, it includes our exclusive 0-
switch, which improves front-end selectivity. Just 

connect a random length of wire and connect a coax 

cable from ATU back to receiver 

carriage charges: A=£2.75, B=£6, C=£9 

GARMIN GPS-V 

WITH WAAS 
— tor even greater accuracy 

The ORS V is one ver-

satile navigator that 
delivers automatic 

routing, detailed map-

ping and WAAS capa-

bility — all in a com-

pact handheld CPS. It 

comes with the 

MapSource City Select CD, which gives you access 

to detailed street-level maps with locations of restau-

rants, hotels and other services. Use the GPS V to 

look up a location and it will automatically calculate a 

route and guide you to your destination with turn-by-

turn directions and audible beeps that alert you to 

upcoming turns 

ICOM IC-R8500 
"EDITORS CHOICE" 

The IC-R8500 has a wide frequency range continu-

ously from 0.1 to 2000MHz. It's ideal for the radio 
amateur or shortwave listener 

The IC-R(3500's all mode capabilty allows reception 

of a variety of different modes, from the world over 

SSS (USO. LSE1), CW AM, FM and WFM are included, 

along with several 'speciality' modes, CW narrow', AM 

wide, AM narrow and FM narrow are available 

(Requires optional FL-52A).   

OPTOELECTRONICS AOR-8200 SERIES 2 
DS-1000 DIGITAL COUNTER 500KHZ - 2040MHZ 

• Frequency range: 10MHz - 2.6GH 

• Resolution 100Hz 

• Signal strength -45dBm to -5dBm 
• 1.000 memories 65,000 hits per 

memory 
• Captures Digital & Analogue signa 

• Minimum 500uS RF pulse require 

• Reaction tunes (requires lead) 
• Display 2o16 alphanumeric LCD 

(with backlight) 

• Signal strength displayed in dBm 

and bargraph 
• Built-in RS-232, direct connection 

to PC 
Supply: Battery [5-6 hours). ext. 

9V DC, 150mA 

£99.95 
myrof) - r 

'c. 
abOTitieter e 

• 153kHz-29299MHz, 875 - 108MHz 
• AM, SSB[USB/LSB), FM [FM Stereo) 

• AM wide/narrow filter • Tone control 
• AM RF Gain control • Stereo through earphones 

• 307 memories - 261 SW 18 MW, 

18 FM 9 LW plus priority station 

• RIDS [Radio Data System) Station name, 

Auto time set • 3 individual alarm timers 

• 110/230V auto-switching AC adaptor 

MFJ-461 
MORSE CODE READER 

Plus £ 6 00 Carr 

This wide range scanner is fitted 

with a data port for computer 

control. Features include 

• USB. LSB. CVV, FM, WFM 
• Programmable steps 

• 1000 memories in 20 banks 
• Alphanumeric display 

• Built-in AM antenna 
• 8.33kHz steps for air band 

• Rechargeable ni-cads, AC 
charger and helical antenna. 

£379 
„„. 

SANYO WS-1000 WORLD 

SPACE DIGITAL RECEIVER 

›-Wie 
Comes complete with detachable mini flip-up dish and 

with 5m of cable. Receives digital broadcasts from the 
VVorldSpace Satellite. Runs from supplied AC mains 

adaptor or optional batteries Audio output via internal 
mono speaker, external optional stereo headphones or 

• stereoline out via phono connectors as well as a 

S/PDIF digital audio output It also has 32 memories 

! complete with remote control and a port for multime-
dia services Amazing performance: amazing price 

HITACHI KH-WS1 WORLD 

SPACE DIGITAL RECEIVER 

Nowt 
Soma 

•Cud 

ee• Bata 

S-1 

° 

Transmit & Receive: SSTV, PSI(32, PACTOR, FAX, 

OW, RTTY, 1200 Baud Packet [using a variety of 
programs from CD-ROM) 

New layout - for easier hook-up to computer and rig 

New modem chip - FX614 replaces old TM3105 

New modes • CD with latest programs 

£69,95 
Plus £6 00 Carr. 

Covering the complete radio spec-

trum from long wave to UHF, you 

have a complete station in your 

pocket. Features include NFM, 
WFM, NAM, VVAM. LSB. USB, CVV, 

• 7 Frequency steps • 1,000 

Memories in 20 banks • 500 Pass 

memories • 10 Priority channels, 

• Band Scope display • Duplex 

receive function lets you hear both 
sides of the conversation • Fast 

tune function, • Built-in AM anten-
na • Dual frequency display • Fast 

keypad entry. • Rechargeable bat-

teries, AC charger and helical 

antenna. 

£84.95 
Plus £9 00 Carr. 

The MFJ-461 is a 

stand-alone pocket 

j sized Morse code 

;! reader. Similar in 

size to the MFJ 

Morse tutors, all you do is hold it close 
to your receiver and it instantly displays 

CVV on the 32 character high contrast LCD. 

It has automatic speed tracking, a serial port - if you 
wish to connect to a computer to display the text on a 
bigger screen. It can also be connected to your receiv-
er's audio if required Truly pocket sized at 57 x 82.5 x 

25.5mm and 156g. 

This radio has its own 

mini satellite dish and 

receives digital 

VVorldSpace broadcast 
signals via the AfriStar 

satellite. As well as all the 

normal VHF FM pro-

grammes, you can switch 

to satellite broadcast sig-
nals from CNN, BBC, 

Bloomberg [multi lan-

guage), World Radio net-
works 1 & 2, and lots more. High quality mono via 
the internal speaker and stereo via the headphone 

socket. Runs from AC, 4 o D cells (not supplied), or 

external 6V 
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The Red Lion Pub, Landlord Pip and Nipper the dog.... 

we arrive at the ' Present Time' with Bob Ellis. 

T
hat's the trouble 
with writing 

nostalgia pieces. 
Two things happen. 

Firstly, you get 

letters from young limbs 
banging on about wasting 

space on ' boat-anchors', my 
least-favourite phrase to define 

classic wirelesses still revered 

by designers today. Secondly, 
if you write enough nostalgia, 

you must reach a point where 

you arrive at the present day. 

In the Editorial Offices of your 

soaraway SWM, the astute can 
hear muffled mutterings of, 

"That should shut him up, 

then". Not quite... 

Psychological Problems 

If you have followed this run of 

articles, you will now know 
that I have worked out the 
psychological problems 

caused by years next to the 

wireless by writing about it, 
then inflicting it on you, dear 

reader. 

Up here in deepest 
Derbyshire, there is a pub near 

Carsington Water called The 
Red Lion. The landlord is Pip 

G8NOP, a rather odd surname, 

who has a model Nipper dog, 

the one that stared longingly 

into the horned phonograph 
on the HMV logo. I stare at it; it 

stares back at me, although I 
have to say there is more life 

in the model dog these days. If 

we stand side by side, Pip says 
he can tell us apart because in 

the dog's eye, there is a spark 

of humanity. 
We are much the same 

vintage; we got our experience 
in much the same way. 

Knowing he has the same 
radio bug as me, Pip avoids 

eye contact with Nipper. Last 
time I was in The ' Lion, mine 
host had the poor dog wearing 

spectacles slightly to one side 

in an Eric Morecambe style. 
Anything to avoid eye contact 

with the dog. Follow you 

around the room, those eyes... 

Eyes Glazed 

In between pulling pints, Pip - 

not the dog - will shamble 
over to my end of the bar and 

in low voice suggesting under-
the-counter dealings, come 

out with, " Did you ever use an 
EF50 as an audio pre-amp? 

Microphonic as hell and more 

hiss than a 

reptile house". 
With eyes more 
glazed over than 

the dog's, we 
will go on 

forever about 

the red ones. 

being the worst 
and the trouble 

you had finding 
the locking rings 

for the valve-

holders. We'll 

remember 

buying boxes of 
valves from club 
junk sales only 

to find that 

about 60% of 
them were 

EF80s. When I 

went to the 
Celebration 
Dinner for the Derby Club, all I 

was known for was the boxes 
of valves... 

The club has been around 

for ninety years and the room 

was packed. All of them 
watching a man 
trying to avoid eye 

contact with Nipper. 

Later generations 
feel the same about 

the EF86, the 0071 

glass transistor and 
finding the extra 

few pence for the 

low-noise version of 

the 741. The 0071 
was light sensitive, 

so if you scraped 
the paint off, you 

could make a radio 
that only worked in 

the dark. 

Getting 
Nostalgic 

People are already 

getting nostalgic 

about the sound cards that 

came with first generation 

'386 computers. The hiss they 
remember is coloured with the 
gentle buzz of processor hash. 

Sometimes when a GSM 

mobile 'phone breaks through 
the radio, the sound reminds 

me of my early days 'going 
digital' and why I don't bother 

anymore. There will come a 

time when today's Pentium 4 
used to control a PC radio will 

be regarded by some with the 

same affection I have for an 

AR88. Today's tech is 

tomorrow's boat-anchor. Or 
should that be grandmother 

board? 
My copy of Studio Sound I 

get it for the loose-coupled 

resonators on Page 3 - is full 

of the hottest digital 
techniques that will be old hat 

in less than a year. It may 

seem odd coming from 

somebody who used to warm 
his hands over a pair of KT66s, 

but I feel so much digital 
audio streaming, either by PC 
or DAB, is a triumph of 

marketing over delivery. Was 

it the great JT, designer of the 

modern-day classics such as 

the HF-225 and HF-150, who 

said that Digital Radio was a 
streaming form of MP3 and 

will just about equal a well-
installed f.m. radio for quality? 
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Is it really worth the effort? Is 

it true that MP stands for 

'might play?'. Perhaps you can 

educate me on 

robert.ellis@talk21.com 

Got A Good One 

Thanks JI for all the work you 

did on the AR7030. As I write 

this on the wettest Sunday 

afternoon ever, I am hearing 

Air India on 10.330 half way 

through the morning raga. 

When you are listening to the 

station and not for faults in the 

radio, you know you have got 

a good one. It is so wet today, 

I think I just heard Noah 

testing on 2.182. That channel 

has been quiet for a while 

now. Another thing I can bore 

Pip with... 

The Air India I refer to is not 

the national airline, but the 

national broadcaster. Listening 

e«,1114 

to Shanwick Air Traffic Control 

on 6.622, there is a genuine 

sense of relief in the operator's 

voice when an aircraft calls in 

for a Selcall check. So much 

has changed. 

On September the 11th, the 

endless repetition of the 

planes hitting the towers 

reduced the most harrowing 

scenes I may witness in my 

lifetime to the level of 

pornography. The TV went off, 

the short wave was switched 

on. Six hours after the tragedy, 

BBC World Service had a 

studio discussion asking who 

the winners can be after such 

an act; the Voice Of America 

was in news free-fall. 

Presenters could not 

understand how such a thing 

could happen on American 

soil. The most balanced view 

came from KOL Israel. They 

seemed to see both sides. 

When called by a VOA 

correspondent concerned 

about their cool and collected 

reporting, they simply replied 

that Israel has been a 

terrorised nation for over forty 

years. This is the power of 

being your own news editor 

via short wave. 

One voice missing was The 

Voice Of Russia. That 

economy has learned what it 

costs to run all those h.f. 

transmitter sites, so the once 

ever-audible Radio Moscow is 

only heard here with armchair 

copy in the evenings. 

Armchair copy? Another boat-

anchor phrase. Sorry... 

Even the military comms 

broke RI práctice enough to 

let you know how they really 

felt. Time was when New York 

Radio on 10.051 was a real live 

announcer. I'd like to think he 

sat in his best tuxedo in a 

studio at the top of the Empire 

State Building ready to tell a 

waiting world of falling 

dewpoints and the 

reassurance of NOSIG. Today 

he is a voice synthesiser. 

Perhaps with the emotion of 

that day, it's just as well. 

Licence To Think 

One thing our hobby does is 

licence you to think. One day, 

when the laptop I am writing 

this on is the subject of a 

nostalgia piece for a computer 

magazine - it will happen, but I 

won't be writing it - the 

question will be asked. Where 

were you on September the 

11th? 

I was sitting by the radio 

looking at Nipper looking back 

at me. Even now, I wish I had 

the emotions of a model dog. 

The only way to deal with it. 
SWM 

Is there something you want to get off your chest? Do you have a problem fellow readers can solve? If so then drop a line 
to the Editor at QSL, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. 

THE TOP C1SL WILL RECEIVE A £20 VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE. 

Dear Sir 

Digital Radio Mondiale 

The announcement in the April SWM of the fourth 

anniversary of the Digital Radio Mondiale consortium 

and the success of their system prompts me to ask you 

to publish some articles on the technical background 

to DRM and to tell us the whereabouts of these 

transmissions. It is surely straining technical credibility 

to claim to be able to squeeze near f.m.-like quality 
reception into a standard broadcast channel 

(presumably 5kHz wide) and to be able to cope 

simultaneously with the severe vagaries of 

propagation and heavy DAM found on the h.f. bands. 

' Does any manufacturer make an adapter to 

enable an existing h.f. radio receiver to demodulate 
DRM or do we have to buy a complete new system? If 

the latter, then my gut feeling is that DRM will follow 

the same lack of popularity shown by v.h.f. digital 

radio because of the huge cost of reception, 

particularly if the same programme is available for free 

on the existing bands, though I accept this may change 

as costs come down eventually with volume 

production. 

, A further point is that if the system is as 

wonderful as your article suggests, is it likely that DRM 

in a less hi-fi form, but also using less bandwidth, 

could eventually replace s.s.b. on the amateur bands? 

As an aside, and in case anyone was puzzled, 

'mondiale' appears to be the new commercial 

buzzword for 'world-wide'. 

Michael O'Beirne G8MOB 

, Surrey 

Michael, you'll be glad to hear that we'll be featuring 
an explanation of DRM in the July issue of SWM. Next 

month, in a similar vein, we present a feature on how 

DAB works too - Ed. 

Dear Sir 
Radio's Not Dead - It's Being Killed! 

Although there are many thousands of a.m, radio 

listeners in Europe, both of broadcast and amateur 

radio signals (and by " a.m." I include s.s.b. and c.w. 

modes), the threat of Power Line Transmission also 

sometimes known as Power Line Communication) is 

likely to seriously affect the radio frequencies below 

about 30MHz in the next few years. This system has 

not gone away! 

As some readers will already know, PLT is a system 

being developed in Europe and the USA to provide 
wide-band data communication using the electrical 

mains wiring. This may at first seem a good idea - 

mains wiring already goes to every room in every 

home and office, thus rendering additional cabling 

redundant. 

Unfortunately mains wiring is singularly unsuitable 

for this use because its unbalanced nature allows these 

signals ( using the frequencies between about 1 to 

15MHz, though likely to spread significantly below and 

above these figures) to freely radiate some 

considerable distance. 

At present it appears the commercial forces behind 

this system are unstoppable. There seems to be the 

misapprehension amongst its proponents that the 

frequencies affected are no longer important as 

everything is now duplicated on v.h.f./f.m., DAB, 

satellite, etc. 

This of course is not true. A significant number of 

I.w., mw. and many s.w. broadcasts are not available 

anywhere else. Additionally, many transmissions used 

by aircraft, the military and other users ( often listed 

within the pages of this magazine), also only operate 

on these frequencies and will be badly affected if PLT 

becomes widespread. 
The noise produced by this system will almost 

certainly cause serious interference even to the 

stronger I.w., m.w. and s.w. signals. The strengths of 
many amateur and s.w. signals are often only a few 

microvolts per metre and in future are likely to be well 

below the increased noise floor of the urban 
environment. What is more, most or our equipment is 

actually connected to the mains, so the receivers and 

transceivers will in all probability be useless regardless 

of the signal strengths we wish to receive. Even while 

receiving v.h.f. signals, this noise is likely to blast 

through the 10.7MHz if, circuits. 

This is a serious business and all authorities 

concerned with PLT's negative effects are watching 

developments closely and endeavouring to take an 

active part in protecting the radio spectrum. 

xDSL over 'phone lines on frequencies up to about 

1MHz is also going to be an issue, but at least 

telephone lines are ( nominally) balanced so radiation 
should be less of a problem. 

I feel it is appalling engineering practice to 

squander this valuable spectrum if these systems in 

combination lay waste the I.w., mw. and s.w. 
broadcast bands and everything in between. It looks as 

if the telecommunications companies (and possibly 

even the government) feels that this loss is a price 

worth paying in order to provide broadband Internet 

access to all. 
However, perhaps there is light at the end of the 

tunnel... The millions of pieces of equipment currently 

in use were not designed to work with this level of 

interference on the mains- though this will no doubt 

have been considered by PLT's developers. It is 

possible that the level of injection to enable usable 

distances to be achieved will cause problems with 

video recorders (which have circuits operating at these 

frequencies), hi-fi equipment and not least hospital 

apparatus, thus rendering the system unusable. 

As far as I know, none of the UK hobby radio 

magazines have given PLT really high profile exposure 

(although RadCom has occasionally covered it well in 

their EMC section). Presumably this lack of serious 

coverage is because the last thing we need is another 

reason for people to drift away from the radio hobby. 
Although a more likely reason, in my opinion, is 

that the big advertisers in our magazines - fully aware 

of the issues - would hardly like the world to know that 
it's possible that most of their products will be virtually 

useless in the next few years. Could it be that they 

have already made it clear to the editorial teams that 

this subject is better kept quiet - or is that too cynical a 

view? 

Nick Sparkes 

Serious food for thought here! - Ed. 
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• Unit 1 • Fitzherbert Spur • Farlington • Portsmouth • P06 1TT • e-mail: info@nevada.co.uk • 

FAIRHAVEN RD-500VX 
Latest database over 20,000 frequencies) 
Freq: 20kHz to 1.7GHz 

£8,98 £749i* 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

3 CHEQUES OF 
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LIPILIP 

LATEST 
MODEL 

" IQ 

AKD TARGET HF3M 
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 
Connect this Radio to your PC and 
receive Weatherfax pictures with 
the FREE Disc and PC interface 
cable supplied (9 Pin serial) 
• Covers 30Khz - 30MHz 
• Modes USB AM LSB 
• Tunes in 1 KHz steps with clarity 
control for SSB 

• Signal Strength Meter 

SPECIAL 
PURCHASE 

PACKAGE ALSO 
INCLUDES FREE. 

12 Volt Mains 
POWER SUPPLY 

LOIK1 Wire ANTENNA 
GUIDE to 

Shemin Liguria , 

SPECIAL PRICE 
Foe COMPLETE PACKAGE 

PLUS 

£10 P&P 

ORIGINALLY £209.95! 

SCAN AIRMASTER 
DEDICATED CIVIL It MILITARY 
AIRBAND ANTENNA 

• Covers 117 - 137 MHz, 
224 — 400 MHz 

Antenna contains : 
• 2 dipoles for Civil Band 
• 6 dipoles for Military Airband 
• Uses "N" Type connector 

£59.95 1* 

SCANMASTER DESKTOP 
A complete desktop antenna covering 
25 - 13 0 Mhz lust 36 high with 4 m 
of cable, fitted BNC plug with a 
magnetic base. 

£49.951* 

SCANMASTER LP1300 
WIDEBAND BEAM ANTENNA 
16 EL LOG PERIODIC DESIGN 
• 105 - 1300MHz 
• Gain 11-13dBI 
• 'N' type connector 
• 500W 

£129 Îro 
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REVOLUTIONARY 
NEW HANDHELD 

ICOM R3 
• 495kHz - 2451MHz • 450 memories 
• FM, ANI, WFM, AM-TV, FM-TV 
• Supplied c/w • telescopic antenna 
• belt clip • charger • LV1ON batt pack 

f449 3 CHEQUES OF £153.00 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

ICOM IC-R2 
• 500kHz -1310MHz • AWFM/WFM 
• 400 memories plus 25 band edge 
memories for easy scanning 
between s ecified fre uenc 

1-1•661£139 3 CHEQUES OF £49.66 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

MAINS 

MAYCOM AR108 CHARGER 
£8.95 • • Airband: 108 - 136.975MHz f2.15 

PP VHF: 136 • 180MHz 
• Selective Channel Steps: 

' 5_,_10, 12.5, 15, 25, 1MHz 
• Modes: AM or FM • Memories: 99 
• Supplied c/w Belt 

Clip, Carrying Stra 

• 520kHz - 1.32GHz • 1000 Memories 
• 8.83kHz Airband • Duplex reception 
• Descramble function • C/w Mains 
adaptor, NiCads, Belt clip 

f319 ITh 

£69.95 £750 

3 CHEQUES OF £ 109.66 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

DIGITAL WORLD BAND 
RADIO WITH ROS 

cteR.D.5 

ROBERTS R861 
• Covers MW/LW/FM/SW • 307 presets 
• SSB/CW recep on SW • Clock/alarm facilities 

Supplied with dual voltage AC supply, sw 
antenna earphone carrying case  

&100 £179 no 3 CHEQUES OF £63 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

YAESU VR120 
• 100kHz - 1299.995MHz 
• AM/FM/WIDE-FM SPECIAL 
• 640 Memory channels 

£169 re 3 CITEZÉS OF f59.66 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

£199.951* 3 CHEQUES OF £69.98 
AY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

AR 8200 MKII 
• 530kHz-204MHz 
• All Mode inc. 8.33kHz AM 
• 1000 Memories 
• We carry full ran .e of accessories! 

£399 éro 3 CHEQUES OF £ 136.33 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

CPBINED 3-IN- 1 UNIT y 

• ACTIVE ANTENNA 
PALSTAR AA30 W,I. SI ZE-AMP 

• Frequency: 300kHz-30MHz ANTENNA/TUNER 
• Variable Gain & Peak control 
• 12V DC or internal 9V 
battery (not supplied) 

ROBERTS R9914 
DIGITAL WORLD RADIO 
• Covers MW/LW/SW/FM 
• SSB Er CW reception 
• Ideal for BBC World Service 
• Clock(alarm 
• Supplied c/w AC adaptor, 
earphone, carrying case 

£69.95 i.)9 

£99.95 iTo 

YUPITERU MVT 7100 
• 530kHz-1650MHz • 1000 memories 
• AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW 
• C/w NiCads, mains charger, 12VDC 
cigar lead, belt clip, carry strap 

£229 1* 3 CHEQUES OF £79.66 
FM BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

YUPITERU MVT 3300 
• 66 - 88MHz, 108 - 170MHz, 
300 - 470MHz, 806 - 1000MHz 

• Modes: AM/NFM • Memories: 200 

IPAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE #f149 ro 3 CHEQUES OF f53 

YUPITERU MVT 7300 

Iea& £259 Lro 3 CHEQUES OF £89.66 PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

YUPITERU MVT9000EU 
• 531kHz - 2039MHz • 1000 memories 
• W-FM, FM, N-AM, AM, LSB, USB, CW 

OP90 SOFT CASE £26.95 £2.75 p&p 

£369 1* 3 CHEQUES OF £ 126. 33 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

ROBERTS 
REVIVAL 250 
• ' Fifties' styled 3 Band portable radio 
• LW/MW/FM 
• Battery/Mains 
• Wooden cabinet 
• Selection of colours £99.95 1* 
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• Simply divide the price (including 
carriage) into 3 equal payments. 
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• Write your telephone number, cheque 
card number and expiry date on the back 
of each cheque. 

• Post them to us, enclosing your name Et 
address Er we will (subject to status) send 
your goods immediately. 

CHEOUESPREAD prices quoted include postage & packing CHEQUESPREAD minimum order: £99 

INTEREST FREE! 
• Pay by three post dated cheques 
• No forms to fill in! 
• No hidden charges! 
• No hassle! _ 
• No catch! 
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ALL GOODS SHIPPED FOR 24 HR DELIVERY P&P. £ 10 (UK Mainland) unless otherwise stated Elt0E 

ULTRA-FAST 1 
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SUPPORT 
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24hr shopping 

3090 
a radio store 

NEVADA ONLINE STORE 

www.nevada.co.uk 
 the site you can TRUST 

bsite: www.nevada.co.uk • fax: 023 9231 3091 
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YAESU FRG-100 

FREE 
MAINS 
PSU 

This receiver provides solid coverage from 
50kHz to 30Mliz with all mode reception of AM, 
SSB and CW. 

£494; £399 rib 
PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

3 CHEQUES OF £136.33 

HA re mew. 

PRICE 
»Ice 

IN STOCK! 
ICOM IC-R8500 

This receiver is everything we hoped it would be 
covering 100kHz - 2GHz and lots of features 
includinr com uter control. 

P,344;f1299 rib 
PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

3 CHEQUES OF £436.33 

---
PRICE 
MAIO 

ICOM IC-R75: Twin PST built-in 
IN STOCK! • PC control capability 

• Synchronous AM detection 

f699 iro 3 CHEQUES OF £236.33 

PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

F.VV! 

100kHz - 2,599MHz 
Multi mode 
Real time band scope 
Optional filters 

YAESU VR 5000: 
MOBILE • 

WIDEBAND RECEIVER • 

6660 £599 3 CHEQUES OF £203 

PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

;.e. o: OPTIONAL PSU 
AVAILABLE 

.. 
AOR 
AR-8600 

IN STOCK! 

»» e 

All mode wideband base AX 
• 530kHz-2040M1z 
• 8.33kHz airband steps 
• Optional slot cards 

f699 ro 3 CHEQUES OF £236.33 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

USED EQUIPMENT 
All safety tested It guaranteed for 3 months 

AOR AR3000 BASE SCANNER 349 
AOR AR-8200  HANDHELD SCANNER 269 
AOR AR8200 MK2 HANDHELD SCANNER 289 
AOR AR-8600  BASE SCANNER 499 
BEARCAT UBC-780XLT _TRUNK TFLACKING SCANNER 275 
MAYCOM AR-108  HANDHELD RECEIVER  55 
REALISTIC PRO 2026 _MOBILE SCANNING RX  125 
YUPITERU MVT9000 ..HANDHELD SCANNER 275 
AKD HF-35 i .HF RECEIVER 129 
HITACHI KH-WS1  WORLDSPACE RECEIVER ,... 119 
ICOM IC-R7000+REMOTE..WIDEBAND RECEIVER .A95 
PANASONIC RF-E155  PORTABLE RECEIVER 65 
ROBERTS 827  SHORTWAVE RECEIVER 89 
SANGEAN AT5818 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER 69 
SONY CF-950S SHORTWAVE RECEIVER 69 
YAESU VR-5000DSP....WIDEBAND RECEIVER+DSP..549 

NEW ITEMS ARRIVING DAILY - CALL 

IN STOCK! 

WORL () SPACE 

Hitachi WS1 
WORLDSPACE DIGITAL SATELLITE RADIO 

• Receive over 40 channels of fade free digital 
programs direct from satellite - from almost 
anywhere in the world! Plus FM/MW/SW 

• SW1: 2.3 - 7.3MHz, SW2: 9.5 - 26.1MHz 

f149 £70 3 CHEQUES OF £56.33 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

NEW! le anus 

SOLD OUT 
AVVAITING 

NEW SHIPMENT 

WOR LDS PACE. WS-0110 
WORLDSPACE DIGITAL SATELLITE RADIO 
• Compact size - ideal for travelling 
• 10 Memories -i- LCR 
• Headphone socket 
• line out socket 
• Built in speaker 

• 4AA battery powered 
• Mains adaptor included 

£99.95 3 CHEQUES or £ 6.65 
PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

- 
WORLOSPACE 

Sanyo wsi000 
WORLDSPACE DIGITAL SATELLITE RADIO 
A stylish satellite radio for home or portable use. 
listen on the intemal speaker or connect it to your hifi 
via phone line out or digital output connectors. 
Removeable flip up satellite dish is supplied c/w 5 
metres extension cable. 
• Stereo headphone socket • Remote control 
• 32 memories • Multi-media port 
• Mains or battery operation 
(Mains adaptor included) 

- 
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f149 ;70 3 CHEQUES OF £53.00 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 

[buy online at our secure vvebsite www.worldspaceradios.co.uk 

Grundig 
YB400 

SUPPLIED C/W• SW 
HANDBOOK, CARRYING 
CASE. EXTERNAL WIRE 

ANTENNA. CARRY STRAP e 000 La 

HIGH PERFORMANCE e 000 6 e • .0. 
PORTABLE SW RADIO -'—•—.• .  000 0 o 

• 144kHz - 30MHz • Dual alarm clock. ----
• SW: 1.711-26.1MHz • Narrow/Wide bandwidth 
• FM Stereo: 87.5-108MHz• OX/Local sensitivity 
• MW/LW • Auto Search 
• SSB reception • Sleep timer 
(both USB/LSB) • Snooze timer 

• 40 station preset • Mains or Battery 
• Fine tuning (with optional mains adaptor) 

£99 íro 3 CHEQUES OF £36.33 
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 
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Grundig 
SATELIT 800 

• 100-30,000kHz (0.1-30MHz) for 
AM Broadcast and Shortwave 

• 87-108MHz for FM Broadcast 
• 118-137MHz for Aircraft Band 
• AM, USB, LSB modes (0.1-30MHz) 
• AM mode only for 118-137MHz 
• WFM mode only for 87-108MHz 
• Three built-in bandwidths for SW 

EU version features 
• 240V AC mains adaptor and 
Deluxe Headphones included 

• Full UK warranty 
• CE Approved 

£400 f549 
PAY BY CHEQUESPREAD INTEREST FREE 
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MH-C204 

3 CHEQUES OF £186.33 

3 HOUR INTELLIGENT CHARGER 

for 4 AA/AAA cells 

• Rapid charge 2 or 4 AA/AA 

NiCD,'NiMH batteries safely 

• 2 independent charging banks, ie you 
can charge 2 NiMH AA in one bank and 
2 NiCD AAA in the other simultaneously' 

• Rejuvenate and restore dead batteries 

• Can be used on a 12V power supply and in a 
car with optional car kit ( f5) 

• Supplied with UK AC adaptor 

1 

P&P £6 50 

L . PowerEx 
)) MH-C204F Phis 

Charger named 
"BEST CHARGER 

Fr BATTERIES" 
by PCPhoto 

Magazine 2001 

MORS' HI* 

Sometimes we 
find a 

product range 
which is so 
USEFUL 

- we just have 
to tell 

EVERYBO 
about it. 

for use in 
the CAR or 
at HOME! 

£26.95 

N 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
MH-C204F Plus - 

• 1 MH-204 Intelligent Charger 
• 4 x AA 1600mAH batteries 
• UK AC adaptor 
• Car kit 

MH-C777 plus 

£39.95 

N 
UNIVERSAL CHARGER AND ANALYSER 

• Charge almost ally Lithium Ion, NiMH, and NiCad battery 
packs for your ham radios, scanners, PMR 446, cellWar 
phones, digital cameras, camcorders. 

• Analyse h condition battery packs and display capacity 

• Display digital voltage, tinte and capacity 

• Lightweight international 80-240V AC mains adaptor 

• Car kit for charging from cigarette lighter 

• Charge AA, AAA, C. D battery cells using optional holders 
Battery holders ..f2 each 

MH-DPB140LI POWEREX LITHIUM ION POWERBANK 
High capacity Lithium Ion external battery pack for Digital Canteras 

• The PowerEx PowerBank pack includes a handy belt pouch to 
carry the main battery, a UK mains charger, A Car cigar 
adaptor lead for re-charging in the car, and a selection of 
cantera adaptor leads. 

• Shoot up to 2 or 3 tintes more photo per recharge than 
with the internal battery 

• Compatible with Nikon Coolpix 995, 880, 885, 775, 
Olympus E-10, E-100, HP Photosmart 618, 912, 
and Minolta Dimage 5, 7. and canteras using 7.2V DC 

DIGITAL 
CAMERA 
OWNERS 

WORTH 

E 45! 

PUP £6.50 

for use in the I 
CAR or at HOMER 

I • , 

£89.95 

MH-DPB180M POWEREX NIMH POWERBANK LOOK! 
Digital Camera External Battery Pack 

• A complete solution this Powerbank battery system includes, 
6V 1,800 mAH Battery Pack, 4 hour Mains quick charger, Car 
cigar adaptor charger, Universal Cantera cable and carrying 
case. Compatible with most leading brands of cantera. 

PUP £8.50 

PUP £650 

£59.95 PUP £6.50 

buy online at our secure website www.mahaenergy.co.uk 

WE PURCHASE I 
YOUR OLD KIT  

IMMIII••••• 

EFFICIENT ORDER I 
PROCESSING 
—  

SAME DAY 
DISPATCH 

24 HR WEBSITE WE ARE ALL RADIO CHEQUESPREAD 
SHOPPING ENTHUSIASTS OVER 3 MONTHS 
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Monitoring 

With The RA 
Kevin Nice visited the RA's Baldock 

monitoring station earlier this 

year. Unfortunately, he 

was told he 

couldn't 

stay... 

One of the steerable satellite monitoring dishes. 

The commemorative 

plague fixed to a stone 

from the original 

buildings from the 

1938, built into the 

wall of present 

complex. 

Colin Doleman shows me some of 

the d.f. system's attributes. 

One of the newest addition in the 

ops. room, a Rhode & Schwarz 

30GHz spectrum analyser featuring 

a superb flat panel display. 

Baldock's calibrated cone 

measuring antenna. 

HF log periodic array 
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T
he recently 
refurbished and 
extended complex in 
the middle of a 300 
acre site based in 

rural Hertfordshire is the RA's 
24 hour monitoring station - 
Baldock. 

Earlier this year Practical 
Wireless Editor Rob Mannion 
and myself were lucky to be 
guests for the day at the 
station, courtesy of the RA. 

Baldock radio station can be 
seen from several kilometres 
away due to the two tracking 

satellite antennas silhouetted 
on the sky line as you 
approach the site. It is a 
fantastic sight to behold as 
you drive north east along the 
A505, the road turns into a 
dual carriageway and almost 
immediately an arrowed sign 
stating " Radio Station" 
indicates a right turn across 
the other carriageway is 
required. My early morning 
arrival saw the sun low in the 
sky to make for an eerie scene 
as I drove down the access 
road across the station 
antenna farm. Unfortunately, 
it also rendered my attempts 
to take an atmospheric picture 
of the impressive gateway 
with the large dishes and 
buildings behind, a total 
failure. 

After the obligatory cup of 
tea and the arrival of Rob, 
who had travelled from the 
other end of the county to me, 
we spent a fascinating day 
spent touring the facilities of 
Baldock. Since my previous 
visit to the facility, some pretty 
major building work had taken 
place. The original building 
was now twice what I had 
previously seen. The whole 
building enjoys an air of 
newness. The monitoring 
station has been in the present 
location since 1938, the 
buildings used at that time 
were demolished in 1985. The 
previous location of the service 
was Colney Heath which 
opened in 1929. 

High Frequency 

Our initial point of call was the 
h.f. operations room. Here is 
the nerve centre of the 24 
hour international radio circuit 
monitoring capability. The 
primary role of which is to 
ensure that UK licenced users 

A UMS being set up. 

of the radio spectrum do 
not suffer from 
interference, intentional 
or otherwise. The majority 
of the work carried out by 
the ops. room relate to 
the safety of life services. 
Additionally, there is 
major contribution made 
to the obligation via the 
ITU to the International 
Monitoring System. This is 
essentially a reciprocal 
arrangement with overseas 
administrations monitoring 
stations, which enables the 
direction finding and 
pinpointing of interference 
sources by plotting multiple 
headings from at least three 
alternative monitoring 
locations. These sources can 
then be investigated and 
resolved. To fulfil its 
obligations, Baldock is 
operational 24 hours-a-day 365 
days a year. 

The layout of the ops room 
has changed since my last visit 
thought most of the 
equipment remains the same. 
From my point of view the 
main item of interest was the 
h.f. direction finding system. 
My last visit, some seven years 
ago, saw the present 
computerised system being 
just commisioned. Now the 
Roke Manor Research set-up is 
in constant use. It consists of 
eight antenna elements 
configured in a ring in the 
gounds of Baldock. For each 
element there is a dedicated 
receiever head. The sytems 
makes simutaneous 
measurements of incomming 
strength and phase at each 
element and as a result 
computes the origin heading 
and elevation of the signal. 
Simple to say, not so easy to 
acheive. This is no doubt an 
expesive but essential part of 
Baldock's tools. Since I spend 
many hours personally 
monitoring h.f. utility signals, I 
could have easily stayed in the 

Inside a mobile EMC laboratory. 

op's room for the whole day - 
well I'd still be there if I could 
have got away with it! 

The Focus 

This valuable resource is the 
focal point of the 
Radiocommunications 
Agency's monitoring activities. 
Housed at Baldock, in addition 
to the fixed monitoring 
facilities, are some central 
stores and mobile EMC test 
labs. These vehicles are the 
mainstay of the likes of the 
recent survey on cellphone 
base site radiation, the results 
of which I mentioned in last 
month's ' Ed's Comments'. They 
are without doubt impressive, 
to say the least. Each vehicle is 
specified by the RA staff at 
Baldock and they are fitted 
out with work benches, 
seating, masts, secure 
mountings for test and 
measurement equipment and 
of course insulation plus wall 
and floor coverings. Newer 
additions to the mobile lab 
fleet, I'm reliably informed are 
rather more comfortable than 
pervious versions, this is 
probably due to the improved 
internal catering facilities. 

Each mobile EMC lab 
contains separate lab and 
storage areas, an essential 
when operating in harsh 
weather conditions. It is not a 
good idea to mix wet kit and 
UKAS approved measurement 
facilities. The mobile labs tend 
to operate together with a 
support vehicle and can be 

EMC lab and support vehicle. 

called to operate anywhere 
within the UK. 

The vehicles can operate 
continuously, powered by their 
onboard 4.5kVA diesel 
generators, for five days. The 
raw output from the 
generator is conditioned by a 
high quality uninteruptable 
power supply to produce a 
clean, continuous, sinusoidal 
50Hz supply for the labs 
equipment. If required 12 and 
24V d.c. supplies can be used 
to ensure an extremely quiet 
r.f. environment. 

Each lab is capable of 
making measurements in the 
range of 9kHz to 18GHz 
coupled to direction finding 
capability by utilising Adcock 
arrays. To ease the operator 
work load, automated control 
software can be utilised during 
high activity to produce user 
profiles and signal strength. 

Remote 

Increasingly used for long term 
field measurements are the 
UMS. These Unattended 
Monitoring Systems cover a 
range of 20MHz to 3GHz and 
come conveniently packed in 
less that one cubic metre 
housings. Each of these 
systems can be left on-site and 
remotely interrogated and, or 
controlled and left to perform 
measurements of field 
strength, occupancy, CTCSS, 
DSC, MPT1327 trunked 
systems, paging and other 
packet data formats. Audio 
can be digitally recorded and 
then replayed from the remote 
unit. Interestingly, the UMS 
can be interrogated via a web 

browser interface. 
The UMS allows a large 

number of channels to be 
monitored due to its amazing 
2000 channels per second rate 
- now just how do I get hold of 
one of these - they noticed me 
trying to kidnap one from the 
stores. SINM 

I wish to extend my thanks to Tony Harris, Head of Monitoring and the rest of the staff at Baldock for making us most welcome during 
our all too brief visit to the station, though I must complain strongly that I was relieved of the items I'd collected during the tour. 
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The Royal International Air Tattoo 2002 

'10111»mr.44,21e1 

.4nlerin1g.6"-2T1itli 

Enter the SWM RIAT 2002 competition and win 

one of 15 pairs of adult tickets so that you too 
can enjoy the thrill of the weekend of 20 and 21 
July. The winners will be the first fifteen correct 
answers drawn from all entries received before 
4th July. 

To enter and have a chance of attending the 
largest military airshow as it returns to RAF 
Fairford, complete the wordsearch and establish 
which word is missing from the grid. Fill-in the 
missing word on the entry form together with 

your contact details and post it to SWM at the 
address on the form. Good luck! 

Take off for the aviation 
thrill zone 

The world's best pilots are 

set to go vertical for eight 
non-stop hours of 

sensational flying as the 
Royal International Air 
Tattoo 2002 celebrates the 
Golden Jubilee of Queen 
Elizabeth II. After two years 
away, the Tattoo is making a 

;*$ è big comeback to RAF 
* - 1 gi Fairford - 450 aircraft, hot 

.% air balloons, stalls, exhibits, 
/r road shows and virtual 

reality rides. This is the 
show that tops the bill for 
family entertainment. 

THE ROYAL 
INTERNATIONAL 

AIR TATTOO 

Golden Jubilee 

To mark the Golden Jubilee 
of Queen Elizabeth Il, the 
Royal Air Force Red Arrows 

will give a superstar 
performance, soaring into a 
special routine dedicated to 
Her Majesty. And the show 
will open with an all-British 
flypast of Hunter, Harrier, 

Nimrod and Tornado aircraft, together with the 
21st century Eurofighter to symbolise the five 

decades of her reign. 
At the end of the flying, airshow visitors are 

invited to a Jubilee Proms Concert hosted by 
radio personality Ed 'Stewpot' Stewart. Trestle 
tables, bunting, union jacks, party hats and 
community singing will recreate the street party 
atmosphere of the Queen's coronation in 1953, 
with top flight entertainment from the RAF and 

US military bands and singers. 

Stars of the show 

Demonstrating perfect symmetry between man 
and machine, the RIAT flying display is a 
showcase for the world's Top Guns. Tattoo 
visitors will take a front row seat for the 

aviation supershow - sizzling solo jet routines, 
gravity-defying helicopter manoeuvres, 
astounding aerobatic teams, massed flypasts, 
airborne set-pieces and the enduring magic of 
the Spitfire and other vintage aeroplanes. 

Salute to Bomber Crews 

RIAT 2002 will pay tribute to bomber crews from 

all nations, past and present, both in the air and 
on the ground. An awesome array of aircraft 

will see Russian built bombers lining up 
alongside United States Air Force B-52s, B1-Bs 
and stealth aircraft. It is also hoped that a 

mighty Vulcan bomber, in her heyday one of the 
West's most potent Cold War forces, will be 
restored in time to make a triumphant 

appearance at the Tattoo. 
To remember the bomber crews who will 

never return, the RAF Battle of Britain Memorial 
Flight Lancaster, the world's only flying 
Blenheim and a rare B-17 Flying Fortress will 
perform a memorial flypast watched by wartime 
campaigners, visiting aircrew and tens of 

thousands of airshow visitors. The Flying 
Fortress, star of the feature film Memphis Belle, 
will represent the United States Eighth Air Force 
on its 60th anniversary. 
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Tattoo Timetable 

The public gates to RAF Fairford 

(located near Swindon on the 

Wiltshire/Gloucestershire border) open 

at 0700 on Saturday and Sunday 20/21 

July. Flying display from 1000 to 1800, 

followed by the Jubilee Proms Concert. 

Regular airshow shuttle bus service 

from Swindon Bus Station. 

Tattoo Tickets 
Adults in advance £24.95, on the day 

£30. Children under 16 free. 

RIAT 2002 tickets are available 

direct from www.airtattoo.com or 

by telephoning (0870) 2410303 (calls 

charged at national rate at all times). 

Extra Options 
Plan Crazy - The friends of the Royal 

International Air Tattoo ( FRIAT) won't 
miss a single Tattoo moment, from the 

first arrival on Wednesday 17 July to 

the last departure on Monday 22 July. 

The six day package for aviation fans 

includes pre-show access to the 
airfield. Adult subscription £ 110, 

children £ 55. 

Aviation Club - Marquee with private 

grandstand and garden overlooking 

the runway. All inclusive price f98 per 

guest (RIAT admission, lunch, morning 
coffee and afternoon tea). 

Waitrose Jubilee Garden 

Traditional deck chair enclosure, 

offering a selection of summer 
refreshments. Advance tickets £13 per 

person (does not include RIAT 

admission or food and drink), £16 on 
the day. 

The Leisure Vouchers Public 

Grandstand - Reserved seating, great 

view of the flying display. Advance 

tickets £13 per person (does not 

include RIAT admission), £16 on the 

day. 

Park & View - Count them in as 
aircraft arrive for the Tattoo from 

Wednesday 17 July to Friday 19 July 

and watch them take off for home on 

Monday 22 July, Two Park & View 

enclosures, advance tickets f9 per 

person. 

For all RIAT information or bookings 

(admission tickets, FRIAT, Aviation 
Club, Waitrose Jubilee Garden, The 

Leisure Vouchers Public Grandstand or 
Park & View), ' phone (0870) 2410303 

(calls charged at national rate at all 
times) or buy direct from 

www.airtattoo.com Admission 

tickets only also available from 

branches of Waitrose, Stroud & 

Swindon Building Society and from 

selected Tourist Information Centres. 
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One of the above words is not present in the grid, identify which one and enter it on 

the form below. 

To enter the Short Wave Magazine RIAT 2002 ticket draw, please fill in your details on 
the entry form, (photocopies can be accepted with the original corner flash attached), 

complete the missing word and post your entry to: SWM RIAT 2002 Draw, 

Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. 

Entries must be received before Thursday 4 July to qualify. The draw will take place 
Monday 8 July and the winners will be announced in SWM August 2002. The Editor's 

decision is final. 

The missing word is:  

Name  

Address  

Tel  

E-mail:  

Do you receive SWM every month?. 

or where do you buy SWM? .  

 Are you a subscriber  

I. 
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UK Scanning Directory 

In stock at last! The 8th edition of this excellent 
frequency guide has just arrived priced 

£19.75 (Plus £5.00 P&P 
- its bigger than ever!). 

NEW! DRESSLER 
Active Antennas 

This outstanding range is ideal for use with all 
base station receivers, ICR-8500, f r AR 5000, PCR 1000, NRD 545, FRG 100 Er MORE! 

Beautifully designed 
and manufactured 

in Germany 

ARA 100 HDX £34 
ARA 2000 HDX £349 

ARA 60 
ARA 2000 £169 

£169 

Micro PSU Ideal for scanners and 
shortwave receivers. This Mini switch 
mode 2.5 amp PSU will power many 

scanners and shortwave receivers. About 
the size of 20 cigarettes and very light. 
Ideal for popping in your brief case or 
suitcase! (State make and model of 

receiver when ordering) Only £29.95 

TOP OF THE RANGE Professional DSP HF 
Communications Receiver the 
Ten-Tec FIX-340 £3995 

call for a SPECIAL FINANCE DEAL 

MiniMag Scanning Antenna 
available with BNC fitting £32.95 
SMA fitting f34.95 

Will also work on 2M Et 70cms TX (50 W) 

MYDEL 
Magnetic Long Wire Balen only £ 19.95 
Sitywire Antenna Kit only £39.95 

FINANCE EXAMPLE 

_ . 
0 8FICE 

Deposit 

,48 Pay is o f17.,7 

;Teat p hase priceE850 

ynth can also offer ' ance terms 
with no deposit. welcOme you 

exc nget against • ny ne (or used) pro 
proeded it is cleatf and in od working order, 
the'salett desk today! usa. APR: 19.9', 
protection is also available • to 48 months. Al 
are. brand new and boxe and offered with 
manufacturers RIB warraniy. All prices quote 
cash/gleam or Switch/Delta card. No addi 
char tor-credit cards. Martin Lynch is a' lic 

broker. Full written details avai 
re nest lance is subject to slat 

major i3p. 4 

MAYCOM 

FR100 

Pocket scanner 
with 8.33khz 
steps for the 

airband. AM/FM 
WFM 

Basic scanner at 
a basic price 
only f99.00. 

'se» MLbS £99.9 
.-1•41444.A. 

KEN WOOD THF7E 

The Scanner that 
transmits! Covering 
100kHz - 1300MHz 
AM/FM/WFM plus 
SSB ( 100kHz - 
470MHz) with 
Lithium Ion battery 
and Charger plus 
Transmit ( 6 Watts) 
on 2 metres and 
70cms. An ideal 
scanner for radio 
amateurs! Al! this 
for only £289.00 

PC Programmable 
Requires PG-4P at f31.95 

IVIL&S £289  MLbS £199.95 

ZERO DEPOSIT!  
• 

YAESU VR120 

Pocket Mini 
Scanner 
500kHz-
1300MHz 
AM/FM and 
WFM. 

Ideal 
Go Anywhere 
pocket scanner 

MLbS £139.95 I 

AOR AR8200 MK 

The best Handheld Scanner 
available with AM/FM/ 
CW/WFM /USB/LSB. 
Frequency range: 

530kHz-2040MHz PC 
programmable and 

controllable ( requires 
PC8200 f85).Complete 

with high capacity 
NiCads, Charger, Cigar 

lighter lead, rubber 
helical wideband 
antenna, medium 

wave plug-in antenna. 
Add the Super Searcher and 
RT8200 (f119.99I for reaction 
tuning to nearby transmitters 

ML&S £439 

PECIAL OFFER  11 ZERO  DEPOSIT! 

  r 36 * £15.96  

YAESU VR500 

AYCOM AR108 

This little 
airband 
scanner sells 
itself with 
coverage of 
the civil 
airband 

ML&S £69.95 

GARMIN E MAP 

Handheld version of 
the Street Pilot and 
comes with Data 
Lead, 16Mb Ram 
Card and UK Metro 
Guide on CD R 

GPS V has 
a hand held GPS looking 

similar to the 
established GPS3 range 
again with built in route 
calculator and 24Mh of 
RAM. Price expected to 

be about £500 

ML&S 

I •.• oulr 

100kHz-1300MHz 
AM/FM/WFM/LSB 
/USB/CW. This 
amazing little 
scanner is an ideal 
pocket 
communications 
receiver with 
keypad entry! 

PC Programmable 
Requires ADMS-3 at £39.95 

BEARCAT UBC 780XLT 

T4is is our fastest 
selling scanner for a long time - 
we lust cannot get them in fast 
enough! Covering 25-510MHz 

and 800-1300MHz AM/FM - plus 
it is the only CE approved 
desktop to offer the Trunk 

Tracker facility. Complete with 
DC lead, FREE PSU and Whip 
Antenna - a steal at only - 

U MVT-

This scanner is 
very old in design 
and lacks a few 

features but offers 
good scanning 

facilities. Covering 
100kHz-1300MHz 
AM/FM/WFM/ 

USB/LSB. 
Complete with 

NiCads, Charger, 
Telescopic 

Antenna all for 
£229.00. 

YAES1J VR-5000 

This amazing desktop 
scanner is the only scanner 
to offer true dual receive. 

Coverage is from kilohertz to 
gigahertz offering all modes 
and has optional DSP for 
enhanced shortwave 

reception. Complete with 
FREE PSU at 
only £599.99 

 PC Programmable 

MLbS £329  ML&S £599 

  ZERO DEPOSIT!  ZERO DEPOSIT!  

  F 36 * f11.60 T _48 * f17.72  

ICOM ICR2E ICOM ICR8500 

This little handy 
scanner is very 

simple to 
operate and is 
very popular 
among our 
commercial 
customers 

PC Programmable 
Requires PC-R2 at £39.95 

ML&S £159 

'corn's Flagship Communications 
receiver covering 100kHz-

2000MHz AM/FM/WFM/SSB Er 
CW. SW performance is as good 

as many short wave only 
receivers but the VHF/UHF 

performance is where this radio 
comes into its own. Complete 
with Free PSU and Control 

software (Not suitable for XP or Macs) 

PC Controllable 

ML&S £1349 

ZERO DEPOSM 

* £39.91 

GARMIN STREET PILOT 3 GRUNDIG 

The first 
portable 

GPS to talk 
directions 
to you. 
This unit 

looks similar to the Colour 
Street Pilot but has the inbuilt ability 
to calculate your route for you. It will , 

then speak directions to you in a 111 
clear female voice. The Street Pilot 3 
uses a faster processor than previous 

versions and is much faster at II relocating. Supplied with all you need e  
to mount the unit in the car, plus --1 

32Mb memory module, plus European 
, City Street Map CD ROM Er you get a 
FREE USB Memory Programmer \ 

tmve was manilla 

111111-

SATELLIT 
800 Millennium 

Covers Shortwave, Airband 
and FM Broadcast 
An ideal shortwave 

broadcast radio - suitable 
both the experienced or 

novice listener. 

ML&S £549 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

7.52 

ICOM PCR 1000 

This black box gives 
all mode receive 
100kHz to 1300MHz 
via your PC. Supplied 
with software for 
Windows 
3.1/95 and 98. 
Featuring DTMF 
decoder,CTCSS decoder, Spectrum 
scope and much more. We can 
supply you with alternative demo 
software that will work with XP 
(Registration is under £30.00). 
Complete with Whip antenna,PSU, 
UT- 106 DSP module and software. 

PC Controllable 

ML&S £385  

ZERO DEPOSIT!  

ti 24 * £19.30  

MIRACLE WHIP 

AVAILABLE 
NOW! bfwe. 

This Amazing Antenna at only 
55 inches long is an ideal 
companion for any receiver 
covering 600kHz - 460fV1Hz 

ML&S £129.99 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

48 * £28.08 

• girl pigi 



call th sales desk or EM 
ICOM IC-R9000L 

We are able to offer the last 
few of these excellent radios at 
£6995 On this product only 

£995.00 deposit and 
60 payments of £134 

Coverage: 
0.1-1999.8Mhz with all modes. 
Featuring a spectrum scope, 
1000 memory channels 
and many advanced 
scanning facilities. 
MLbS £6,995.00 

£995.00 DE 

60 * £134.00 

AOR 8600 

With many of the features of 
the AR8200 Mk2 this is an 

exceptional desktop 
communications receiver. 

Only £699.00 with FREE PSU 

PC Programmable 

MLbS £699 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

YAESU FRG- 100 

This is still one of our best 
selling Short wave receivers 

with FREE PSU at only 
£499.00 Options include 
AM filter, CW filter,FM unit 

and Keypad 
- call for a price on all four. 

PC Controllable 
(Requires FIF232C at £79.95) 

MLbS £429 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

£15.60 

HOKA GOLD 3 

Multimode decoder for use a 
with a PC and receiver. 

Excellent for decoding military 
data communications. 

MLérS £359 
ZERO DEPOSIT! 

12 * £32. 

0-1 

ICOM IC-R10 ICOM IC-R3E 

Covering 100kHz to 1 .21 
1300MHz with 
AM/FM/VVFM and 
SSB. Complete wIth 
Nicads,Charger and 
rubber helical wide 
band antenna all for 
only £319.99 Add the 
Super Searcher 
(£99.95) and RT-R10 
(£109.99) for reaction 
tuning to nearby 
transmitters 

PC Programmable 
Requires PC-R10 at £39.95 

£319.99 

24 £16.04 

AOR 5000 

This is the finest 
communications receiver AOR 
have produced and has all the 
features needed for Commercial 
users and Scanning 
enthusiasts. There is also The 
plus version with extra 
enhancements. Offering good 
short wave recep-tion as well 
as excellent VHF/UHF 
performance. With FREE PSU 

PC Controllable 
IVIL&S £1599 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

AOR AR-7030 

gone 
This strange looking radio has 
stunning audio and a very lively 
receiver. It is one of the best 
broadcast band receivers 

available and an ideal radio for 
Broadcast DX chasers but is 

equally at home on SSB and CW. 
Even old Lynchy uses one of these! 
The Plus version is an enhanced 

version of 7030. 

MLITS £799 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

36 10 97 

AOR 3000A 

All mode, all band 
desktop receiver 

PC Programmable 

ML49S £799 r. 
ZERO DEPOSIT!  

48 * £23.64 

The Scanner with 
TV built-in that 
picks up a bit 
more than 

Coronation Street! 
Complete with 

Lithium Ion battery 
and charger, all 
ready to gol 
Only £399 

PC Programmable 
Requires PC-R3 at £39.95 

ML&S £449 

36 £15.96 

SOU 5500 

See what is happening on 
the air with this add on 
spectrum scope. Not only 
will it work with the 
AR5000 and AOR3000a - 
it will also work with lcom 
ICR8500, ICR9000, 
ICR7100 and TS-870 
(A good alternative to 
the SM-230) 

PC Controllable 
MLbS f899 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

JRC NRD-545 

HF DSP Top of the Range 
Receiver with option to 
expand receive up to 

2000MHz (requires CHE-199) 

lairnmable 

MLbS £1599 

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

LL ance 

KEN WOOD 

TS-570 DGERX 

Our best selling HF 
Transceiver modified for 
Receive only makes this 
an excellent DSP Receiver 

PC Programmable 

MLbS £949  

ZERO DEPOSIT! 

48 * f28.08 

t. sales Fin-it,adio.co.uk 
• 

yrioli. & $ons 
Suppbikers Communications 

An email from one of our many HAPPY CUSTOMERS! 
Comments: I wish to recognise Martin Lynch's excellent after sales 
care following the recent failure of my TS2000 HF PA. I was 
delighted and surprised (given my experiences with other vendors) 
at the fast and efficient service received from Chris at the shop and 
from Kenwood UK. Well done guys, I know where Ill be coming 
next time I want another radio!! Steve MOSBF 

CALL US 6 DAYS 
MON-Sirr fi 

0208 566 1120 
128, 140-142 Northfield Avenue 

Ealing London W13 9SB 
sales@hamradio.co.uk 

fax 0208 566 1207 

Check out our new shopping SAVE 
basket on our website - 

www.hamradio.co.uk 
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F
or many month's now 
I've been cajoling Eric, 
who resides in the 

Warrington area, to 

reveal details of his 
diminutive shack. I had to try 

hard due to Eric's belief that 
because he didn't have a radio 

set-up that mimics a dealer's 
show room, it wouldn't be of 

interest to SWM readers. I 
disagree, I'm quite sure that 

Eric's shack is representative of 

many of those owned by 

readers of this magazine. I'll let 

Eric tell us more. 
"As promised, please find 

enclosed three prints showing 
my 'radio shack' in all its 
terrible disarray! ( and covering 

sketches identifying the mess!). 

You can see that I do not have a 

great deal of space and 
although I can work the gear in 

situ, I normally extract the 

items I require and place them 
on the bed, which is handy for 

those occasions when one 

comes over all emotional at 

having received something 

significant! 
You will notice that I could 

not get square on shots, as my 

The 
Other 
Man% 
Shack 
A quick trip up the M6 to Cheshire this 

month. Kevin Nice presents the 

listening post of Eric Bray. 

lens wouldn't focus any 

closer and I don't posses 

an extreme wide angle 

or fish eye. The only 
other way would be to 

get the ladders out and 

photograph the 
equipment through 

the window! 

Unfortunately, the 

two shots of the 
cupboard don't 

quite match up, but 

no doubt, with a bit 
of computerised 

juggling, that can 

be corrected. The 
photos were taken 
with flash, bounced 

off the ceiling to give 

a bit of diffusion and in-
fill. 

You can see in the 

general view that one of 
my other hobbies is 

building and flying model 

aircraft (vaguely radio 
related), both the models 

in view are for electric 

power, which saves an awful 

lot of running with towlines, or 

mess from used castor oil, 
which tends to drip onto the 

carpet for days, after a flying 
session - the missus doesn't 

like it! 
Now a bit about me. Born in 

1950, went to school, joined the 

Royal Navy in 1966, did nine 

years, decided enough was 

enough, made plastic 

drainpipes for a few years, then 
drove a fork lift truck for a few 

more. Now I drive a delivery 

van for a well known Security 

firm, where I have been barely 

gainfully employed for the last 
23 years. 

I have been interested 

in radio and aircraft for 
as long as I can 

remember. My first 

working receiver was a 

tuned circuit feeding 
an 0071 and picked up 

ITV sound. ( Don't ask 
how, I haven't the 

foggiest!) and nobody 
believed me until my 

Dad had a listen and 
heard an ad for Playtex 
bra's. The radio was 

confiscated, as the 

subject matter wasn't 
suitable for young 

ears! 

Later I built an 

H.A.C. one valve set 
and spent a lot of time 

mowing grass, to earn 

enough to buy the 

batteries to feed it. I also used 

to go scuba diving, but since 

the most unexpected patter of 
tiny feet came along, nearly 

fifteen years ago, that has had 

to be scrapped, due to lack of 
pennies, and more recently, 
transport - as security staff are 

so well paid, it became a choice 

of the car, or the mortgage - 

but not both! 
Not in view in the photos 

are various Howe's kit RXs and 

a.t.u.s and an assortment of 

relevant books, frequency 
listings, etc." 

Thanks very much Eric, I 
reckon that it was well worth 

the wait. Hopefully you will 

have inspired lots of others to 
send details of their shacks 

too. Anyone who does feel 
motivated, please let me 

have some shots of your 

antennas to make the 

picture complete. SWM 
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Guaranteed 

sunshine and lots 

of aircraft to look 

out for...Graham 

Tanner reports 

back from his 

monitoring 

mission in Goa. 

IF
ollowing the atrocities in the USA 

on September 11th I 

realised that a 

planned trip to the 

USA during the 
Autumn months was 

probably going to 

be a lot more 
difficult than 

normal, so I decided 

to alter my holiday 

plans. The next 

option was a trip to 

Greece on an 

aviation tour, but I 
was unable to 

organise the dates 

(and I'm sure that 

we all remember 

exactly what 

happened to that 

particular tour!). 

The third option 

was to go 

somewhere warm 

and exotic for a 
short break - one 

where I would see 

plenty of sunshine 

so that I would get a 

good tan, a few 

aeroplanes for me to 

look at, and the prospect of 

some new and different h.f. 

signals to listen to. 

I had always thought 

fl 
about visiting India, and 

when I considered my 

requirements, Goa seemed to 

fit the bill perfectly - almost 

guaranteed sunshine and 
high temperatures, aircraft of 

the Indian Navy to watch out 

for, and the sudden 

realisation that all those US 

bombers attacking 
Afghanistan were operating 

from Diego Garcia which is 

due south of Goa. A quick trip 

to the travel agents and 
everything was soon booked. 

A week in Goa at the start of 

December - a chance to avoid 
the hustle and bustle of the 

Blue skies, soft golden sands, gently swaying palm-trees. Is this paradise? 

run-up to Christmas. 

The Indian Embassy in 

London quickly processed my 
Visa application and my GP 

oa 
was consulted about 

vaccinations. With just one 

week to go, I started to 

collect together all the things 

that I wanted to take with me 
- a portable short wave 

receiver, Revco 'Angler' long-

wire antenna, scanner with its 

charger, a copy of Airwaves 

2000 listing h.f. frequencies 
for the Indian Ocean and a 

copy of the Racal/Aerad 

supplement listing v.h.f. 

frequencies for Goa. 
This was all carefully 

packed into my suitcase with 

a small selection of tools 

should the need arise for 

emergency repairs. Then I 
realised that I would also 

need to take some clothes 
with me, so I unpacked the 

case and repacked everything 
into a larger suitcase. 

The Flight 

The flight to Goa was 

operated by an A.330 Airbus 
aircraft of Monarch Airlines. 

The flight from Gatwick left a 
little late, but we were soon 

flying high above central 

Europe, and over eastern 
Europe towards the Black Sea. 

We had not been flying for 

very long when they 
announced that the flight 

would be making a 'technical 

stop' in Bahrain. This was not 
on the plans, but 
was a welcome 

diversion, given the 

thought of all those 

duty-free shops to 
investigate. This did 

mean a later than 

scheduled arrival in 

Goa, but this was 

only a minor 

inconvenience. 

In the end, the 

crew managed to 
fix the problem 

with the aircraft 

and the 'technical 

stop' in Bahrain was 

not necessary, so we 

pressed onto Goa, 
arriving just five 

minutes later than 

scheduled. 
Goa/Dabolim is an 
airfield operated by 

the Indian Navy, 

with only a small 
civil terminal and a 

parking ramp only 

able to hold a few aircraft. 

When my flight arrived, 

there were already two other 
aircraft there. The Indian 
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customs service is notorious 
for its thoroughness and 

three aircraft full of visitors 

meant long queues. I had 

been forewarned of this, and 
hurried into the terminal to 

be near the front of the 
queue. 

After customs and 

baggage claim ('different' is 

the only word to describe this 

process) we boarded our 

coaches to be transferred to 

the various resorts along the 

coast of Goa. While 

waiting for our coach to 

depart, there were 
several Indian Navy Sea 

Harriers flying around 

and I wished that I had 

packed my scanner in 

my hand luggage rather 

than my suitcase. 

The Resort & 
Beach 

The resort I stayed in 

was called Candolim 
and it is just a few 

kilometres north of the 

capital city of Panjim, 
and still only 24km 

north of Goa/Dabolim 

airport. The resort has a 

beautiful beach which is 

several miles long and 
blessed with fine 

golden sand. The beach 
was only a few hundred 

metres from my hotel, 

no permanent structures are 

permitted on the beach, so 

the small beach shacks selling 

drinks are simple wood and 

palm structures which are 

removed at the end of the 

season. This means that the 

only sounds on the beach is 

the crashing surf and the 
gentle ' clink' of ice in cold 

drinks - perfect! 

HF Listening & 
Scanning 

You just never know what you will encounter on the side of the road. What a charming scene. 

Within a few hours of arriving 

at my hotel, I had unpacked 

all the essential equipment - 

my h.f. receiver (a Sony 
ICF-SW7600) and long-wire 

antenna and Airwaves 2000. 

The antenna is a Revco 

'Angler', which is a spool of 

white plastic-coated wire 

wrapped onto a plastic 

former. The end of the 

antenna wire plugs into a 

white plastic box ( I presume 

that it contains some kind of 

balun?), and from this runs 

another coated wire which 

terminates in a crocodile-clip, 

which was attached to the 

telescopic antenna on my 
receiver. 

I simply unwound the 

wire around the hotel room, 

across the top of the curtain 
rails, the top of the wardrobe, 

and the top of a mirror. I did 

consider trying to install the 

antenna somewhere outside, 

but I could not see anywhere 

suitable to attach the far end 

of the wire. There was an 

adjacent tree, but I could see 

no way to get the far end of 

the antenna wire into the 

tree in such a manner that I 

would be able to recover it at 

the end of the holiday. 
The Sony worked very well, 

but suffered from a lot of 

interference and noise. This is 

not a criticism of the Sony 

receiver, as all receivers would 

suffer from the same amount 

of interference. I even tried 

some h.f. listening on my 

Yupiteru MVT-7100, but this 

suffered from the same 

interference, indicating that 
the problem was not with the 

receivers, but the location. 

Over the course of the 

holiday I tried listening at 

different times of the day and 

night, and the interference 

always seemed to be present 

to one degree or another. 

Furthermore, trucks and buses 

passing the hotel also 

generated ignition 

interference, but during the 

early hours of the morning 

when the roads were quiet it 

was much easier to listen. 

While I was listening to my 

h.f. receiver, I was using 

internal batteries, so as to 

avoid any interference via the 
mains supply. 

My first concentrated 
listening session was just a 

few days after I arrived, and I 

tuned to 11.285MHz to hear 

several stations in the SEA-1 

network. The very first station 

that I heard was a very 

familiar callsign, with a very 

unfamiliar accent - 'Aussie 

245' working Male ATC in the 

Maldive Islands, but with a 

definitely non-Australian 

accent. 
The flight changed to 

10.019MHz to speak with 

Bombay ATC in the MID-2 

network, and I was able to 

hear more of the aircraft 

routing, and to discover the 

strange accent. This flight was 

a Russian transport aircraft 

(possibly an Illyushin IL-76) 

chartered by the Royal 
Australian Air Force to fly 

troops, equipment and 

supplies into Diego Garcia 

and the Gulf region as part of 

the Australian commitment to 

'Operation Enduring 

Freedom'. 

A few hours later (at 0115 

local time) back on 

11.285MHz 'Reach F3YA' was 

working Male ATC while 

inbound to Diego Garcia, and 

they were advised to report 

their e.t.a. to Diego Tower. A 

quick change to 13.254MHz 

found the flight talking to 

Diego Tower and reporting 

their aircraft type as a C- 141B 

Starlifter. I stayed on this 
frequency for a while, as I 

wanted to hear more from 

Diego Garcia, and I was not 

disappointed. 
Very soon afterwards, two 

tanker aircraft 

were heard 

chatting on the 
Diego Tower 

frequency, 'Denver 
11' and ' Denver 

13' were 

discussing their 

receiver aircraft 
being five minutes 

late. Shortly after 
that, Diego Tower 

was called by 
'Banderas 02' 

wanting a weather 

forecast for 2100. 

'02' was then 

called by ' Diego 

Foxtrot' (the 

Supervisor of 

Flying at Diego 
Garcia) who 

wanted to know 
the weapons 

status of the 
aircraft, and '02' 

replied that they 

had 'no weapons, clean bomb 

bay'. This indicates that the 
flight was either a B- 1B 

Lancer or a B-52 Stratofortress 

returning from a bombing 

mission over Afghanistan. 

A short while later ' Navy 
TH151' was talking to Diego 

Garcia Tower, passing an 
updated e.t.a. of 2235. 
Naturally, the signals from all 

the stations were loud and 

clear, and in my first night's 

listening I had managed to 

hear all that I wanted to 

hear! 
The following evening 

(local time) allowed some 
limited time for listening, and 

the only interesting flights 

that I logged on 13.254MHz 

were 'Sprocket 1' requesting 

weather for 1400, and 'Reach 

PAG' outbound from Diego 

destined for Singapore. 
On the 3rd I tuned to 

5.670MHz. I have always 

found this frequency to be 
particularly difficult from the 
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UK, so I was happy to hear 
loud signals from the ground 

stations and aircraft. 

According to my frequency 
guide, this frequency is only 
used by Colombo (Sri Lanka) 

and Male, but I heard Kuala 

Lumpur working ' Navy TH170' 

which was out from Diego 

Garcia. 
The next day I spent some 

time back on 11.285MHz, 
where 'Navy TH159' was 

asked for his tail-number, to 
which he replied ' 161767' (A 

USN P-3C maritime patrol 

aircraft). A while later there 
was considerable activity by 

Diego Garcia Tower on 

13.254MHz. Military flight 
'DM002' was working Male 

ATC on 11.285MHz and they 

were handed-off to Diego 

Tower where they reported 
their e.t.a. Diego asked them 

to pass their e.t.a. to callsign 

"Hasty Message" - I have no 

The reason for our delayed departure, taken 

through the aircraft window - a magnificent Indian 

Navy Tupolev 142 landing at Goa/Dabolim airport. 

idea who this was, but I 

suspect that it may have been 
either a US Navy aircraft-

carrier or a guided-missile 
destroyer on radar picket 

duty guarding the skies 

around Diego Garcia. 'DM002' 

was then heard contacting 

"Red Crown", which is also 

thought to be some kind of 

US Navy surface vessel 

operating near Diego Garcia. 
On my last day of listening 

I was once again tuned to 

11.285MHz. Amongst the 

hordes of commercial flights 

were ' Navy TH169' 

(presumably another USN P-
3C aircraft) and 'Reach 52F3' 

working Brisbane ATC, 
'DM001' working male ATC 

approaching Diego Garcia 
NDB 'NKW' and 'Slip 47' 

working Chennai ATC. 

The flights mentioned 
above are just a small sample 

of all those heard, but it is 

beach with me on most days! 

Typically, on the days when I 
had no scanner with me there 

were a few aircraft flying 

The components of my 'radio station' while in 

India - h.f. receiver, scanner, frequency guides, a 

small toolkit and a portable long-wire antenna. 

very difficult 

to log 
everything. 

There were 
plenty of 

commercial 

airline 
flights, but I 

decided to 

concentrate 

on military 

flights. It was 
quite hard 

listening to all the different 

accents and my unfamiliarity 
with the numerous reporting 
points made logging a 

challenge. I only managed to 

log a fraction of the position 
reports because I did not 

understand the names used. 
Those that I did manage to 

make a note of were then 
checked in AirNav when I got 

home and I still only 

managed to positively 
identify a few out of the 

dozens that I heard. It was 
much easier with NDB 

reporting points as the 

position is given by their 
three phonetic letters. 

Although I had my 

v.h.f./u.h.f. scanner with me, I 

did not really put it to much 

use - I forgot to take it to the 

about, and when I did have 

my scanner handy, the skies 
were quiet. One day I did get 

lucky; as I was collecting 
everything together before 
heading for the beach I heard 

the drone of an aircraft 

passing overhead and this 

reminded me to pack my 

scanner. 

A few hours later on the 
beach the aircraft returned, 

and was heard working 

Dabolim Tower on 118.1MHz. 

This turned out to be an 
Indian Navy IL-38 'May' 
maritime patrol aircraft using 

the callsign ' Navy 302'. This 

turned out to be a busy day 
on v.h.f. as there was also an 

Indian Navy Kamov KA-25 
'Helix' helicopter (' Navy 155') 

and an Indian Coast Guard 

Alouette Ill ('CG 818') flying 

up and down the beach. 
Other types seen during my 
holiday were a flight of four 

Indian Coast Guard Dornier 

228s in formation, three 
Indian navy KIT- 16 Kirans also 
flying in formation and a 

single Indian Air Force 

Antonov An-32. These were 
scattered amongst the 

numerous tourist flights and 
Indian internal flights 

operating in and out of 
Dabolim Airport. 

The Journey Home 

The flight back from Goa to 

Gatwick leaves mid morning, 
which means an early start for 

the airport, mainly due to the 
number of passengers waiting 

for flights all at the same 
time. The airport terminal is 

quite small and only just 
manages to cope with the 

number of flights and 

passengers. Added to this is 
the additional security 

following events of 11th 
September and there are 

plenty of queues - access to 

the terminal, baggage x-ray, 
check-in, customs, security 

checks and a final set of hand 

baggage checks before 

boarding. 
Once aboard the flight we 

were held for about 30 
minutes while some Indian 

Navy aircraft landed 
following some exercises - I 

wasn't complaining, as I had a 

good view out of the window, 
I just wish that I had my 

scanner with me! We waited 

for a pair of Indian Navy Sea 

Harriers to land and then the 
aircraft that I never thought 

that I would see flying - an 
Indian Navy TU-142 'Bear'. I 

did manage to get a 
photograph of this aircraft 

through the aircraft window 

as it landed. 
The flight back to the UK 

was in daylight all the way, 
giving excellent views of the 

deserts of Oman, Saudi Arabia 
and Syria, but it was cloudy 
for most of the flight across 

Europe. As if by magic, the 

clouds disappeared as we 

crossed the North Sea 
between Belgium and the 

Thames estuary. Our arrival at 

Gatwick was just a few 

minutes later than scheduled, 

but the change to a 2°C (from 

32°) was quite a shock. 
Would I go back to Goa? - I 

certainly would, and I would 
still be there now if it wasn't 

for the Editor and Zoé 
nagging me for my 'SSB 

Utilities' column each month. 

Would I do anything 
different? - probably more 

radio listening, and maybe try 

harder to understand some of 
the reporting points. For now, 
Shukriya everybody. SWM 
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SSB Utilities 
Recife 
In April's " SSB Utilities' I mentioned a letter from Tony 
Barret in Devon with an update on his new antennas, 
and how he heard a South African Airways flight 
'Springbok 206' crossing the South Atlantic. I 
commented that I had not heard of 'Atlantic Centre' as 
reported by Tony, but I have now managed to find 
some more information. One of my colleagues 
provided me with a selection of recent Jeppesen charts, 
including one covering the South Atlantic region. There 
are markings on the chart which indicate that the 
airspace controlled by Recife in Brazil now goes by the 
name of 'Atlantico Radio'. The same chart also provides 
an update on the h.f. frequencies operated by Recife 
Radio - 5.565, 8.861, 13.357 and 17.955MHz. 

One item which I completely forgot to mention last 
month while talking about South African Airways is that 
they have their own busy LDOC network, and listening 
to this can provide a good insight into the progress of 
several flights. They have a range of frequencies 
between 3 and 21MHz. Flights usually call in every 30 
minutes or 1 hour depending upon the flight, and I have 
personally heard flights on 8.933MHz. 

Rather conveniently, the flights usually tell the 
ground station when they will call again, so you can go 
away and do something else until the next schedule, or 
you can stay tuned and hear other flights calling. For 
the record, South African Airways use the following h.f. 
frequencies - 3.013, 5.532, 8.930, 8.933, 11.354, 13.327, 
13.330, 17.925 and 21.943MHz. 

Next Shuttle Launch 
In the March SWM I mentioned the launch of the Space 
Shuttle flight STS- 109 which was due just a few days 
after publication. True to form, the launch was delayed, 
but by only one day. In the 24 hours leading up to the 
original planned launch date/time, I sent my usual 'pre 
launch warning/reminder' to all the members of the 
'SWM Readers' group on the Internet, and then shortly 
afterwards discovered that the launch was delayed. 
More E-mails were sent to the group advising of the 
delay. Later still, once the rearranged launch time had 
been confirmed, I sent yet another round of E-mails 
advising of the new launch time. Unfortunately, those 
kind of circumstances cannot be accounted for when 
writing magazine columns with their advanced 
deadlines, but I hope that some of you were able to 
listen, maybe discover the postponement, and the 
subsequent launch. It was rather unfortunate that STS-
109 launched just before midday UK-time on a 
weekday, otherwise there would have been many more 
monitors. 

I have been checking the NASA web site for details 
of future launches, to see if there are any launches 
worth mentioning in this column. An ideal launch, as 
far as this column is concerned, is one due near to the 
start of a month or at the very end of a month, with 
SWM appearing just a few days before this, it makes an 
ideal subject to mention as the launch is fresh in 
peoples minds. 

Suitable Shuttle launches over the next few months 
are on the 2nd May, 1st August and 6th September. 
These are all ¡SS missions so their launch usually 
brings the flight over the UK soon after launch, and also 
several times a day while in orbit connected to ¡SS. In 
amongst these, there is also a launch planned for 11th 
July which is not an ¡SS mission. Please remember that 
these are 'planned' launch dates, and as we get closer 

to these dates they will 
either be confirmed or 
rescheduled for later dates. 
More details of these 
launches can be obtained 
from Lawrence Harris in his 
'Info in Orbit' column each 
month in SWM. 

SCC Web Site 

.ft 

I 

The Sea Cadets 

Communications 
Branch 

We want 

1 01 

I know that I have mentioned the Sea Cadet Corps in 
this column several times in the past, and I am going to 
mention it again this month. Every few months I surf 
the Internet to see if any of the Cadet Forces have set-
up new web sites or made dhanges to existing ones. 
Earlier this year I was most surprised to encounter a 
huge update to the Sea Cadet Corps Communications 
Branch web-site. The site now includes a downloadable 
copy of the SCC Communications Training Manual in 
the form of an Adobe Acrobat (PDF) document. For 
short wave listeners everywhere I am happy to reveal 
that this document contains a chapter which lists all the 
SCC callsigns along with their locations. In fact, the list 
is in two parts - 'encode' and 'decode'. This is handy for 
listeners, as now you can find out where a station is 
location when you hear it on their Sunday morning h.f. 
net. I can't tell you the exact frequency used, but I can 
reveal that it is just below 7MHz and will be very easy to 
find. 

Letters 
Robert Paterson from Glasgow wrote to ask a 
question about the selcall tones used by Stockholm 
Aeradio. He has recently been monitoring them on 
11.345MHz and has noticed that when they send 
selcall tones it sounds like they send three tones, 
whereas the tones sent by the transatlantic OACC 
stations (Shanwick, Gander, New York, Santa Maria, 
etc.) are definitely two tones. Robert asks is if I can 
explain this. 

Well, I can say that I have heard this feature when 
listening to Stockholm Aeradio, but it never really 
bothered me (or the pilots I suspect) as the aircraft 
usually seemed to answer the selcall check correctly. 
As you are probably all aware, aeronautical selcalls are 
two pairs of tones and when each of the individual 
tones in each pair is mixed together, they give a third 
tone which is the one detected by the 'black box' in the 
aircraft. 

Some people claim to be able to hear the individual 
tones when a selcall is transmitted, but I find this hard 
to believe. The only reason that I can think that Robert 
is hearing three tones is that maybe the tone generators 
in the Stockholm transmitter are being keyed at slightly 
different times. 

The first generator is keyed for the first letter of the 
selcall code, and a split second later the second tone is 
generated - together, these form the first half of the 
entire code. This gives the impression of two separate 
tones, but they are correctly 
mixed together when both 
tones are sent at the same time. 
Then, when it comes time for 
the second half of the code to be 
generated, the two tone 
generators are keyed at the 
same time. 

Web Watch 
FAA h.f. information - 
http://vvww.faa.gov/ats/aat/ifim/ 
ifim0109.htm 
SCC - http://wwvv.sparkers.fsnet.co.uk 
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Satellite TV News 

IF
ebruary into March has been a period of 
punctuated activity, few dramatics, but with 
interesting moments. Space watchers with 
tracking satellite dishes would have been 
delighted to have seen several NASA-TV 

presentations courtesy of the Globecast digital package 
on NSS-K at 21.5°W ( 11.590GHz-Vert; SR 20145 + FEC 
3/41. The February 15th STS- 109 Crew News Conference 
ex the Johnson Space Centre prepared journalists and 
viewers for the upcoming Shuttle flight, carried on 
Globecasts Channel 2. 

Early March and the Shuttle Columbia was up in 
space and the crew were seen ( Globecast channel 1) 
hard at work moving a new solar panel wing from the 
cargo hold and replacing it on the Hubble telescope, 
retrieving the faulty wing for examination back on Earth. 
Pictures were nothing short of dramatic as camera 

techniques and quality have improved considerably over 
the past couple of years. An astronaut is seen almost 
balancing on the distant massive crane arm with the 
Earth slowly rotating behind! 

March 1st and another Globecast channel 1 offering, 
this discussing the 'Mars Odyssey' project showing 
survey pictures of the Mars surface in squares of just a 
few km, infra red spectrascope analysis. A very technical 
update from NASA-TV. Less technical, but more emotive 
were the March 11 Atlantic path feeds from New York, 
six months after the September 11th Twin Towers 
attacks, several leases carried the White House speech 
by President Bush, the 'BT WASHINGTON' 11.529GHz-V 
(5632+3/4) slot early evening transmitted a live report 
from the NY waterfront into Spain followed by 'APTN 
NEW YORK' playing out several VTR packages for 
European broadcasters. Interesting the 'FLIGHT 9' 
caption on colour bars during this playout period. 
Anyone know what/where 'HUD HEADQUARTERS' is, it's 
UTC-5 and seen on Globecast test card on March 13th? 

Voting time in Zimbabwe March 9/10th, recalling 

cricket matches from Harare being uplinked onto 
Europe *Star, 45°E. I carried out a scan on the bird and at 
11.503GHz-V ( 5632+3/4) 'TARIDAN SCOPUS' was found 
uplinking near to the border crossing at Messina - 
between South Africa and Zimbabwe. Most of the news 
feeds were destined for the UK networks and mainly 
simple 2-way reporting straight to camera or local 1 + 1 
stand up interviews. At one point the reporter shading 
his eyes and reacting to a low flying aircraft that was 
circling, smiled and said " It's OK, it's not Zimbabwan"! 
Deep blue cloudless skies, scorching sun apparently, 
contrasting to the UK's grey, chilly early March winds. 

A region of terror and sudden death is Jerusalem 
with ongoing friction between the Israelis and 
Palestinians. Whereas APTN Middle East used to uplink 
on two Hot Bird slots ( 13°E), in the middle of January 
these feeds ceased. All isn't lost as several folk advise 
that APTN has reappeared on Eutelsat's W1 bird at 10°E. 
This signal is weaker than previously experienced on Hot 
Bird, but should lock OK using a 900mm+ dish, though I 
found polarity skew critical. Check out 12.629GHz-V 
(5632+3/4) with a service ident 'APTNGVW 
442074827430'. In recent weeks, the picture content 

being raw unedited footage of suicide bomber 
aftermaths has been very bloody. The 12.629 APTN 
frequency also carries both Middle East, North African 
and near/mid Asian footage during news distribution 
exchanges. 

Roy Carman (Dorking) notes that the Balkans War 
Crimes trials continue from the Hague, Holland. 'APTN 
Den Haag' have been using 12.742GHz-V (5632+3/4) with 
live coverage on Eutelsat's WI, 10°E. Mid February and 
dictator Milosovich was in the stand trying to justify his 
actions, comparing ( his words) to the Moslem terrorism 
that ran amok through Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo 
destroying over 1400 Catholic and Christian churches. He 
apparently argues well despite his misguided reactions 

and related carnage. 
Littlehampton teleport operator Edmund Spicer 

suggests that ballroom dancing anoraks will be delighted 
to learn that 'OCCASIONAL-1' on 11.771GHz-H, Hispasat 
30°W has been carrying late night dancing competitions 
(French and Spanish languages) - but if your interests are 
more 'physical' - then the French TV5-text suggests that 
30°W carries a Portuguese FTA hard porn channel 
'Intimo' at 11.891GHz-V at certain times of the week, 
possibly weekends and after local midnight...digital 
parameters are not advised. 

Hughes Global Services have been advertising 'Low 
Cost Satellite Bandwidth' over Europe/Africa/Middle 
East' in the industry trade press using their Anatolia- 1 
craft at 50°E, with Europe*Star-1 also offering cut price 
linkage in an overcapacity market. It may be worth 
checking the 50°E slot for budget conscious broadcasters 
www.hughesglobal.com 

Readers often ask what digital satellite receiver can I 
recommend. I'm not employed ' in the trade' and cannot 
offer wide experience of current models - nor can I part 
with large sums for some of the upmarket units now on 
the market. I've been testing however a low budget ( i.e. 
cheap!) FTA (free to air) receiver called the Manhattan 
'DigiPlaza' alongside my vintage RSD ODM-300 receiver 
here and can report encouraging results! 

The ODM-300 is now over three years old, but 
features auto search in both symbol rate (SR) and 
forward error correction ( FEC). The Digiplaza doesn't 
have auto SR, meaning that an educated guess is 
needed for SR inputting. Checking the 'BT Washington' 
feed at 11.529GHz which SRs @ 562 and progressively 
introducing an SR error input maintained SR lock to 
5662, failing lockup at wider error inputs. FEC however 
enjoys auto search and locks happily, though cannot tell 
you its secret in menu. It's a fast ' locker up' on memory 
channels and access to basic data is a single remote 
button push. I'll report more in an upcoming column. 

Stefan Hagendorn's (German) Internet newsletter 
recently mentioned an Israeli TV offering 'Channel 26' 
carried on the Eutelsat W2 at 16°E - 12.628GHz-V (SR2222 
+ FEC 3/4). Checking this frequency indeed found instant 
channel lockup with a very strong signal ( 1.2m dish. 
0.8dB noise LNB), programming of religious discussion 
and childrens entertainment is present mid afternoons 
and seems to end approx. 1900GMT, thereafter a caption 
'26' and other Hebrew writing. Service ident is 'RAGLEY 
MEVASER' on which perhaps one of our Hebrew 
speaking readers can advise... 

Northern UK reader Dave Dyson has also been 
monitoring Eutelsat at 16°E and reports seeing display 
dancing soldiers in a sportsground! Further viewing 
confirmed these were Arabic soldiers performing for a 
large number of Arabic guests, lots of flag waving and 
several towed floats - perhaps a military carnival? The 
service ident 'DV3B W2 D9' told little, but an on screen 
caption at least helped - 'ALMUS TAKIZLAH TV - 
YEMEN'. Several reports have been received suggesting 
that the Russian NTV programming is appearing within 
the Globecast NSS-K package (see above) on channel 3. 
These offerings appear late afternoon on many days and 
can continue until 2000. But, continuous NW 
programming isn't available. At times the picture cuts to 
the studio and rehearsals appear. In fact, this is a long 
duration video circuit established out of Moscow for 2-
way interviews and the NW programme is sent on the 
West bound circuit. 

And finally and perhaps important news item from 
Dave Dyson, noting in Flight International March 8th 
that WorldSpace are not launching their third satellite 
Ameristar due to financial problems. There has also been 
press talk that WorldSpace have been considering 
charging for their service. If you're thinking of buying a 

WorldSpace receiver it might be advisable to check out if 
the future situation is known... 

Sconos. 
Hoc non/outs, podoirr, hos elechon 
notes. March 10th on the Zentrebwee 
Alocan border crossing et Messina 
lEurope•Stai-11. 

Meg Cs* the Etetdremerat 
retra,••••••••••••••.., 

Mirfil"."'• • e e. 

Research feedback from the Mars 
Odyssey probe, via NASA-TV. 

•• STS-109 Crew , 
'News Conference 

Merry tam 

• 

New, , h,, fli, prim, 
Shuttle litt oft, via NASA TV , 

BBC Test card ex Kabul 
(Europe`Star-1). 

CNN test card ex Bagram 
(Furope .Star-1). 

GI uses his radio remote to 
destroy Taliban ordinance 
Mumps...Star-1/ 

.itieerNOVVV*442074027ale 

Meet the new neighbours. 
Palestinian conflict 
(Eutelsat WE/ 

MUM 
ShtT LAKE 

reporter at the 
Winter Olympics INSS-10. 

ABC: PITTSUGH 

1"..2 1.911 
03. OS. 2002 ( SAT ) 

Outside broadcast ex Pittsburg 
INSS-10. 

4 
. , 

'Channel 26' via Eutelsat W2 e 
16"F 
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• CLIVE HARDY G4SLU, SWM, ARROWSMITH COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW 

▪ E-MAIL: clive@pwpublishing.ltd.uk. 

Amateur Bands 
Top Of The Pops 
A recent poll by 425DXNews has shown little alteration in 
the top ten 'most wanted' DXCC countries from last year. 

The unsurprising big change is that the new DXCC country 
of Ducie Island (VP6D) in the Pitcairns has shot straight in at 
number one, displacing North Korea ( P51 from the top spot. 

The other countries that have been in the top ten for 

over a year, and probably for decades, are: Andaman & 
Nicobar Islands (VU4) in the Bay of Bengal - Scarborough 
Reef ( BS71 west of the Philippines in the South China Sea - 
Laccadive Island (VU7) off India's west coast - South 
Sandwich Island (VP8SA) in the South Atlantic - Yemen (701 

- Peter 1 Island (3YP) in the Bellinghausen Sea off West 
Antartica - Juan de Nova, Europa ( FRJ) in the Mozambique 

Channel between Africa and Madagascar. 
So you're an amateur and you want the thanks of tens of 

thousands of fellow amateurs around the world? Then just 
arrange your next holiday to one of those locations, take 

your radio, and perhaps a few amateur friends. Et voila! 
That's all there is to it! You're not convinced? 

Have a look at http://www.425dxn.org/sonsorol/ 
which has pictures from the DXpedition to Sonsorol 

mentioned in February's 'Amateur Bands'. Very nice. 

Future DXpeditions 

Turkish amateurs TA2RC, TA2MW, TA2LE and possibly 
others will be operating as own call/TAO from Kefken Island, 
which is just east of the Bosphorus off Turkey's Black Sea 

coast, between May and August. Activity will generally be 
during the weekends and will include the IOTA Contest 

weekend, 27-28 July 2002. The web site is 
http://www.ta2ki.orgieng_dos/anae.htm 

Italians Nicola IOSNY and Gianni 
I8KGZ will be active as JT1Y from 
Mongolia's capital, Ulaanbaatar, for 
a couple of weeks starting on 21 
May. Definitely a health hazard. The 

low 'cloud' that can be seen drifting 
over the city in the picture (top 

right) is actually pollution. 
Diego Garcia of Chagos 

Archipelago, in the middle of the 

India Ocean will be activated by 
George K7GB on all bands (c.w. and 
s.s.b.) as VQ9GB. This should have 
started during March, and will 
continue until mid May. 

Also on Diego Garcia, VQ9MR 
was heard during February by 
Philip Davies in Shropshire on the 

14MHz band, as well as H4OT on 
Temotu, scene of the DXpedition 

covered in last month's column, on 
24MHz. 

As well as those stations Philip logged 5UOT in Niger on 
24MHz and on 21MHz. BI5A in China, CVB1F in Uruguay, 

ET3PMW in Ethiopia, 4J3M in Azerbaijan and XV2A in 
Vietnam, plus JW7QIA on Svalbard Island in the Barents 
Sea and PW6A1 at the Abrolhos Archipelago off the coast of 

Brazil near Salvodor. 
Highest on the DXCC wanted list in his logs was PWOT 

on 18MHz at Trinidade and Martin Vaz Islands well into the 
Atlantic off Brazil's coast. 

As well as the Racal RA1792 which Philip uses for 
amateur band listening he uses an 'corn R72 for broadcast 

band listening. One feature of that radio which he 

particularly likes is the led. which 
lights when the radio is tuned spot on 
to the frequency of an a.m. broadcast. 

0.H.M.S. 

To commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of Queen 
Elizabeth's succession to the 
throne a special event station 
will operate from Windsor 
Castle between 0700 and 
2200 between the 29 May 
and the 9 June. It will be run 
by Cray Valley Radio Society and Burnham Beeches Radio 
with the Radio Society of Great Britain's support IRSGB) 
and will use the callsign GB50. The web site for this event is 
www.gb50.com 

Antennas - The Endless Guest 

Last month I mentioned that Alan Barker in Leicestershire, 
with his NRD-345 and long wire, was looking for better 
reception into South America. Well, he's experimented by 

adding four metres to his original 11m long wire antenna, 
with the extension at angle to the rest of the wire. This new 
'dog leg' antenna seems to have brought him some 
success, with PY5XT and PT700 in Brazil, CX5BW in 

Uruguay, ( all on 7MHz) and PZ5RA (21MHz) in Suriname. 
Other stations of interest that Alan picked up during on 

28MHz during February were RW1ZW/MM (Maritime 
Mobile somewhere off southern Greenland), 7X2DG in 

Algeria, CU1CB in the Azores and VU2WAP in India. 
Another person experimenting 

with antennas is Brian Lintern 
who has a Roberts R861 to which 

he has attached a long wire to the 
radio's telescopic whip with a 
crocodile clip. Pretty sound idea to 
start with, but a bit hit and miss as 
far as matching is concerned. 
Armed with Joe Carr's 

authoritative Receiving Antenna 
Handbook Brian hopes to put up 
an antenna with a coaxial feed to 
connect to the radio's external 
antenna socket. We await 
developments. 

The Amateur Ban ds (v.h.f. & 

Band Frequency (MHz) 

6m 50.000 - 52.000 

4m 70.000 - 70.500 

2m 144.00 - 146.000 

70cm 430.000 - 440.000 

23cm 1240.0 - 1325.0 

13cm 2310.0 - 2450.0 

By convention 
c.w. and s.s.b. 
are used in the 
lower portion 
of each band 

Mostly ATV 
activity in 
this band 

Satellite + ATV 

ST9892 

Band Plan 

Just like the h.f. aide memoire 
featured in the December 2001 
'Amateur Bands', this month I've 
provided one for v.h.f. and u.h.f. 

Just like the h.f. version, it isn't bursting with detail, but it 
should provide enough information so that the bands can 

be found and monitored! 
Don't worry if you missed the h.f. version, I'll include 

both of them fairly regularly in the column. 

Thanks for the logs and correspondence of your listening 

activities. Please address your letters to Clive Hardy 
G4SLU, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, 

Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW or 
to clive@pwpublishing.ltd.uk If you write, a daytime 
'phone number is very helpful. 
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RADIO WORLD'S BEET SELLERS! 

About Us Adonis 

Tel sales & service: 01922 414796 
Fax: 01922 417829 

Ask for Dave (G1LBE) 
Open Mon-Fri 9.30 - 6.00pm. Sat 9.30 - 4.00prn 

AOR 

AR6000 

AR3000A 

o 
ICOM 

PCR1000 

PCR100 

GARMIN 
GPSIII 

Moving map 
features 
basemap, built-
in European 
African and 
Middle East to 

20mi; includes lakes, rivers, cities, railways, 
coastlines, motorways and roads. Uploadable 
CD ROM, detailed map data available from 
MapSource CDs. 

RWP £325.00 

Alinco Bearcat 

Web Site: http://www.radioworld.co.uk 

Model Description RRP inc VAT 
AR5000 

AR5000+3 

AR3000A 

AR3000A 
+(plus) 

AR8200 

Series 2 

AR8000 

ICOM R2 

IC R8500 

IC-R75E 

High performance full featured wide band all mode base receiver 10kHz 

- 2600 Mhz. IF selection as standard 220kHz, 110kHz, 30kHz, 15kHz, 

6kHz, 3kHz ( 500Hz optional). Supplied with mains power supply. 
£1295.00 

High performance base receiver with three enhanced options factory 

fitted: noise blanker, synchronous AM, automatic frequency control. 

£1449.00 

Unique all mode extremely wide band base-mobile receiver 100kHz - 
2036mhz with no gaps. RS232 port fitted. £699.00 

Customised AR3000A with switchable narrow SM & SAT filters, Tape 
relay, SDU ready and discriminator output. £799.00 

New advanced wide band all mode hand-held receiver with 

enhanced microprocessor facilities, slot card options available, multi-

function display. £395.00 

The New Concept. Wide band all mode hand-held receiver with many 

microprocessor facilities, dot matrix display and computer 

compatibility. £296.00 

0.1300mhz Handie. Fits in the palm of your hand. AM/FM, FM Narrow - 
450 memory channels £139.00 

100kHz - 2GHz Continuous. All mode no gaps.1000 Memories. 4IF band 

widths 

Excellent all round for the professional listener £1440.00 

0-60MHz. High Stability receiver circuit 100 DB Dynamic range. Twin 

bandpass Tuning. Optional digital processor. Best selling receiver 
£629.00 

IC-PCR1000 & PCR 100 

ICOM PCR1000 - 0-1300mhz. All modes. Computer driven. On screen 

programming. Band scope. Instant band scope access via mouse. List of 

features, call for brochure. 

PCR 1000 £299.00, PCR 100 £199.00 

(SAME SPEC WITHOUT SSB) 

GARMIN 
STREET PILOT 

'der, Built-in 
- >--  international 

map contains 
motorways, 
major roads, 
lakes, rivers, 

streams, airports, cities, towns, coaslines, 
motorway exits plus waypoints. 

STREET PILOT COLOUR 

RWP £545.00 
STREET PILOT 

RWP £410.00 

GARMIN GPS12 
The Garmin GPS12 series products are as 
rugged as GPS gets. Military-tough 
construction and waterproof cases make these 
units ideal companions for any outdoor 
adventure. All feature a 12 channel receiver 
that locks onto stellites fase and stays locked 
on, even under extreme conditions. These 
units may be tough on the outside, but their 
operations are easy and logical. 

RWP £129.00 
Roberts -1 



Comet Cushcraft  

WRI 
Diamond Garmin Icom 

42 BROOK LANE GREAT 

VVYRLEY, WALSALL, 

WEST MIDLANDS INS6 660 
E-mail: sales@radioworld.co.uk 

YUPITERU 
YUPITERU MVT 9000 EU 
Yupiteru's flagship model, with a range exceeding 
2000mhz, a real time bendscope. 

531 kHz - 2039 Mhz 
1000 memory channels 
All modes: W-FM, FM, 
N-AM, AM, LSB, USB, CVV 
Multiple scanning steps 
50Hz - 125kHz 
Alpha numeric display 
Band scope with marker function for direct 
access to displayed frequencies 
Duplex receive capability - hear split 
frequency signals easily with VFOs 
20 search bands 
Fast tune facility gives 10 times function for 
quick tuning 
Built-in ferrite rod antenna for AM 
broadcast reception 
OP90 Soft Case 

V1SA 

There is NO CiiAlitiE for using credit cards 

YUPITERU MVT 3300EU 
An exciting new handheld packed with 
features - but at a price you can 
afford! The receiver has " breathtaking 
performance" ensuring this set is 
destined to be a number one seller 

0
0
0
0
0
0
.
0
0
 

FREQUENCY 
66 - 88MHz 
108 - 170MHz 
300 - 470MHz 
806 - 1000MHz 
MODES: AM/NFM 
STEPS: 5, 6.25, 10, 
MEMORIES: 200 
BAND MEMORIES: 10 ( user re-programmable) 
PRIORITY CHANNELS: 10 
SCAN/SEARCH SPEED: 30 per sec 
POWER: Requires 4 x AA batteries 
SUPPLIED WITH: Antenna, Earpiece, Carrying Strap and 
built-in Desk Stand 

£329.00 

£15935 

12.5, 25kHz 

YUPITERU MVT 7100 EU 

Probably the most popular high end 
scanner. It's easy to use and can 
receive just about anything going! 

o 530kHz - 1650mhz 
O AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW 
O 1000 Memories 
O C/VV N/Cads & charger 
O OP51 Soft Case £17.95 + £2 p&p 

ROBERTS 
ROBERTS R-809 

Multi-band digital PLL preset stereo world 
radio. 

) High specification, easy to use '3 54 preset 
stations 3 5 tuning methods 3 LCD display for 
all important functions 0 Dual time display ) 
Standby function 
0 Clock/alarm '3 Snooze function 'D Adjustable 
59 minute sleep timer 3 Power supply battery 
(6V power) 3 FM stereo on external socket 
3.5mm stereo headphone socket 0 AM wide-
narrow filter 3 MW switched uning steps 

YAESIJ 
v-nrSU VR-500 
Ya. 
desi 
receiver. 
stay on toj1 

years of hand-held transceiver 
,cj you the ultra-compact VR-b,. 
Ice the unit anywhere you coo ar. 
f ti- iction! 

100k 
WFM, AM, 
0 Multiple power so 
0 Direct keypad frequency en 
0 Large high-output speaker 
0 Polycarbonate case 0 Real time 
60-channel band scope O Regular 
memories ( 1000ch) 0 Search band 
memories ( 10ch) 0 Preset channel 
memories ( 19ch, 10 weather 
channels) 0 Dual watch memories 
llOch) 0 Priority memory Lich) 
0 RF squelch 

" - 1299.99995MHz ) NFM, 
LSB, CVV 

• capability 

YAESU VR-120 
The latest most versatile 
portable scanner, packed 
with features. 

) HF, VHF, UHF receive 
) Built-in lock on feature 

£159.00 
YAESU 
VR-5000 
Base Receiver 

O DSP capabilities 
0 Audio wavemeter 
0 All modes 
o 100kHz - 2450MHz 
0 Ideal as test equipment 

110M £449.00 

£199,00 

£599.00 
Limited stock 

MOM IC-R3 
The only scanner with built-in TV! 

3 PACKED FULL OF FEATURES 
3 Excellent for surveilance 

GRUNDIG 
SATELLITE 800 
MILENIUM 

0 -0-30MHz 
0 HF receiver 
O Airband 
0 VHF 
0 Large easy to use 
base/portable 
0 Suitable for all 
ages 

USED EQUIPMENT 

MAIM MODEL PRICE 
AEA PIC 88 TNC.... 18000 
ALINCO SOI-446 10cm MOBILE Mx 
AL ,1 INCO 0-61 HANDY 2M WIDE RECEIVER............111189201 
SANCO C7.1-65EY WO/WIDE BAND 

TRANSCEIVER 
ALINCO DR-590 DUAL BAND MOBILE -.1175 00 
ALINCO DR-605 DUAL BAND MOBILE 

TRANSCEIVER  
ALINCO DX-70T 1130W MOBILE HF 
ALINCO DX-70TH TRANSCEIVER . £ 5 
ALPHA MA FULLY AUTOMATIC AMP Ef734j114199.0000°5° C1350 00 
MARRON ASK-5 1.51by CISK SWITCH 

SOB R-2032 BASE SCANNER ... £199 03 AOR 93000A RECEIVER 049500 SOY R-ESRRECEIASR EI.19903 

SUR R-7030 REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER £595X0  00 

SOR R-6000 HANDY RECIEVER.. 00 AOR R-8200 MK1 HANDY RECEIVER f260 oo 
DAIWA 5-120MKI I Mama PSU BO 00 
DAIWA S-3134M11 Mama POWER SUPPLY £S5 00 
DATONS 12 FILTER. 

f 700 COS DIAMOND SLI-3000 PSU 
DIAWA NW-518 2KW CROSS METER ATU f19900 
DIAWA STATOR MR-750U HEAVE DUTY E250 00 
DRAKE RAKE 2703 ATU zany MINT 

ONDITIONII 
DRAKE RAKE L7 LINEAR AMP (MINT 

ONDITIOND 
DRAKE -8 RECEIVER IMIN711 
IfJ01431111 M EXPLORER Orn AMPLIFIER.... .....................£299.5 
OM .207 DUAL BAND MOBILE 
OM -229F1 2M MOBILE.. 1120.00 
OM -251E AC 2M Mulit.moda f325.00 
OM .27511 2M 100W BASE TRANSCEIVER........12550 00 
OM -3J UHF MINI HANDY MOO 
OM -475E AC 25W MULTIMODE MCM BASE _152500 

COO -706MK11 DSP TRANSCEIVER. 0500£4990003 07.1 -706MK1 TRANSCEIVER 

OM .106MKI1G (AS NEWII f79900 
OM -725 HF MOBILE 100Ke 

f£44°250D3 01.1 -728 HE MOBILE 10174v 

ON .729 TRANSCEIVER HF/ 50MHz f425.00 0A1 -735 HF 100W 6150.00 Olit .746 HF/50/2M 15w-------------------------------------19995 

CON -756 HF/6M BASE TRANSCEINER 
OM -VESTE DUAL BAND HANDY f175 00 
CON PCR.1070 PC RECEIVER SSIMFM/AM 
CON PS.I5 POWER SUPPLY 
OM PS-55 PSU 20 amp f 120 CO 
OM PS-85 POWER SUPPLY 

018 RIO HANDY SCANNER f199 03 OM R2 HANDY RECEIVER. f110.00 

081 R.7000 25.20MMHz ALL MODE  
RECEIVER. 4507500 ..00 

MA R-72 RECEIVER AC 
OM 17.72 RECEIVER OC 
CON £50005 11-75 RECEIVER. 
07A SP-21 EXTENTION SPEAKER FOR IC-706 etc..7..0.f1004500. 00 
CON DM HANDY 2/70/13m. 
CON W-21E DUAL BAND HANDY f199 CO 
JRC JABSRECEIVER. 
JRC JR-545 DSP RECEIVER .............. 

t6f£ 
9:32905 OODI KaNDOLS KAN PLUS TNC 

KENW000 AT-200 ATU E125 00 

KENW000 AT-230 ATU E140 00 KENWOOD AT-300 ATU E225 00 KENW000 8115 RAPID CHARGER.. E40 00 

KENW000 OFC-230 FREQUENCY CONTROLLER__ £830910 
KEN WOOD PS-50 PSU 1 
KEN WOOD PS.52 HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY__ £175 00 
KENW000 R-5000 RECEIVER Inc Converter .......... [595 00 
KENW000 SP.950 SPEAKER. f93.00 
KENW000 TH-22E HANDY MA 

E £81009 WC° KENWOOD TH-46 UHF HANDY 
KEN WOOD 11-922 LAST SERIAL No. £999 03 
KEN WOOD TM-455E 70CM MOBILE MULTI MODE TRANS £495 00 
KENW000 TM-751E MA 25W MULTI MODE £325 00 
KEN WOOD TM-VIE DUAL BAND TRANSCEIVER £250 00 

KEN WOOD TR-85IE 70cm f325 00 KEN WOOD TS-140S HF 100W BASE/MOBILE r399 DO 

KENWOOD TS-680 HE 6M BASE/MOBILE ....... £195 00 
KENW000 TS-601 SAT TRANSCEIVER HF/6M..... f695 00 
KEN WOOD TS-411E 70cm MULTI MODE TRANS ... £400 00 
KENW000 TS-950 SAT 110w HF BASE TRANS... £850.00 
KEN WOOS TS-870 DSP HF/BASE TRANSCEIVER .. £999 CO 
KENWOOD TE-NOUAI HE BUILT IN ATU BASE E750 00 
KENWOOD 10-990 SO DIGITAL 150W 

TRANSCEIVER. 
KEN WOOS TS-950S HF 150W BASE BUILT IN ATO .........£999.5 
KENW000 TS-950SDX HF 15r1er TRANS FLAGSHIP!) £1.799 00 
KENW000 VF0.180 VFO......... E60 00 
LINEABOAMEXPLORER AMP_ £999 00 

LOWE 4F-4F-020200 RECEIVER. £225 00 MAYCOM AR-IS AIRBAND HANDY E50 CO 

NIFJ 1278 INC Inc' SSTV 
£E211255Ce 03 MFJ MFJ-259B ANTENNA ANALIZER 

MFJ MFJ-784B OSP FILTER 0150.00 

MFJ MFJ-962 1.5KW ATU £175.00 MFJ MFJ-969 ATA 3KW INPUT £220.00 

Ai MODS Microwave mod's 144/100 100e 2m.... £120 00 
MIRAGE D3010 AM-450MHz AMPLIFIER 100W. £200 00 
NAG 144XL 2M BASE AMPLIFIER « W.__ £325 00 
PACCOM 320 TNC f99 00 
PACCOM TINY 11 PACKET TNC 

E£9914000D° PAKRATT PK-232 MODEM. 
REALISTIC PRO-2005 25-1330MHz BASE SCANNER.. E110 03 
REALISTIC PRO-2026 SCANNER.. 99.00 
SEN TRANSMATCH f90.00 
SONY CRF-V21 World band radio built-in 

printer MINT!.. 
170000e TARGET 0-30MHz HE RECEIVER 

TIXIEWAVEOSP-59, DSP FILTER. .f150.00 
TOKYO HT 180 80m HF SSE TRANSGEN1R 00 

TRIO TV-9120 25 Multi.mode 2m. [MOO 
WATSON DPS 2012 PSU.... MOO 
YAESU SP-6 SPEAKER f85 00 
YAESU FL- 110 AMP 100w HF £120 00 

many more bargains available...call today 

E&OE 
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Sky High 

A
slightly shorter 
column this 
month due to 
the fact that I 
am involved in 

a massive project at work, 
unfortunately the day job 
gets in the way occasionally. 

Sadly, Mildenhall Air 
Show has been cancelled for 
the second time in recent 
years. The reasons given 
were originally open to 
speculation, but when a 
couple of weeks later the 
subject of Iraq was on every 
newscast, it became fairly 
obvious that the real reason 
for cancellation was that the 
Americans seemed to have 

put a new item at the top of 
the anti-terrorist agenda! 
The Air Fete is due to return 
next year, but will definitely 
not take place in 2004 as the 
runway is scheduled to be 
resurfaced. With the demise of Mildenhall, that 
leaves the RIAT 2002 as the big event to look 

forward to this year. 
The return to Fairford will hopefully provide a 

bumper haul of aircraft with the extra parking areas 
that are now available. I am certain that the show 
will produce all sorts of goodies with unusual items 
such as the Lithuanian Air Force and the Cypriot 
Defence Force already in the frame. The official re-
opening of Fairford is due to take place on 21st 

May. There are several interesting aircraft due to be 
in attendance, these include B1, B52 and KC- 135. 
Whilst on the subject of Fairford, it is worth 
mentioning that another U-2R was noted arriving 
on the 16th February, using the positioning callsign, 
'DEUCE 04'. 

ACARS Pt. 3 

and 136.925 is in use at just one location in 
Glasgow. 

Thanks for your positive comments about the 
recent information on ACARS in 'Sky High', it 
seems that some of you who take an interest in this 

subject have felt rather neglected. As promised, the 
third part of the series about ACARS details the 
frequency and transmitter sites used in the UK and 
Ireland, see Table 1. I personally don't ever 
remember seeing this information published 
anywhere, so hopefully this will give a good guide 

to readers as to the best locations to hear each 
frequency. 

The listing comes from an anonymous source, 
but from information gleaned from the photocopied 
pages, I have no reason to doubt the integrity of the 

data. For completeness, as in theory you should be 
able to hear them from the south of England, I have 
also included the listings for Belgium, The 

Netherlands and Northern France. 
As can be seen for the UK sites in Table 1, 

131.725 is by far the busiest frequency with 131.525 
and 136.9 being transmitted from three sites each 

%AR 

Swanwick 

The new centre at Swanwick has now been up and 
running for a number of weeks with no serious 
problems. I have had several pieces of 
correspondence connected with the new centre, so I 
will attempt to answer them now. 

Keith T asks if London Military is to follow the 
LJAO sectors to Swanwick. The answer as far as I 

am aware is no, the Terminal Control, (ICI, side of 
London Control has yet to move to Swanwick with 
the move expected within the next five years. That 
will then take up most of the available capacity in 
the Operations room and so there will not be the 
room to place London Military at Swanwick. The 
long term future of West Drayton is currently under 
review so it may be that London Military actually 
moves to a different site completely. Watch this 
space. 

Offsets 

That leads me neatly on to 25kHz spacing and the 
use of offset frequencies and this hopefully will 
help explain some of the difficulties of introducing 
8.33kHz spacing. Since my comments regarding 
offset frequencies last year, I have had several 
items of correspondence asking if I could expand 
on the reasons for using offsets, so here we go. 

The basic principal of offset frequencies is to 
allow the same frequency to be broadcast from 
more than one transmitter site giving a greater area 

of radio coverage for a single frequency. The usual 
occurrences of this being within Area Radar, (en-
route), such as London Control or London Military. 
It is always essential to have a guard area around 
each frequency so that it does not bleed into 

Table 1: ACARS Transmission 
Locations - United Kingdom & 
Ireland. 

Aberdeen 
Barra 
Belfast 
Birmingham 
Dublin 
Glasgow 3 
Glasgow 1 
Glasgow 2 

Jersey 
London Gatwick 1/2 
London Gatwick 5 
London Heathrow 1/2 
London Heathrow 3/4 
London Heathrow 5/6 
Manchester 1 
Manchester 3 
Manchester 5 
Newcastle 
Prestwick 
Shannon 3 
Shannon 1 
Stansted 
Stornoway 

Belgium 
Brussels 

Brussels 

France (North) 
Brest 
Paris 3 
Paris 1/2 
Paris 5/6 

Netherlands 
Amsterdam 3 

Amsterdam 1/2 
Amsterdam 5 
Amsterdam 7 

131.725 
131.725 
131.725 
131.725 
131.725 
131.525 
131.725 
136.925 
131.725 
131.725 

136.9 
131.725 

131.525 
136.9 
131.725 
131.525 
136.9 
131.725 
131.725 
131.525 
131.725 
131.725 

131.725 

131.725 

136.9 

131.725 
131.525 
131.725 

136.9 

131.525 

131.725 
136.9 
136.975 
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Sky High 

adjacent channels, consequently, modern 25kHz 
frequencies are effectively cut into three segments. 

Airfield frequencies such as Heathrow tower on 
118.5 are centred and do not use offsets, 
consequently they have a natural guard area either 

side, ( See Fig. 11. Area frequencies such as London 
Control on 129.1 ( Lakes Sector), is broadcast from 

the transmitters at Preston with a plus 5kHz offset 
and from Clee Hill with a minus 5kHz offset, ( offsets 
are usually ±5 or ±7.5kHz). This means that the 
same nominal frequency can be broadcast 
simultaneously from the two transmitters without 

them interfering with each other. 
The receiver bandwidth in the aircraft, (or your 

radio), is wide enough setting and consequently will 
allow reception of either transmission without 
differentiating between either offset. If you have the 

facility on your radio to alter the filtering you could 
tune in to a local en- route transmitter site, ( if 
available), and switch between filters and tune up 
and down to see the effect of the offset frequencies. 

You will see from the diagrams that the system 
works fine as long as frequency allocation is 
carefully planned. In the perfect world, each 
allocation will alternate between airfield and en-

route frequencies, the centred airfield frequency 
providing automatic guarding between the two. 

Two airfield frequencies next to each other is also 
not a problem with a bigger guarded area, but you 
cannot allocate two en- route frequencies next to 

each other. If this were to happen, the lower and 
upper offset of each frequency would cause 

interference. I think this highlights the potential 
problems of introducing 8.33kHz spacing with the 

reduced bandwidth. 

8.33kHz Spacing 

With regards to the much talked about 8.33kHz 
spacing, we are long past the original UK deadline 
and it is now two and a half years since it was first 
introduced in Europe, ( Oct 1999). The European 
implementation was not without problems and I am 

fairly certain that there are some within the powers 
that be in this country who would rather not see it 
introduced at all! 

But 8.33kHz spacing will shortly be with us, it is 
to be introduced into a further 22 European States 
including the United Kingdom with the current date 

planned for the 31st October 2002. All previous 
exemptions to the 8.33kHz criteria will be withdrawn 
and all aircraft entering those states above Flight 
Level 245 must be 8.33kHz equipped. 

In the UK, it will in theory only affect the Area 
Radar of London and Scottish Control above FL245, 
presumably airfields and low level radar will remain 
relatively unchanged. Whilst the military will have 

to re-equip a fair percentage of their aircraft to fly in 
Civil airspace, from current evidence, Belgian, 
French and Dutch Military Radar have not utilised 

this spacing, so as far as I can see, there is no 
reason to introduce 8.33kHz spacing to either 

London or Scottish Military. 
Whilst the introduction is scheduled for the 31st 

October, that does not necessarily mean that UK 
frequencies will change on that day, it may be some 

time before changes are made. The plan is to 
change en-route sectors so that they will use either 

8.33 or 25kHz 
frequencies, once the 
change is established, 
frequencies of a 
different spacing will 

not be mixed on a 
sector. 

Using the principals 
laid out in the offset 
frequency examples 
given above, you can 
see that the allocation 
of 8.33 and 25kHz 
frequencies on 
adjacent sectors will 

have to be very 
carefully planned! As 
soon as some firm 
information on 
frequency changes is 
known, I will of course 
pass it on to 'Sky High' 

readers. 
This new spacing 

will in theory give 
access to three times 

the number of v.h.f. 
frequencies, but to 4 

maintain area 

coverage I am 
assuming that the 
8.33kHz spacing would 

still be transmitted 
using offset frequencies. I am no technical expert, 

but I would imagine that the quality of the filters 
would have to be very good for such a narrow 
bandwidth. My own guess is that adjacent channels 

to the active 8.33kHz en- route frequency will not be 
allocated at all? I have already gone into this subject 
in detail in the past, but a quick reminder of the 

frequency format would not go amiss. 
On a 25kHz sector, when passing a 25kHz 

frequency to an aircraft the controller will call it a 

frequency and use two decimal places, for 
example 126.07 or 131.12. On a 8.33kHz sector it will 
be called a channel and will be passed to the 

aircraft with three decimal places, for example 
129.005 or 131.280. 

As far as your radios are concerned, as long as 
your radio can resolve down to 5kHz spacing, 
(which most radio's can), you will be able to receive 

the new 8.33kHz frequencies without a problem. 
Problems will only occur if they allocate 8.33kHz 
frequencies close together and you are not able to 

select a smaller filter size on your radio. 
Breakthrough may well then be experienced, but 
logically, I would have thought that allocating 
frequencies close together would be unlikely - time 

will tell. 

Heathrow Tower 

Lower channel Upper channel 

Fig.2 

118.475 Guard area 118.500 

50kHz 

Guard area 118.525 

25kHz 25kHz 

Lower channel 

London Control 

Kelsall 
-5kHz • 

Preston 
+5kHz 

ST9899 

Upper channel 

129.075 129.100 

50kHz 

129.125 

25kHz 25kHz 

Thanks To 

My thanks to Andy K, Martin S, Steve Land Mal 

for their questions and to Geoff T for the 
informative letter. With no Mildenhall this year, our 
photo this month looks back at the 1986 Air Fete as 
Blackbird 17960 taxies out on the Thursday Arrivals 

day for a practice display/fly-by. 

ST9900  
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Scanning 
Scene 
S

orne years ago I was 
minding my own 
business in my car, 
happily motoring 
along the A404.1 

was in a line of traffic and we 
all had to stop for someone to 
cross on a zebra crossing 
ahead. Well, most of us 
stopped. The girly driving the 
large car about a hundred 
metres behind mine didn't and 

she smacked into the rear of 
my Ford and in doing so made 

an excellent job of making 
total wrecks of both cars 

within a second. 
What's this got to do with 

scanning? The reason I 
mention this minor accident in 
my life in connection with 
radio is that the car was fitted 
with a small mobile 
transceiver behind a blanking 
plate in the dash. The radio 
had been professionally fitted 

(so I thought) and as the 
wench's carriage connected 
with the rear end of the Ford 
the radio whizzed out from the 
dashboard, past my ear and 
took out the rear screen. Yes, 
she did a job on the radio too. 
If anyone had been sat in the 
way of that set as it took it's 
one and only flight they'd now 

be using a can opener to floss 
their teeth. 

I know that since this 
expensive incident, I've always 
made sure that any mobile 
gear fitted in a vehicle is 
properly secured. A mate of 
mine has a mobile scanner in 
his car, but like so many 
vehicles these days, it has a 
moulded console and there is 
no room to fit a radio. His 
scanner is wired into the car's 
battery, but it just sits on the 
top of the dash with a couple 
of large elastic bungees 
wrapped around it to stop it 

sliding around on the plastic. If 
he has to stop suddenly or 
gets clobbered by another 
vehicle, that radio's going to 
be flying round the inside of 
the car like a wasp on acid. 
Very dangerous. I know that 
drilling holes in the console of 

a car may damage the interior 

programming the set while 
driving, but with a radio 
designed for vehicle 
operation, the buttons are big 
enough to make sure that the 
correct button is pressed while 

travelling as a passenger. 
For those people that live in 

areas where vehicle crime is a 

want to get the latest 
expensive toy pinched by the 
junkie down the street do you? 

Many folks that have need 
of a scanning receiver in the 
vehicle have to install hand-
held units as of necessity. In 
which case it's a good tip to 
ensure that the unit is 

Allianz* 
f 
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and possibly the resale value, 
but in terms of straightforward 
safety, it really makes good 
sense. 

Mobile Use 

I find that hand-held radios 
don't provide enough audio 
output to be useful when on 
the move and so I always end 
up fitting equipment designed 
for mobile use in the vehicle. I 
also find that generally mobile 
gear has slightly larger 
controls and displays than 
hand-held kit and therefore it's 
much easier to operate the 
on/off volume and squelch 
controls when on the move. I 
don't recommend 

problem ( i.e. 99.9% of the UK) 

the scanner can often be 
secreted in the glove box with 
an extension speaker mounted 

beneath the dash. This makes 
the necessary holes less 
visible too. ( Use a removable 
mini magmount and pop it in 
the car when not in use.) Until 
recently, I had an old sixteen 
channel v.h.f./u.h.f. scanner 
marked up as a 'Saiko' make 
fitted as I have described, but 
this has just passed away, it 
being about eighteen years 
old. The basic rule being that 

every year of human life is 
equal to five 'scanner' years. 
Yes, it was a fairly old set, but 
was an ideal basic cheap unit 
to leave in a car. You don't 

securely fastened in the 
vehicle just in case a collision 

occurs. A few devices are sold 
to mount portables in cars. I 
have tried most of them and 

have had no luck whatsoever 
with those that clip into the 
fascia vents. They either 
destroy the vents, drop out 
and damage the radio, or 

both. Some gadgets that clip 
into the window fitting are 
OK, but can damage the 
electric window motors by 

adding stress to the 
mechanism. Portables are a 
popular choice for vehicles, so 
if any manufacturers are 

reading this...please come up 
with something effective 
for us. 
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Replacement 
Scanner 

Now that the ancient Saiko 
scanner has gone, I have 
started to look for a 
replacement. I need 
something basic with a 
maximum of around a 
hundred channels although as 
few as sixteen would do. It 
doesn't need to have a search 
function, but has to have 

selectable a.m. or f.m. and 
12.5kHz channel spacing on all 
bands as well as 5kHz steps. I 
have Internet access (when the 
'phone works) and I have 
come across the Ebay and 
Yahoo auction sites on the 
Internet. I'm not going to give 
the web site addresses here as 
it takes half a page, but if you 

do a search, you'll find them. 
If you have access, go and 

peek at these websites. Radio 
gear of all types is listed. The 

prices mostly seem excessive, 
but it's nice to see what people 
have available for sale. Your 
screen will soon fill with a 
plethora of radio gear. 
However, beware, there are 
some very dodgy types 
operating on the ' net, but with 

a bit of luck, I'll find a 
replacement for the Saiko 
there. 

Interesting... 

I've had an interesting mail 
from David W. who has 
recently travelled to the 
German, Belgium, Dutch 
border region. He obviously 
speaks German and was able 
to monitor the Autobahn 
traffic cops in the Dusseldorf 
and Aachen areas. David says 

that he found their radio 
procedure to be less formal 

than one would imagine and 
certainly more chatty than 
some of the officers on the 
M25 ( M2SM) channel in 
Surrey. 

He enclosed some 
information regarding the 
German intention to introduce 

a TETRA system. It seems that 
justification for the vast 
expense is being based on 
interoperability with 
neighbour states ( Belgium 
and Holland), confidentiality 
and the availability of data 
transfer on the scheme. The 
Germans are, however, in no 
doubt as to the huge cost of 

the system. A figure of six 
billion Euros is mentioned to 

equip all the security 
agencies. Now that's a lot of 
bratwurst! 

Motor racing is about the 
most expensive sport on the 
planet. Its home in Britain is at 
Silverstone where a number 
of Formula 1 race teams 
involve themselves in testing. 

Silverstone is a high 
intensity r.f. environment. 

Everyone there seems to carry 
a transceiver. Some of the 
racing teams encrypt their 
transmissions and audio 
inversion has certainly been 
used, but with the British 
Grand Prix due on 7th July, it 
may be time to consider 
taking your scanner should 
you find yourself in the area. 

Some teams have repeaters 
with output frequencies in the 
v.h.f. and u.h.f. spectrum and 
input frequencies in the 170 to 
171 region. 

Try 165.84735 f.m. output 
and 170.71875 f.m. input, 
166.85625 and 171.45625 
input for the Arrows Team. 
458.13125 f.m. and 458.25625 
f.m. with input frequencies 
around 468 to 146.300 for 

input frequencies for the 
Renault Team. Renault pit 
crews seem to be on 
463.63125. Williams have 
been using 164.33125 with the 
input on 168.41875. 

Basically a search around 
the 164, 165 and 166MHz 
ranges will detect some 

interesting motor racing 
traffic. Also have a look at 
455, 458 and 463MHz. A scan 
through these frequencies 
may yield results. Frequencies 
seem to change from year to 
year, but it's certainly worth 
lugging the radio along when 

in the locale of a motor racing 
venue. 

Also, bear in mind that the 
Radio Communications 
Agency may well have staff at 
the British Grand Prix. This 
has been necessary in the 
past in order for them to 
resolve conflicts between the 
many users of the spectrum 
over who 'owns' what 
frequency for the duration of 
the event. With a lot of big 
money staked on the outcome 
of the race, some of the 
disputes can get fairly heated. 

Until next time then... 
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new! new! new!  new! new!  new! 
2.3 - 2.5 GHz microwave 

• Receives all standard 2.3 - 2.5 GHz video: 
• 13cm amateur television (ATV) 

Domestic videosenders 
• Home and professional security cameras 
• Unencrypted airborne transmissions 

• Onscreen frequency display 
• 5" mono screen, colour output for VCR 
• Built-in speaker for standard 6 MHz audio 
• Integral patch antenna ( adjustable) 
• Mains or 12V ( mains adapter included) 

Only £179.99 inc UK P&P 
12V cigarette lighter lead available - add £4.99 

See review in October Short Wave Magazine 

Matching 2.4 GHz wireless camera 

• No license needed 
• Up to 100m range 
• 92° wide angle lens 
• High sensitivity 0.5 Lux 
• High resolution mono CCD 
• Includes mains adapter & 

mounting kit 

Only £49.99 
inc UK P&P 

video scanner 

Send cheque with order to:-

Videoscanner 
PO Box 12 
Hedge End 
S032 2EG 

www.videoscanner.co.uk 
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Propagation Forecasts 
How to use 
the Propagation Charts 
The charts contain three plots. The lower dashed 
line represents the lowest usable frequency ( LUF), 
or ALF (Absorption Limiting Frequency). The 
chances of success below this frequency are very 
slim. 

The middle line indicates the optimum working 
frequency (OWF) with a 90% probability of 
success for the particular path and time. 

Lastly, the upper dashed line represents the 
maximum usable frequency ( MUF), a 50% 
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probability of success for the path and time. 
To make use of the charts you must select the 

chart most closely located to the region 
containing the station that you wish to hear. By 
selecting the time chosen for listening on the 
horizontal axis, the best frequencies for listening 
can be determined by the values of the 
intersections of the plots against frequency. 

Good luck and happy listening. 
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Propagation Extra 
Ron Ham's barometric pressure chart, taken at Storrington, W. Sussex, March 2002. 
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guide 
to the 
chart 

The 10.7cm solar radio flux 

is used as an indicator of 

the general level of solar 

activity. 

The K and AP indices are 

measures of geomagnetic 

activity. 

The K index ranges from 

zero (very quiet) to nine 

(severely disturbed). 

K values of five or greater 

correspond to geomagnetic 

storm conditions that can 

relate to poor propagation 

conditions. 

The AP index ranges from 0 

to 400. An AP of 30 is the 

threshold for geomagnetic 

storm conditions. 
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ShackWare 

H
ello and welcome, once again, to 'ShackWare'. Thank 
you all for your kind comments about the recent 
'ShackWare Special' - nice to be appreciated! There's a 
mountain of mail to get through so without further 
ado, let's press on... 

Your Letters 
Nick Morris, a supply teacher of Walthamstow, London, has 
written detailing a nice item he saved from the skip at one of the 
schools he visits regularly. Over to you Nick... 

"A similar thing happened to me as has happened to a 
number of your correspondents in the past Jerry. One of the 
technicians at the school where I work gave me an old Apple Ile 
complete with two disk drives, a nine-inch Hitachi monitor and 
several plug-in cards, one of which I think is a video card and I'm 
not sure what the others are. The school has upgraded to PCs 
and the company which supplied the new computers refused to 
take away the Apples - they were going for landfill!" 

The Apple is an excellent machine, Nick, and one of the first of 
the micros which could truly be put to useful work. They were 
hugely popular in the US, but less so over here due to their high 
price. Nick adds: 

"I used to have access to one of these computers at my own 
school back in the very early 1980s. My class used it to learn 
BASIC. I have other computers now, but my main interest is in 
listening and especially decoding data from short wave. I don't 
suppose there's any radio software to support these machines, 
but I would like to have a go at writing some of my own, possibly 
a basic FAX decode program. I know the Apple has a 6502 central 
processor. Can you point me in the direction of a suitable 
reference work for this chip? Also, have you ever come across 
any sites on the web which describe how to write software of this 
type to get me started?" 

Well Nick, the book I use and recommend wholeheartedly is 
Programming the 6502 by Rodnay Zaks and published by Sybex. 
It's been available in many editions over the years, but is a staple 
for anyone who wants to learn the bedrock of 6502 programming 
(and the 6502 is a processor which is still used today in 
embedded applications). The book features chapters on 
hardware organisation, the instruction set, addressing techniques 
and (most importantly for you!), input/output including 
interfacing to other chips such as the 6520 PIO and the 6522 VIA. 

A number of companion books also written by Zaks are 
available too. The 6502 Applications Book builds on the work 
presented in the earlier volume to provide solid methods for 
creating large working applications for 6502-based computers 
such as your Apple. Others in the Zaks 6502 series include 6502 
Programming Exercises and (dare I say it!) 6502 Games. Though 
now out-of- print, all the titles in the series can occasionally be 
found in second-hand book shops for a pound or two. 

Of course, the Rodnay Zaks books are not platform-specific. 
While they provide an excellent grounding in programming the 
6502 chip, they make no mention of any extra facilities a 
particular machine's architecture might provide. The Apple 
memory map and support chips are vastly different from the Oric 
Atmos for example and the Atari range is different again. So it's a 
good idea to track down one or more books specific to 
programming the Apple itself. A good place for examples of 
those is on-line auctioneer Ebay (wwvv.ebay.co.uk). While I 
steer clear of many computer auctions on Ebay because the bids 
are often way beyond what the machines can sensibly be valued 
at, books tend to go quite cheaply and are well worth bidding on 
(though be aware that you might be asked to pay £2.50 for a book 
that you won with a pound bid!). 

As for learning the secrets of programming FAX software, it's 
not actually as difficult as you might imagine. The secret lies in 
getting the timing right and the only way to do that is to work 
with machine code (so you're on the right track to start with!). I 
have examples of 6502 FAX and c.w. decode software which I'll 
pop in the post to you to get you started. The software is for the 

Atari, but as the machines share a processor, converting isn't too 
difficult. Good luck and do let me see the results of your 
programming efforts Nick. 

Staying with Apple for the moment, I've had an E-mail 
communication from previous 'ShackWare' visitor Mike Evans. 
Mike discovered a Mac Plus a year or two ago ( if memory serves 
- forgive me if I have forgotten the exact details Mike) and found 
himself fascinated by the early Apple machines. The Mac Plus is 
a 16-bit computer equipped with a Motorola 68000 CPU - the 
same as features in the Atari ST and Commodore Amiga. The 
Mac line followed Apple's earlier 6502-based 8- bit computers as 
detailed in the previous letter. Though expensive, Macs were an 
immediate success, with their superlative graphic user interface, 
mouse-driven operation, fast SCSI hard drives and the like. 
Closed architecture and a relatively high price kept them off the 
number one spot in the UK, but among publishing circles, the 
Apple Mac is still the foremost machine. But I digress - back to 
Mike... 

After a while, Mike acquired another Mac, the SE (a slightly 
upgraded version of the Plus) as well as an ImageWriter printer. 
However (and inevitably I have to say) he's struggled to keep 
them supported and so now they must go. Mike would like about 
£18-£20 for each unit plus postage which seems very reasonable 
to me. Contact him at bbms4ozone@compuserve.com to 
negotiate. 

Regular readers know that from time to time I mislay an 
important letter ( it's my great age you know!). I mentioned one 
last time around and I'm afraid I have another to confess to. On 
the 27 October 2001, Chris Whitworth of Purley put word 
processor to paper to tell me all about his Amstrad PCW8256. 
Over to you Chris (and apologies for the length of time, etc.). 

"Though I'm no computer buff, I cast an eye over 'ShackWare' 
in the hope of seeing a mention of the PCW8256 in connection 
with a radio application. Some time ago I was given one from 
someone's loft. From an ad in the local paper I was able to obtain 
a working printer together with another screen, keyboard and a 
supply of 3in disks. I also have a number of books detailing the 
Locoscript 2 word processing system and CP/M and I also fitte'd 
an upgrade to one of the computers to bring its memory up to 
512K". 

Though not often, I do make occasional mention of the 
PCW8256 Chris. The last one appeared in last year's 'Special' I 
believe. And over two issues of SWM during 1995, the PCW8256 
featured as part of a really excellent project to interface the 
machine to a Lowe HF-225 receiver for remote control, frequency 
storage and so on. Back to Chris... 

"Having said all this, I have now acquired a PC which has well 
and truly put the old Amstrad on the back-boiler. The problem is, 
having become rather attached to it, I'm loathe to consign it to 
the rubbish dump which is where I'm sure most people would 
say it belongs! Knowing that you have a bit of a soft spot for old 
computers, I wonder if you might know someone who has a use 
for this old gear?" 

Offhand, no (Angela will resort to violence if I sneak any more 
machines into the house!), but perhaps a reader would like to 
acquire it? Chris makes no mention of price, but I'm sure a small 
sum would secure the equipment. Write to Chris care of me and 
I'll forward your letters. 

Just space for a quick mention of Rod Johnson who wrote to 
offer a set of Windows 3.1 disks to 'ShackWare' correspondent 
Richard Spicer. If you still have a need for these Richard, I have 
Rod's telephone number and will happily pass it on to you. 
Thanks for that Rod. 

And Finally 
That's it for another outing of old silicon. As the years pass I'm 
aware that my obsession with computers from yesteryear is not 
shared by everyone. Please don't feel excluded if you have a 
brand new PC and a burning question about it: I'll happily answer 
wherever I'm able. Until next time then, good listening. 
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PROsat for Windows, d by most leading weather satellite 
enthusiasts. They have men up using Timestep products and now 
rely on the superior image quality and ease of use provided by 
PROsat for Windows. Features such as real time reception, auto-
scheduling, temperature readout, totally automatic reception of all 
NOAA's and Soviet satellites and automatic animation have made 
PROsat the preferred package. For weather satellite systems contact : 

Timestep PO Box 2001 Dartmouth TQ6 9QN England 

Tel: 01803 833366 Fax: 01803 839498 

www.time-step.com email information@time-step.com 

RIG 
Do you know that 
there are weather 
satellites passing 

Remote Imaging Group overhead right now? 

With fairly simple equipment YOU could be receiving 
their weather pictures at home! 

The Remote Imaging Group is an international group of 
over 2000 enthusiasts who are interested in receiving 
weather satellite transmissions from all over the world. We 

publish a 100 page quarterly journal that contains articles 
and information related to the reception of weather 

satellite meteorological transmissions. The journal 

includes regular articles on meteorology, and 
understanding weather satellite images, it also contains 
reviews and constructional articles as well as lots of 
images, some in colour! RIG maintains a large shareware 
and image library for members' use and provides 
comprehensive helplines for those that need it. RIG also 

endeavours to provide all the equipment required to 
receive weather satellite images directly, and also carries 
adverts from manufacturers that give generous discounts 

ONLY to RIG members! In short the benefits of 
membership are too good to miss so why not join our 2000 

plus international membership NOW? 
Membership rates are for a FULL year's journals (x4):-

£12 (UK) £ 15 (EU outside UK) £ 18 (Outside EU). 
For more information visit our internet website at:-

http://www.rig.org.uk 

For a free information pack Send a large SAE to:-

RIG - S3F, 34 Ellerton Road, Surbiton 
Surrey KT6 7TX, England 

PHOTAVIA PRESS 

AIRWAVES 2002 
!! NEW!! 
PUBLISHED 
APRIL 2002 

THE 9th EDITION OF THE UK's MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
HF/ VHF/ UHF CIVIL & MILITARY AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY 

A5 / WIRE SPIRAL BOUND - FULLY UPDATED FOR 2002 

TOWER - APPROACH - RADAR - GROUND - AIR TO AIR - RANGES - ATIS 
GCI - SQUADRON OPS - AIR REFUELLING - VOLMET - AIRLINE OPS • AWACS 

AIR DEFENCE RADAR (UK & EUROPE) - AEROBATIC TEAMS - SEARCH & RESCUE 
UK / EUROPEAN CIVIL & MILITARY AREA RADAR - MILITARY AIRFIELD STUDS 

4 LETTER AIRFIELD CODES - RUNWAYS - SSR CODES - UK BASED MILITARY UNITS 

MAPS OF - UK TRANSMITTER SITES AND FREQUENCIES - MILITARY TACAN ROUTES 
LOW ALTITUDE, AWACS & AIR REFUELLING AREAS - UK RADAR SECTORS / FREQS 

UK PRIMARY AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS - UK SUPERSONIC ROUTES 
UK OCEANIC ROUTES & FREQUENCIES - MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTE HF AREAS 

MILITARY AND CML HF DIRECTORY INCLUDES MANY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES AND 
CHANNEL DESIGNATORS) • RAF/ROYAL NAVY - WORLD-WIDE / NATO MILITARY AIR-ARMS 
US MILITARY GLOBAL HF NET - MYSTIC STAR US NAVY - US COAST GUARD - VOLMET 
HURRICANE HUNTERS SEARCH & RESCUE SPACE SHUTTLE V MAJOR WORLD 
AIR ROUTES AIRUNE OPERATIONS • LONG DISTANCE OPERATIONS CONTROL ILDOCI - DOMESTIC HF 

UK PRICE £9.95 INCLUDING FREE POSTAGE & PACKING 

!! NEW !! 

MARC 200 PUBLIHSHED2 CALLSIGN 2002 
THE NEW 8th EDITION OF OUR CIVIL AND MILITARY AVIATION 
CALLSIGN DIRECTORY - FULLY UPDATED - OVER 2700 CHANGES 
A5 / WIRE SPIRAL BOUND - OVER 6500 AVIATION CALLSIGNS 

MILITARY DIRECTORY - CALLSIGNS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND 
ALSO BY AIRARM / SQUADRON - INFORMATION INCLUDES : CALLSIGN 
AIRCRAFT TYPE - CODE - UNIT/SQUADRON - HOME BASE - REMARKS 
CIVIL DIRECTORY - CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM OVER 180 COUNTRIES ARE 
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND ALSO BY THREE LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PREFIX 
INFORMATION INCLUDES: CALLSIGN - THREE LETTER ATC PREFIX 
AIRLINE OR OPERATOR - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX 

UK PRICE £9.95 INCLUDING FREE POSTAGE & PACKING 

(SORRY NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEOUES/POSTAL ORDERS/STERLING IMO's/PAYABLE TO 

PHOTAVIA PRESS (DEPT SW) - SUNRISE BREAK 

CHISELDON FARM - SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM 

DEVON - T05 OAE - UK Tel: 01803 855599 

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: www.photay.demon.co.uk 

1-----1=-1  HIGH QUALITY 
Solid State Electronics (UK) ACCESSORIES 

1. ADJUSTABLE MULTIMETER TESTER STAND. Does 
your meter keep on falling over? Then get a sturdy 
metal Test Meter Holder. Two models: TMH2001 
(SMALL) - PRICE: £13.25 and TMH2001 (LARGE) - 
PRICE: £14.25 

2. AIRBAND ANTENNA 
The SSE AB-PRO128A is 
a professionally designed 

VHF air band antenna which 
has been 'optimized' for 118-

138MHz. Excellent results when used with pocket 
scanners, etc. BNC 50 Ohms connector. Length 194mm. 

All-PRO128A - PRICE: £10.25 

3. JIM PSU-101A Mk5. UK 
manufactured 230V AC 
professional PSU with 
adjustable Radio Base Holder combined. For Pocket 
Scanners, LPD's, PMR 446, etc. Two DC output 
sockets, one for the Radio, one for accessories. 12 
VOLT DC output. A 9 volt version is available. CE 
approved. PRICE: £25.00 

4. JIM PSU-101AC Mk5. As above but includes a 12" 
fitted 50 ohm cable BNC to BNC socket. PRICE: £211.00 

5. The No.1 UK manufactured adjustable DESK HOLDER 
STAND for PMR 446, Pocket Scanners, CB. Ham, PMR, 

Marine, etc. A choice of two models. BHA3A - NO 
coaxial cable. PRICE: £11.00. BHA3AC - Includes 50 
ohm cable with BNC to BNC with a ' right angle' BNC 

plug. PRICE: £13.00 

Payment by POSTAL ORDER or CHEQUE. Standard 
postage is (PLUS) £1.75 per order within the UK. 
For FREE information contact: 
Solid State Electronics (UK) SWM, 6 The Orchard, 
Bassett Green Village, Southampton S016 3NA. 
Tel: 023 (1076 9598 • Fax: 023 8076 8315 
Email: soildstate@ssellm.co.uk • Visit our web site: www.ssejim.co.uk 

The UM logo is a registered trade mark of Solid State Electronics (UK) 
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Fig. 3: Chuck Vaughn's 

processed FENG YUN-
1C image from 3 March 
2002 at 1455. 

• E-MAIL: info.orbit@pwpublishing.ltd.uk • WEB SITE: http://www.itchycoo-park.freeserve.co.uk 

nto in Orbit 

Fig. 1: METEOR 3-51315 25 February 2002 from 
David Taylor. 

W
eeks of rain 
and cloud 
delayed the 
installation of 
my new 

observatory, but the dome was 
finally mounted on the walls 
with a little help from friends in 
the Southampton Astronomical 
Society. Still it rains, and the 
forecast is rain every day for the 
next week. Regardless, the 
prospect of completing my 
WXSAT equipment re-

installation and the consequent 
total monitoring of impending 
cloud cover - particularly with 
the high resolution equipment - 

is exciting. 
Although some web sites 

offering long-term ( 10 to 30 
days) forecasts are making an 
appearance, frankly I much 

prefer my live satellite transmissions from the 
NOAAs, METEOR and METEOSAT weather satellites 
(WXSATs). In a new bid to take over the house, I 
moved all my WXSAT equipment and computers 
into the dining room, necessitating disconnection for 
several days. This idea was actually my wife 
Marion's! The room is large enough to 

accommodate the computers, receivers and 
associated boxes, and she feels we can eat in the 
otherwise little-used front room. 

Operational WXSATs 

Two predictable changes happened in the 
February/March period. METEOR 2-21 was re-
activated to replace METEOR 3-5 during the latter's 
passage across the terminator and a.p.t. from NOAA-

12 was switched off to prevent the consequent vhf. 
clash with NOAA-15 on 137.50MHz. In a unique 
gesture, NOAA invited the amateur WXSAT 
community to recommend a preferred WXSAT 
frequency configuration: the opportunity to suggest 
switch off NOAA-12, or to change the transmitting 
frequency of one of the other satellites to avoid the 
overlap was invited. 

Some highly valuable comments were made, 
including the point that powering NOAA-16's v.h.f. 

frequency off during its early life had proved fatal, 
resulting in it now 'only' transmitting h.r.p.t. The 
decision to simply switch-off NOAA-12's a.p.t. 
transmission ( as before) was confirmed, and 
hopefully, by the time this May edition of SWM is 
published, it will be back on and all will be well. 

Correspondence 

David Taylor sent in an image received from 
METEOR 3-5 on 25 February, showing Greenland 
and the cold air flow from the north pole. The 
WXSAT was powered off shortly after, due to its 
orbital plane having precessed close to the morning 

terminator; this happens every few weeks. At the 
bottom left corner you can see the eastern end of 
Baffin Island, and a snow-covered Iceland is visible 

at top right, although it is rather distorted due to the 
scanner/electronics linearity on this rather old 
satellite. 

Some of my favourite archive images, still 
retained after nearly 15 years of WXSAT monitoring, 
are from the METEOR series. Their extra orbital 
height provides the best long-range views, whether 

east or west. From my former Plymouth home I had 
an exceptionally good western horizon, and while 
the antenna and cabling remained 'new', the 
METEOR WXSATs provided unparalleled views of 

the north-east coast of America - much like David's 
picture. 

On one occasion I obtained a spectacular image 
of this region in which I could identify locations even 
further east. My northern catchment was not quite as 
good though, being terminated by the hill on which 
we lived near the bottom! David receives signals 
with a QFH (quadrifilar helix antenna) and the RIG 
RX2 receiver - signal processing was ( naturally!) 
done with SatSignal. 

Cedric Roberts received this 0738 pass from 
NOAA-15 on 28 February which shows up shower 
activity over the UK and near continent. We were 

Fig. 2: NOAA-15 morning pass on 28 February 2002 from 
Cedric Roberts. 

experiencing very unsettled conditions with a flow of 
brisk to strong winds across Britain, with this is 
feeding in a lot of shower activity, much of it wintry. 

The low sun angle at this early hour shows the 
convective clouds very well and the image is very 
good in this respect. It is even possible to make out 
the shadows of the clouds on the earth beneath. 

Chuck Vaughn kindly provided a copy of one of 
his superb FENGYUN-1C colour images. He has set 
up a web site - http://www.aa6g.org/ - that 
specialises in providing advice on processing 
FENGYUN-1C images. 

Chuck uses a Timestep Weather Systems high 
resolution picture transmission ( h.r.p.t.) system to 
receive both NOAA and FENGYUN WXSATs from 
home in America and has documented the process 
that he uses. Conventionally, we use visible- light and 

specific infra-red channels to obtain a synthetic 
colour image. 

FENGYUN-1C provides 10 spectral channels 
covering various bands. Chuck comments: "The 
obvious choices for the colour channels are channel-

1 for red ( 580-680nm), channel-9 for green ( 530-
580nm) and channel-7 for blue ( 430-480nm). 
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Fig. 4: NOAA-163 March 2002 2013 from Kelly Dean. 

Channel- 1 is red and channel-7 is blue by most any 
definition, but channel-9 is not centred on the peak 
wavelength for green. The 
definition I have ( used) shows 
green centred at about 530nm. This 
would make channel-9 yellow-
green. The method I'm using is to 
take the average of channel-8 ( 480-
530nm) and channel-9 ( 530-580nm) 
to produce the green image. I 
believe this is a better choice". 

Chuck describes in detail exactly 
how he produces his 'true colour' 
images and also explains how to 
remove noise from both h.r.p.t. and 

c.h.r.p.t. pictures. FENGYUN-1C 
transmits a lower signal strength 
than the NOAAs, and this has 
resulted in a higher level of noise 

hits on my images. As with his 
colour processing, Chuck uses 
Photoshop to remove bit errors that 
cause the noise. I don't want to give away all Chuck's 
'secrets', so I will just give his web address: 

http://www.aa6g.org/Weather/remove_noise. 
html 

A third enhancement offered by Chuck is the 
removal of the black lines that sometimes frequent 
FENGYUN-1C images. I had noticed a few of these in 
my images. The method he describes can be used 
with h.r.p.t. data, but is primarily aimed at the 
c.h.r.p.t. from FY- 1C. Chuck explains that 
summertime FY1-C images have a problem with 
black lines that start on the right side of the image in 
spots where the satellite sees a direct reflection of 
the sun off the Earth's surface - apparently this is 
overloading the sensors. NOAA satellites don't suffer 
from this problem. Chuck's explanation also covers 
the removal of occasional dropped or partially 
dropped lines and his examples show how 
significant the improvements can be. 

Following Chuck's presentation of his image, 
Kelly Dean of Colarado State University's CIRA 
(Cooperative Institute for Research in the 
Atmosphere), took up the 'challenge' and collected a 
raw image from NOAA's Satellite Active Archive 
covering the corresponding NOAA-16 pass that day. 

He applied some unusual image processing 
techniques: " It is a re-projected image over 
Colorado, using the first three AVHRR (high 

Fig. 6: NOAA-150731 9 March from 
Kevin Hughes. 

resolution scanner) channels transmitted from this 
satellite. The snow appears yellow with this multi-
channel channel composite, with a few clouds dotted 
around. Just like in the c.h.r.p.t. image, Denver as 
well as some Front Range communities can be 

seen". 
Lee Carberry of Stockton-on-Tees tells me that 

he is new to WXSAT monitoring and recently 
installed a crossed dipole antenna that he has 

mounted in the loft and feeds a RIG RX2 
receiver. Due to having some trees in his 
garden, the METEOR 3-5 pass that he received 

on is shorter than he would have liked. 
Kevin Hughes E-mailed his regular sample 

image, this time showing the morning NOAA-15 

pass recorded at Tamworth. We await news 
about your 'visitation' from the 
Radiocommunications Agency Kevin! For 
anyone not remembering this story, it started 
with Kevin noticing heavy interference to some 
of his METEOR 3-5 passes, followed by 
extensive experimenting to determine the 
source. He requested visits from the electricity 

board, and was considering calling in the RA in 
a final effort to resolve the 
problem. 

Remote Imaging Group 

Fig. 5: METEOR 3-5 
5 March 2002 from 
Lee Carberry. 

This is the only 'hobbyist' 
organisation in Britain that 
provides members with help on 
the setting up and operation of 

WXSAT equipment, so it seemed 
about time that I wrote a feature 
about it. When I first took up an 
interest in weather satellites in the 

mid- 1980s, I approached the local 
radio amateur's club to find 
advice. I was told that the Remote 
Imaging Group - RIG - had recently 
formed to provide help and 
advice on this very topic, 
so I contacted the secretary and 

became a member. I was delighted and impressed 

with the group's willingness to help. 
RIG caters for everyone interested in satellite 

imaging and the latest figures indicate that 
membership comprises some 2,500 members in 45 
countries. Although RIG was perhaps originally set 
up to help amateurs, professionals also joined, 
including people who had been involved in 
meteorology for decades. Members receive a 
quarterly colour journal averaging approximately 
100 pages, and often containing articles of both an 

informative and constructional nature, the latest 
news on a wide variety of remote imaging topics, 
images and related pictures. Noting that the 
committee are all volunteers, the group's magazine 
is extremely impressive. 

Apart from the magazine (which is enough 
justification itself for joining RIG), over the years 
successive committees have made available a 
selection of both hardware and software products. 
Recommended programs are available at nominal 

(low) cost by contacting the current distributor and 
the list includes a wide selection. The ' RIG Shop 
Corner' offers hardware ranging from antennas to 
self-build h.r.p.t. kits - or at least the latter is 
expected to be available before spring. In my view, 
the pride of the fleet is the RX2, the a.p.t. WXSAT 
receiver, the forerunner of which I reviewed in 

461.. 
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SWM some years ago. Contact RIG at 

http://wvvw.rig.org.uk/ or E-mail: 
membership@rig.org.uk 

The RIG mailing list ( rig-Il is an Internet 
subscription list catering for everyone interested 
in WXSATs - not just members of RIG. As such, it 

is not an ' official' voice of RIG, but carries 
interesting ( rarely controversial) discussions on 
all aspects of WXSAT monitoring. For some time 

it has lacked a weekly update 
on the current status of the 
WXSATs, so it was good to 
see Douglas Deans 
volunteer to take over the 
task. Douglas has a busy time 
ahead. As well as ensuring the 
timely summary of the 
WXSAT status for the list, he 
has also taken over the 
Shareware Corner section of the RIG magazine - 

the committee post responsible for looking at 
software for the Journal, and despatching disks. 

I asked Douglas about his interest in WXSAT 
monitoring; he explained: " I have been interested 
in meteorology and weather satellites for a long 
time. I have been receiving both polar and geo-
stationary for about ten years. For polar I am 

using a Proscan receiver from a QFH antenna, 
roof mounted and a 'spare' turnstile in the loft ( in 
use for about eight years before purchasing the 

QFH). The signal is fed into a Timestep external 
interface 15.0, and the software is Prosat for 
Windows 'i'. My computer is a 
1.2GHz AMD, with 512MB 
RAM and a 19in monitor. I 
have a dedicated geo-
stationary receiver fed from a 
900mm dish, with LNA, and 
that is also fed into the 
external interface. I prefer to 
have a dedicated receiver for 
geo-stationary use as that 
leaves the polar scanning 
receiver to scan and not to 
miss the surprises that still 
occasionally come along on 
the 137MHz band! 

"Overnight I take 
recordings using a MiniDisk, 

playback into WxSat and 
process using SatSignal. I also 
make a lot of use of all David 
Taylor's programes. 
GeoSatSignal has done wonders for the further 
processing of WEFAX images. I have quite a 

number of hobbies, including being a radio ham, 
but weather satellites take most of my time. 
There is so much information now available on 
the Internet so I regularly keep a close eye on lots 
of sites. Ambitions? HRPT and PDUS ( but first the 

lottery!)". 

Internet Site Update 

Fig. 9: INSAT - colour composite image 

17 March 0900 courtesy Indian 

Meteorological Department. 

INSAT - the Indian satellites that carries a very 
high resolution radiometer - continues to provide 
regular weather images of India and nearby 
countries. A few years ago I obtained a print of an 
INSAT weather image from the Indian 

Meteorological Department and asked when 
they were expecting to publish daily images on 
the web. At that time they had no schedule, but 

their web site now carries regular images from 
both bands. 

The meteorological payloads on this series of 
satellites comprise a Very High Resolution 
Radiometer (VHRR), a Data Relay Transponder 

(DRT); INSAT-2E also carries a Charged Coupled 
Device Camera (CCD). The INSAT series of 
satellites have two channels for imaging: 
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Fig. 8: INSAT satellite courtesy Indian 

Meteorological Department. 

Visible ( 0.55 0.75pm 
Infra- red ( 10.5 — 12.5pm 

Spatial resolutions for 
visible and infra- red are 
2.75 and 11km 

respectively for INSAT-1 
and 2 and 8km for 
INSAT-2. The CCD 
camera has three 

additional channels in visible, near i.r. and short-
wave i.r., having spatial resolutions of 1km. Visit 

http://www.imd.ernet.in/section/satmet/ 
dynamic/welcome.htm 

Routine Image 

Figure 10 shows a routine image from GMS on 
17 March. These are transmitted in sections as 
WEFAX images on METEOSAT-7 channel 2 and as 
Primary Data images in high resolution in PDUS 
format. WEFAX images require a 1.69GHz 
Yagi/dish and down-converter or alternatively a 

low-noise pre-amp, followed 
by a suitable receiver. 

According to the current 
launch schedule, the 
METEOSAT Second 
Generation (MSG- 1) 
WXSAT should 
replace METEOSAT-7 
later this year. 
WEFAX is scheduled 
to terminate at the 

end of 2003. 

E-mail Change 

Most correspondents 
use the Short Wave 
Magazine address to 
E-mail me, and this 
will always work 
because the Editor 

has my current address and uses an 
automatic re-address system. Due to a 
large increase in spam ( unsolicited E-

mail), I reluctantly decided to close the 
Freeserve mailbox that I have been using for Fig. 10: GMS-5 image 17 

years. March 0502. 

Fig. 7: Douglas Deans. 

Frequencies 

NOAA-12 and NOAA-15 transmit a.p.t. on 137.50MHz. 
NOAA-14 transmits a.p.t. on 137.62MHz. 
NOAAs transmit beacon data on 137.77 or 136.77MHz. 

METEOR 3-5 uses 137.30MHz. 
METEOR 2-21 uses 137.40MHz when activated during METEOR 3-5's off period. 
OKEAN-0, OKEAN-4 and SIGH- 1 may use 137.40MHz for brief transmissions. 

METEOSAT-7 (geostationary) uses 1691 and 1694.5MHz for WEFAX. 
GOES-8 (western horizon) uses 1691MHz for WEFAX. 
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Next Month in Practical Wireless, the magazine that 

brings you Amateur Radio & So Much More .... 

KevIewep! 
* We've got our hands 
on the new lcom IC-7400 
h.f., 50 & 144MHz 
transceiver! Richard 
Newton GORSN puts its 
to the test. 

foct-1/1-T- f INPIN&T 
* David Clark offers some fault finding tips and 
'do's and don'ts' on using Stripboard for project 

construction. 

ONT-e-51 T1Me! 
* Dust off those antennas, pack a picnic, go 

portable and join in with the PVVQRP 144MHz 
Contest and earn a Platinum certificate 

Neill Taylor G4HLX tells you how. 

?L.Uf. ;..LL /ULM tlEGUL:..fr: FAVOIMITU 

CAA YOU .L.FFORD TO MISS rT? 
JIJA: "J.9.rfe 

.L..CE /DUI! 

( 

18 FA1RMILE ROM), 
Phone Fax 01202 490099 

CHRISTCHURCH, 
SHORTWAVE 

DORSET BII23 2IJ 
HOTLINE: 0'000 CQDXCQ (273021 

THE COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS 
Receivers - Scanners - Transceivers 

Call & discuss which part of the radio spectrum you 
.. wish to operate and we will advise you on the most 

, to cost effective way achieving it. 
0.4.1 • Full range of new & secondhand e 
'qv! equipment available. ale el 

• We stock all leading brands:-
Airband Amateur CB, Marine Shortwave 
Licence-Free Family Radio 
• Business and security radios 

..) 

WorldSpace 
digital satellite radios and 

antennas now in stock. 

(-ALINCO, AOR, AKID, 

BEARCAT, COMTEL, 

GARMIN, GRE, ICOM, 

• KENWOOD, 

JRC, LOWE, 

Illir 
.00000e. 
• o 000 ‘1 lie 

'n>"0'° 

SHORT W AVE ADVICE LINE 

01202 490099 
} 

wad MAXON, 

s ..«. MFJ, 

• 4 o MOTOROLA, 
, ie 4 6 
*ads's OPT C), 
inn WELLBROOK, 

YUPITERU, 

YAESU 

.i 

Call for latest second-hand list or visit our 

website http://www.shortwave.co.uk 
.i 

4 MILES FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON B3073 

II YARDS FROM CIIRP,ICIIURCH RAILWAY STATION. FORECOURT PARKING FOR DISABLED 

ThetIKScanning 

Directory 
PIE/1». 

The UK Scanning 
Directory 
8th Edition 

• Covers Everything from Secret 
Government Frequencies down to your Local 
Traffic Warden 

• Tens of Thousands of Frequencies 
Listed with Thousands of New Ones Added 

• New Civil and Military Aviation Section 

This 8th edition is packed full of VHF/UHF frequencies from 26MHz to 1.8GHz 
covering everything from covert Drug Squads to refuse collection. This is the 
largest edition produced, has been completely updated and thousands of new 
frequencies added. The vast frequency list continues to amaze everybody. Included 
are Civil and Military Aviation, Army, Navy, the largest Police list every published, 
DSS Snoopers, GCHQ, Eye-in-the-Sky links, Bailiffs, Prisons, Outside Broadcasting, 
Motor Racing, Universities, Railways, Telephones, Couriers and many more we 
dare not mention. There is more! Articles on scanning for beginners, monitoring 
aviation, PMR, European frequencies and scanning log. 

Price £19.75 + £3.00 UK post. Airmail to Europe add £6.00, elsewhere £13.00. 

sr.asuisq:1"., Maritime Band, 

••▪ ••••• 
0.,aom 

W▪ ertrollege 

Scanning the Maritime Bands 
2nd Edition 

Hear ports controlling ships and ferries, weather and 
navigation broadcasts, the supples and spare parts 
required, problems they are having with the crew and lots 
more. By monitoring channels you can hear when 

disaster strikes, and then switch to the appropriate channels to hear the whole of 
the search and rescue operation. Scanning the Maritime Bands gives you the 
channel number for each port, harbour and coast radio station in the UK, Ireland, 
Western Europe and right up to Iceland. 

Price £9.75 + £1.00 UK post. Airmail to Europe add £2.00, elsewhere £3.00. 

VISA 
Allow 14 days delivery 

INTERPRODUCTS (SW52) 
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland 

Tel: 01738 441199 Fax: 01738 626953 
www.interproducts.ukf.net e-mail: intermoducts@ukEnet 

Also available from leading radio dealers 

In next month's 

t. 

* Review - Alan 446HP Extra 

* Behind The Scenes with the 

Jubilee Sailing Trust 

* Sussex Ambulance Radio 

* Inside Titanic's Wireless 

Room 

All the usual features packed with information for the 

radio enthusiast. 

Radio Active June issue on 

sale 17 May 

Radio Active is published on the third Friday of each 

month - available from all good newsagents or direct 

by calling (01202) 659930, priced at only £2.50. 
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M.Aerial -TeChniqUeS.COM 

i COVERS VHF/UHF/PAL/SECAM 
. FOR USE IN THE UK, FRANCE 
-0 AND EUROPE 

MULTI-STANDARD SPECIALISTS  

• Two intergrated tuners 

• Infra-red remote control 

• NTSC play back 

• Endless record and endless playback 

• Satellite compatible 

• Front RCA phono connector jacks 

• On-screen menu 

• Built-in TV guide 

• Video Plus 

• International teletext 

• Sleeptimer 

• Silver cabinet 

THOMSON 14"/36cm 
MULTI-STANDARD 
COLOUR T.V. WITH 
INTERGRATED V.C.R. 

• This 14" Thompson Combi is ideal for people 
travelling. A TV. and video recorder all in one 
small package. 

• It's multi-standard, allowing you to watch foreign 
networks 

• It's equiped with 2 
tuners allowing 
you to watch one 
channel and 
record another 

• Built-in TV guide 
for the day, taken 
from the teletext, 
which makes recording your favourite pro-
grammes even easier, i.e. 2 simple clicks 

• Teletext is a veritable information bank available 
at any time 

te 
ONLY £399.00 iinncve VAT r einncalubdliningg yao.FtoRrEunEit 

off 12V DC. 

EXCELLENT SERVICE AND FRIENDLY ADVICE 

FULLY COMPREHENSIVE 35 PAGE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR £ 1.50 

Overnight deliv-
ery by insured 

courier 
£10.00 

59 Watcombe Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth, 
Tel: 01202-4/3555 Fax: 01202-425055 

area inidircon.en.uk 

WIRELESS AND ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 

FLUKE HIND-HELD DIGITAL MULTIMETER MODEL 802-4B Cancelled export order. Brand new and boxed hut with orig-
inal purchasing inianisat,in, small identifsung mark on cl,e With lest leads and handbook. £47.50 PAP 5050. 

VALVE BASES Octal B-G 095. All 5 for £2.50. 

HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS D I 1000v.wkg mixed dielectric axial..05 600v.wkg asid. 0.68 800v.xig myler dipped axial. MI 
5 for L3.00. 

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS 10µE fOOT.sig axial 22g 250v.wkg axial. .1-4385v.wkg radial. 68µF .150v.wkg radial. All 
5 for £2.50. 

VINTAGE CARBON ONE WPM RESISTORS Useful values. Pack of 50 £3.00. 

VINTAGE CARBON I 2 WATT RESISTORS Pack of 30 £2.00. 

1/4 WAIT METALLSRBON FILM RESISTORS 250 for 61.00. 

500K LOG POTS WITH DPDT SWITCH 2 for £4.50. 

1 MEG LOG POTS WITH DPDT SWITCH 2 for £4.50. 

2 WATT HIGH QUALITY METAL BODY POTS UN, IK, 2K2., SK, LOG, 10K, 22K. Any 3 for £2.00. 

TUNING CAPACITORS Solid Dielectric .0111R,,r £3,50. 

EX-REUTERS DIGITAL SATFIIITE SET Ti in RECEIVERS ble if authorised for weather maps and kin res pictures. 
Otherwise sold for experimenvil nd F \ 11 WIth manual. Used in good condition. £27.50 

carriage £9.50. 

BOOKS AND MANUALS 
R1155 RECEIVER DATA F- page, £ 12.50 

JANES MILITARY COMMUNICATON 11th EDITION 19901991 I n.. 1.utcs contains much recently released military 

wireles, equipment. Now £20.00 PAP £eio. 
EDDYSTONE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER DATA 1950-1970 \ ',. TTnt of the circuit diagrams. general clescrip-
lion and some service notes. 50 pages £9.95. 

RACAL RA22 COMMINICATIONS RECEIVER TECHNICAL SF0101 ti IS I Il c, pages. £9.75 including pistage. 

ELECI'RIC UFO'S by Albert Build and its effevi on enininment and health. 
Includes derails of UFO's and fireli,..• Investigations and experiments. 286 pages. 
Photo> £10.00 including postage. 

HALLICRAFTERS COMMUNICATION REC1,1‘ ER DA rA A facsimile reprint of a selection of the circuit diagrams, general 
description and note> for Hallicrafters seta Over vo large format pages. Facsimile copy. 611.50 including pistage. 

P&P £2.00 UNDER £10.00. OVER FREE UNLESS MOMS. STATED 

Interest in vintage or military radio? 
Why not subscribe to The Vintage Wireless Trader. Published approx every two months. Contains 
100s of out of print old and collectable wireless books, magazines, ephemera, vintage communica-
ion and domestic receivers, government surplus military equipment, valves and components, etc. al 

afordable prices as well as subscribers wants and sales Send £5.00 for the next four issues. 

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD. 
 . 157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU 

_À Tel: (01253) 751858. Fax: 101253) 302979. 
E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk TELEPFIONE ORDERS ACCEPTED. 

Callers welcome Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday 10am - 6pm 

CQ CHRISTIAN 
RADIO AMATEURS! 

The World Association of Christian Radio Amateurs 

and Listeners actively promotes Christian fellowship 
worldwide. Regular nets, activity days, Annual 

Conference, handbook, magazine, etc. Call our UK 
Sunday "Good News" nets 3747kHz at 8am, 
7047kHz at 2pm, or 144.205MHz at 3pm 

For our brochure telephone 01803 854504 
or write to our Membership Secretary 

WACRAL 
51 Alma Road, Brixham, South Devon T(15 8QR 
See internet Web page http://www.wacral.org 

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards 
laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do. 

The few that don't we'd like you to write in about. 
And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and 

cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free. 

The Advertising Standards Authority. / 

We're here to put it right,/ 

DEDICATED TO THE SCANNING 
AND SHORTWAVE ENTHUSIAST. 

WE'RE MORE THAN JUST SOFTWARE! 
SCANCAre GOLD for Windows 

Since 1989, The Recognized Leader in Computer Control 

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll NEVER 
use your radio again WITHOUT SCANCAT! 

SCANCAT supports almost ALL compute' controlled adios by: AOR, DRAKE. KENWOOD. ICON, YAESU 

and JRC (NR0) Plus PRO-2005,61542 With OS45615351, Lowe NF- 150. and Watkins-Johnson 

Announcing Scancat-Gold for Windows Ver. 8.0 
We've added a lot of new features to our latest Scancat. 
AND...We have made it EASIER than EVER! Scancat-Gold 

for Windows-New Features for Ver 8.0 

Completely redesigned Greenleaf 
Interface 

• Two Scanning modules. 

• A Simple Basic Module 
- for beginners 

p,,. 

An Advanced Scanning System for 
the -experts-. 

• New 'Folder Tabbed- GUI puts 
everylhIng al yodr fingert.ps 

Scancat-Gold for Windows-SE - Improved Features for Ver 8.0 
All the features of our "Standard Scancat" plus these additional functions: 

• Long term logging of Irequencres to your 
hard dnve 

• Record Audio to hard drive using your computers 
soundcard. 

• Faster scanning speeds • Mondor and .og all TalkGroup 

• Ewan.° on screen help actwety - Expon to other files. 

• Completely revised printed manual 
- Over 160 pos. 

• EXPANDED trunking support for 
BC780, BC895. BC245 and • Expanded import from databax,. 
Pro2052 such as EXCEL. 

• Supports all radios in ONE program 
share files with all radios 

• Completely revised ranking 
database management with 
expanded capabilities. Make 
programming your radio a brevtii 

• NO ONE supports your >Trunk 
Tracker' with more features' 

Limited offer 
Grove Hot FIF 1000 
frequencies FREE 
with software. 

• NEW - Records audio when "Trunktrackina or 
conventional scanning. 

• Improved spectrum analysis with several great 
graphical analysis screens. 

Scancaf-Gold for Windows $99.95 aso 

Scancaf-Gold for Windows-SE $159.95 viso 

Upgrades: Scancaf-Gold for Windows .439.95 + SMI* uso 

Scancat-Gold for Windows-SE $79.95 SM.!' uso 
arrHIN 1 YEAR OF ORIGINAL PURCHASE SHIPPING fi10 00 FOREIGN 

rE WEBSITE - www.scancalcom E-MAIL - info@scancalcom 
TAKE A LOOK NOW FOR FREE DOWNLOADABLE FREQUENCIES & DEMOS  

Order 
direct or 
contact 
your 

favorite 
dealer 

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES 
P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138 — 

Phone: (318) 687-4444 FAX: (318) 686-0449 
Info/Tech Support: (318) 687-2555 (9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Central M-F) L_ 

ASA Ltd., 2 Torrington Place, London WC IE 7HW 
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• KEITH HAMER & GARRY SMITH, 17 COLLINGHAM GARDENS, DERBY DE22 4FS 
• E-MAIL: dxtv@pwpublishing.ltd.uk Web: www.test-cerds.fseet.co.uk 

DX Television 

D
uring February, F2 reception improved with reports of 
Australian vision carriers on at least five occasions. Syria 
and Iran made regular appearances, the former showing 
a remarkable degree of clarity approaching that of a 
medium-quality Sporadic-E picture. In Europe, Thailand 

was identified and at least three networks, TV3, TV7 and TV9 are 
known to use Channel E2. A new E2 transmitter is already on test 
with, hopefully, a fourth service! 

Reception Reports 
On the 25th, a Western-style programme comprising of a singer 
and Asian women was present on E2 at 083OUTC. A logo was 
visible in the lower-right of the screen. Between 0900 and 0905, 
weak Australian video appeared on Channel AO. By 0930, R1 was 
active with the usual jumble of co-channel signals. 

On the 26th, Simon Hockenhull (Bristol) identified Iran ( IRIB-1 
and IRIB-2), Syria (SYR-2) and Dubai (EDTV), all on E2 between 
0900 and 1128. During the same opening Peter Barber (Coventry) 
heard an unidentified Arabic E2 sound carrier on 53.75MHz. Syrian 
programmes were present all morning until 1209. 

Stephen Michie (Bristol) reports Ceefax-style text pages on 
numerous dates throughout the month and these are thought to 
have originated in Dubai. IRIB-1, the Iranian 1st network, shows a 
diamond-shaped logo in the top-left of the screen but another 
station, so far unidentified, displays a logo resembling the Euro 
symbol. 

Peter Barber remarks that pictures seem clearer at the start of an 
F2 opening, possibly due to the rising m.u.f. This is also noticeable 
with Sporadic-E propagation. Stephen Michie has noticed that 
Syria regularly seems to suffer less multi-path distortion than other 
countries received via F2, even when the m.u.f. is relatively high. 
Stephen suggests that the clarity could be due to the shorter skip-
distance involved. Egyptian E2 signals received during the last F2 
peak also suffered less visual distortion. Simon Hockenhull 
wonders whether the Syrian signals are beamed westwards using 
directional antennas, thus promoting a more directional signal. 

Although F2 communications from the USA and Canada have 
been prominent between 40 and 46MHz on many afternoons, the 
m.u.f. failed to reach the lowest USAN 
channel A2 at 55.25MHz. According to Roger 
Bunney (Romsey), reception from the south 
was more promising when noise-level E2 
signals materialised on the 16th around 
150OUTC. 

Test Card Puzzle Solved 
Last July there were several reports of a 
Spanish regional 'Canal 9' PM5534 test card 
on E4. A switching error was considered at the 
time, but the test card was seen on 
subsequent occasions and always during 
adverts. Peter Barclay (Sunderland) has 
solved the mystery - it was, in fact, part of a 
car advert! 

It Is Syria! 
News pictures, sandwiched between two 
white horizontal lines, have now been 
identified as Syria, rather than Iran as 
previously thought. 

Nigerian Mystery 
Nigerian broadcaster NTA have been 
experiencing co-channel interference from the 
Madrid E2 transmitter. This seems strange as 
Nigeria supposedly do not use E2 although 
when the Madrid E2 transmitter temporarily 

FM Reports 
Patrick Wylie (Ballyclare, Northern 
Ireland) lists some of the many 
independent licensed locals in Eire 
which can be received on a regular 
basis. These include:-

Mid & NW Radio: 
Sligo on 102.5MHz 

Northern Sound: 
Shannonside on 94.8MHz & 
Monaghon on 96.3MHz. 

Highland Radio: 
North Donegal on 103.3MHz. 

Inishowen Community Radio: 
Donegal on 105.0 & 107.6MHz. 

Shannonside 104: 
104.1MHz from South Leitrim. 

FM104: 
104.4MHz from Dublin. 

Kiss FM: 
Dublin? 105.8MHz with hardcore 
dance music. 

Unidentified station: 
106.4MHz in Gaelic 

98FM: 
For Greater Dublin on 98.1MHz 
(conditions permitting) 

went off -air, Nigerian programmes were 
seen. The only high-power E2 transmitter in 
service was operated by ENTV from the 
Enugu site, but this went off-air in the 1960s, 
during civil war, and was never reinstated. 

Sync-Bar Identification 
The field sync-bar is a useful way of 
identifying signals as the data (or lack of it) is 
immediately apparent. To inspect it you will 
need to reduce the height of the picture, or 
adjust the vertical hold (vertical frequency) of 
the receiver. This may be difficult on a 
modern N receiver, as there may be no 
control as such! 

The formation of dots and dashes within 
the bar differs considerably between stations 
and it can be a reasonably reliable way of 
identifying DX reception if all the other 
traditional methods fail. 

Beware, stations can frequently change the 
presentation of this information, or it may 
alter at certain times of the day. Some 
stations do not carry information within the 
bar, so it appears empty, i.e. solid black. 

Syrian broadcasts on E2 have an empty 
sync-bar when relaying SRT-1 programmes. 
The sync-bar of Dubai is also empty so don't 
jump to conclusions that it is EDTV you are 
receiving. Iran ( IRIB-2 on 48.2594MHz) has its 
sync-bar partially filled with text data. 

Service Information 
This month's Service Information includes 
material supplied by Stephen Michie ( UK) 
and Lionel Michelland (France). 

Germany: N3, the third network in 
northern Germany, now identifies as NDR. 
The logo style is reminiscent of the graphics 
used during the Sixties. 

Slovenia: SLO-1 can sometimes show 
'4x4' in a broken oval, 
similar to Jordan, but in 
the top-right of the 
screen. 

The 'Oglasi' main news programme is 
preceded by a statue of a flute- player. This has 
been, it seems, a feature of N in the region 
from day one of their N broadcasts! 

Russia: The OAT network has a new logo 
consisting of 'OPT- 1' ( Cyrillic alphabet) in 
coloured lettering. The RTR network also has a 
revised logo. 

United Kingdom: Two new digital services 
were unceremoniously launched on February 
11th. These were CBBC and CBeebies. Both 
channels are aimed at children. A third new 
BBC digital channel was launched on March 
2nd. This is called BBC-4 and is merely a re-
branded version of BBC Knowledge. 

Fig. 1: RTV Ljubljana 
identification caption 
introduced in the Sixties 
and photographed by Keith 
Hamer on May 19th 1974. 

Fig. 2: News programme 
received by Garry Smith on 
Channel E2 from Syria via 
recent F2- layer propagation. 

Fig. 3: The new-style NOR 
logo based on the original 
1960s design (seen here at 
the end of a programme 
called extra-3). 

Keep On Writing! 

Fig. 4: The Identification 
Symbol used by BBC-4 
which was launched at 1900 
on March 2nd, 2002. 

Please send your DXTV, slow-scan N and f.m. 
reception reports, news, off-screen 
photographs and information to arrive by the 
first of the month to:- Garry Smith, 17 
Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS. 
We can also use off-air pictures stored as JPG 
files on PC disks and good-quality video 
recordings. 

Don't forget to visit our new-look 
website covering DXTV and Archive N. 
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• MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC, 49 CLOUGHS ROAD, RINGWOOD, HANTS, BH24 1UU 
• E-MAIL: decode@pwpublishing.ltd.uk • Web: http://www.mikespage.btinternet.co.uk 

Decode 
HF ACARS 

I
n a recent ' Decode' I asked for help 
finding a decoder for the h.f. 
variant of ACARS. You really took 
this one to heart and I've had a 
really good response, all of which 

point to the same program. That is 
PC-HFDL from Charles Brain - it can 
be downloaded from this site: 
www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/ 
swm/download 

Regular readers may well be 
familiar with Charles, as he has 
written some excellent software for 
modes that few others attempt. 
Probably his main claim to fame with 
'Decode' listeners has been the 
development of the software that 
decodes ALE data on the h.f. bands. 

His latest effort to deliver a PC 
based system for h.f. ACARS is very 
much appreciated. Before I go on to 
take a look at the decoder, let's take a 
closer look at HFDL. HFDL is an 
acronym for High Frequency Data Link 
which is a data system designed by 
ARINC to support long range data 
communications for aircraft. 

The system is covered by ARINC 
specification 635-3, hence you will 
often hear it referred to as ARNIC 635-
3 or HFDL - from our point of view 
they are the same thing. So with 
ACARS and modern satellite 
communications, why would a new 
h.f. system be needed? The reasons 
are based around reliability of 
communications. Whilst satellite 
based systems are good, the coverage 
often gets difficult as you get closer to 
the North and South poles. There is 
also the problem that reliance on 
SATCOM puts all your 
communications eggs in one basket, 
so to speak. 

HFDL has been developed to 
provide an alternative 
communications system that is more 
reliable and easier to use than 
conventional s.s.b. voice 
communications. Studies have shown 
that the combination of SATCOM and 
HFDL with multiple ground stations 
provides a very reliable data 
communications system. A look at the 
ARINC web site will show you that 
their data network for aircraft covers 
all the options, with v.h.f. ACARS for 
local communications, SATCOM for 
mainstream long distance and HFDL 
used to fill the gaps and provide the 
necessary diversity to ensure reliable 
communications. 

One of the reasons why HFDL is favourable to manually 
controlled s.s.b. voice transmissions is the automated selection 
of the appropriate ground station. When an aircraft in a remote 
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location needs to make contact 
with the ground, the HFDL control 
system searches all the available 
frequencies to see which ground 
station offers the best signal. It 
then checks to see how busy the 
stations are. The next step is to 
find a time-slot ( more on this 
later) when it can send its signal. 
With all this sorted, 
communications can begin. 

You can probably see that 
there are some vague similarities 
between HFDL and the ALE 
system in the way that selection 
of the best frequency is done 
automatically. This is probably 
one of the most significant factors 
that make the system so reliable. 
We all know how difficult it is to 
find the best frequency to monitor 
a particular station. You can 
imagine how much more difficult 
that is when you're also trying to 
fly an aircraft! 

The h.f. radio equipment used 
in the aircraft operate at similar 
powers to modern amateur radio 
transceivers with a typical output 
of 400W p.e.p. into a 5011 load. 
The frequency range is 2-30MHz 
tunable in lkHz increments (much 
coaser than amateur radio). A 
typical example of an h.f. aircraft 
radio is the Rockwell-Collins HFS-
900D - can find a full spec at: 
http://vvww.rockwellcollins. 

com/ecat/at/HFS-900D.html 
Another useful link is the 

ARINC GlobaLink newsletter that 
contains all the latest 
developments in equipment and 
ground stations. Visit 
http://www.arinc.com/news/ 

newsletters/index.html 

Deeper Look 
Now let's have a slightly deeper 
look at the system so you can 
better understand some of the 
controls that are built into PC-
HFDL. To enable the aircraft's 
onboard HFDL gear to find and 
assess the signal quality, each of 
the ground stations is required to 
send a periodic signal. This signal 
is, rather unfortunately, called a 
squitter and is sent every 32 
seconds. The ground stations are 
each allocated their own time 
slots for squitters to make sure 
they don't collide - sounds 

very messy! 
Anyway, the timing of the squitters needs to be such that the 

aircraft's receiver can switch between the available stations and 
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quickly determine which one is offering the best 
signal. As well as providing a signal quality 
reference, the squitter also carries system status 
information, a timing signal and protocol control. 

Once the aircraft has decided which station to 
use, a log-on is initiated and the transmissions can 
begin. To help make sure that transmissions from 
different aircraft don't collide, a time-sharing 
system is used, known as Time Division Multiplex. 

The transmission system used is adaptive M-
PSK, which is a phase shift keyed system with the 
ability to adapt its data rate according to the 
quality of the link. In the HFDL system, the data 
rates can vary between 300 bits per second up to 
1800bps. 

Receiving HFDL is very simple with Charles 
Brain's PC-HFDL software. The whole zipped 
program including the manual is around 250KB, so 
the download shouldn't be a problem. There's no 
fancy installation routine, just extract the program 
file and manual from the zip package into the 
destination directory and you're in business. The 
final installation requires just under 700KB of disk 
space. 

Before you get too excited, you will need to 
have a reasonably fast PC with a modern 
soundcard. Charles tested the program on a 
500MHz PIII based machine, but it worked fine on 
my Windows 98SE 450MHz PIII PC. It will probably 
work on some slower machines, but the decoding 
routines are processor hungry, so don't be 
surprised if you have problems on a slower 
machine. 

Once loaded and running, operation is really 
very simple as there's no set-up to worry about. 
With the program running, tune your receiver to 
one of the HFDL frequencies ( see list) and check 
you can at least hear a ground station squitter 
every 32 seconds. Now check all the boxes in the 
PC-HFDL display and you should start seeing some 
decode in the main screen. 

If you don't, you may not have your sound card 
input set properly. To check this, press the usual 
START Settings Control Panel to get to the Control 
Panel then choose the Multimedia icon and then 
the AUDIO tab. Click on the Recording button and 
make sure you have ticked the correct input and 
that the level slider is somewhere around mid-
point. This should get you in business with 
messages starting to appear in the display. You 
can then start un-checking boxes to tidy- up the 
display to show just the bits you want to see - this 
will probably be HFNPDU. 

If you want an alternative to Charles' PC-HFDL, 
then keep an eye on the Pervisell's web site 
www.pervisell.com Inside information tells me 
the next version of SkySweeper is due to have 
HFDL included as one of the new modes. 

ACARS Update 
Whilst we're on the aeronautical theme, v.h.f. data 
fans really ought to try AirNav Systems new 
ACARS Decoder. This excellent package is 
available as a 30 day trial so you really can give it 
a good test before parting with your cash. Here's 
the site: http://www.airnaysystems.com 
/ANAD/index.htm 

The decoder is very well laid-out and is really 
easy to use. Once downloaded and installed, you 
just need a lead from your radio to your soundcard 
and you're ready to go. At the bottom right-hand 
corner of the display is a signal strength indicator 
that gives you some assurance that a signal is 

actually getting through. If it's not, 
then you just have to choose the 
recording option from the 
soundcard settings in the file 
menu, and you can put things 
right. 

Back with the main display, 
there are three tabs representing 
the three forms of data display. 
The Text Log provides a 
conventional text based display of 
the received data using a similar 
format to many other ACARS 
programs. However, the other 
tabs are more interesting. Live 
ACARS Data shows each message 
as it arrives in a tabulated form 
which is useful for quickly 
gauging the level of activity from 
various flights. The third tab 
provides a very useful summary 
of all the flights you have 
captured, i.e. each flight only have 
a single entry. This mode is 
particularly useful when you've 
been monitoring during a busy 
period. One of the points I really 
liked was the facility to quickly 
look at a photograph of the 
aircraft in the log. 

If you right-click on any aircraft 
callsign you get the option to look 
at a photo. This links to a neat 
web search using 
www.airlines.net to find photos 
of any aircraft by callsign. 
Although this is quite easy to do, I 
thought it really brought the 
logging to life. The AirNav ACARS 
decoder can be set to log 
everything to a text file so that the 
data can be processed by one of 
the specialised aircraft plotting 
programs. 

On-Line Shopping 
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The New PC-HFDL decoder in action. 
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AirNav ACARS decoder in full swing. 

It is inevitable in our specialised hobby that a 
large proportion of the hardware and software we 
use needs to be purchased outside the UK. Whilst 
this is a simple enough thing to do these days, 
I've had several readers contact me asking if 
there's a UK dealer for the product they want. One 
of the reasons behind this is that people are 
reluctant to use credit cards over the web. I can 
understand this, but think there is a very elegant 
solution - Web-Card. Not sure how many banks 
are offering this, but Cahoot certainly does. This is 
a wonderfully simple system to use, providing 
you have the appropriate on-line bank. 

Every time you want to make an on-line 
purchase, you use Web-Card to generate a unique 
credit card number that is authorised only for that 
single transaction to the amount you specify. To 
use Web-Card I've downloaded the software from 
my bank (free) and it sits neatly as an icon in the 
system tray. To use it I just double-click, log- in, set 
the payment amount and on the screen appears 
an exact replica of my credit card, but with a one-
off number. You then enter this 
on-line as if you were using a conventional 
card. It is a wonderfully neat solution to the 
problem and I use it all the time now for 
web purchases. 
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The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin. 

SKIM BOOKSTORE 
THE QUICKEST RNO MOST COMPREHENSIVE RADIO BOOK SERVICE IN THE UK 

pages price code pages price code 

LISTENING 

PIRBRNO 
AIRWAVES 2002  
AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE (abc) 
5th Edition   
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (abc) 8th Edition   
CALLSIGN 2002  
CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS (abc)   
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 2002 Williams 
(available mid-May)   
MILITARY AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 2002 (abc)   
NORTH ATLANTIC FLIGHT COMMUNICATIONS 
2nd Edition (inc. software)  
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART 740 x 520mm 
'WORLD AIRLINE FLEET & SELCAL 
DIRECTORY + UPDATE   
MILITARY AIR SCAN 2001   

FREOUIENCW GUIDES 
2002 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST on CD-ROM. 
Joerg Klingenfuss   
FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 
12th Edition   
GLOBAL BROADCAST GUIDE 2002   
GUIDE TO UTILITY RADIO STATIONS 2002 
20th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss   
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 2002   
PROMA SCANNING SCENE CD  
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 2002  
SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE 2002 
- 6th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss  
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 8th Edition   
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 2002   

SCRNNINS 
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS 
AND SCANNING. I.D. Poole  
SCANNER BUSTERS 2 D.C. Poole  
SCANNERS 4 SCANNING INTO THE FUTURE 
Bill Robertson   

WPIVE' 
BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 
- New 4th Edition F. Osterman  
RECEIVING (VALUE) STATION LOGBOOK (RSGB)   
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS 
Peter Rouse GUlDKD  
SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT 
3rd Edition   
THE SUPERHET RADIO HANDBOOK I.D. Poole   

WERTFIER 
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS 
Philip Mitchell   
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition. 
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT  
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES  
3rd Edition. Philip Mitchell   

RNTENNFIS/TWINSMISSION LINES/ 
PROPRORTION 

144 £9.95 AIR22 25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS E.M. Noll  63 £1.95 BP125 
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS 

112 £8.99 ABRG5 E.M. Noll  50 £1.75 BPI36 
112 £8.99 ATC8 25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS 
144 £9.95 CAL22 E.M. Noll  54 £1.75 BP145 
384 £7.99 CIVAIR ANTENNA FILE 285 £18.99 ANTFIL 

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRE) 
160 £7.95 FR22 Wilfred N. Caron  195 £15.50 ANTIMP 
224 £7.99 MILAIR ANTENNA TOOLKIT (inc. CD-ROM) Joseph J. Carr  214 £25.00 ANTOOL 

ARRE ANTENNA BOOK 19th Edition  732 £24.00 RRAB19 
172 £16.50 NAFCOM BACKYARD ANTENNAS Peter Dodd G3LDO  200 £18.99 BYANTS 

£9.00 NAROUT BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK 
WI. Off W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX 268 £8.95 BMANHB 

300 £16.00 WAFSEL BUILDING & USING BALUNS Jerry Sevick  125 £18.95 BUBALS 
260 £14.99 MILSCN EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS H.C. Wright  70 £3.50 BP278 

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB) 
Edited by Erwin David G4LQI  233 £9.99 HFANTC 
HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB) 
Les Moxon G6XN  322 £7.99 HFAFAL 

n/a £ 14.00 KFSWCD INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION 
J.G. Lee  116 £3.95 BP293 

514 £ 19.99 FERR12 MORE OUT OF THIN AIR (PWP).  112 £6.95 MOOTA 
32 £2.'25 GBGJA2 PHYSICAL DESIGN OF YAGI ANTENNAS 

(Hardback) D.B. Leeson W6QHS  200 £15.50 PDYAGI 

580 £23.00 KFUTIL RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK 
592 £15.50 PASS22 WI. Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX 188 £8.95 RANTHB 
n/a £4.75 PROMCD RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr  189 £17.50 RXANHB 
128 £5.25 RLG22 VERTICAL ANTENNAS 

W.I. Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX 192 £8.95 VERANT 

564 £20.00 KFSWFG VHF UHF ANTENNAS ID. Poole  128 £13.99 VUANTS 
700 £19.75 UK8TH 
680 £19.95 WRTH22 BESINNERS/NOVICE/RRE 

AMATEUR RADIO EXPLAINED. Ian Poole  150 £9.90 AREXPL 
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO 
Ian Poole G3YWX 150 £4.99 BP257 

152 £4.99 BP311 AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Bob Griffiths G7NHB  .76 £6.95 RAESNB 
100 £6.00 SCANB2 FOUNDATION LICENCE NOW! (RSGB)   £3.95 FLNOW 

HF AMATEUR RADIO. Ian Poole  120 £13.99 HFAR 

245 £9.95 SCAN4 RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION/ 
END OF COURSE TEST PAPERS Ray Petri GOOAT  104 £13.95 RAECTP 
RAE MANUAL (RSGB) 16th Edition  127 £15.00 RAEMAN 
RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB)  92 £5.00 RAERVN 
SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis . . .  84 £6.95 SOLMC 

78 £5.95 BUSWRX THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK 
80 £4.25 RXLOG John Case GW4HWR  124 £6.00 NOVSTU 

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS 
187 £4.50 SWCOM EXAMINATION HANDBOOK Ian Poole G3YWX  150 £4.95 BP375 

THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER 
450 £25.95 SWRXPP REFERENCE MANUAL. 5th Edition Ray Petri GOOAT  208 £13.95 RAQARM 
104 £4.95 BP370 TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL 

FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB). John Case GW4HWR . .101 £6.75 TNOVIM 

RMRTEUR TELEVISION 
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION. 
Mike Wooding G6IQM & Trevor Brown G8CJS   
THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM. 
Mike Wooding G6IQM   

CPU-BOOKS 
88 £11.50 FXTWR RSGB YEARBOOK. 2002 Edition  464 £15.99 RSYB22 

192 £15.50 WSATHB 

32 £7.50 WRFRSO 33 SIMPLE WEEKEND PROJECTS/CQ 68 £7.95 33SWP 
COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 
B.B. Babani 
LF EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK 

DESIGN Et CONSTRUCTION 

 106 £3.95 BP160 
 112 £18.99 LFEXHB 

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWL. 
156 £5.00 INTATV RA. Penfold 92 £3.95 BP304 

RADIO & ELECTRONICS COOKBOOK (RSGB)  319 £16.99 RECOOK 
104 £3.50 ATVCOM RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD  312 £20.95 RRPYCB 
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pages price code pages price code 

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR 
(ARRL). Les Hayward W7Z01 & Doug DeMaw WIFB . . .  256 
PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB) 
John Case GW4HWR  165 
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES 
John Case GW4HWR  126 
TECHNICAL COMPENDIUM (RSGB) 288 
TECHNICAL TOPICS SCRAPBOOK (RSGB). 1995-99 
Pat Hawker 310 
THE ART OF SOLDERING R. Brewster  84 

Si-FICK ESSENTIALS 
AMATEUR RADIO MOBILE HB (RSGB)  114 
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB)  257 
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 7th Edition  420 
ARRL HANDBOOK 2002 79th Edition  1216 
AMATEUR RADIO (VALUE) LOGBOOK (RSGB)  80 
AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS (A4 size)  20 
GREAT CIRCLE MAP  400 x 400mm 
QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE 
New Edition due approx. March  1080 x 680mm 
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD 
2002 Edition due approx. March  980 x 680mm 
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK 
7th Edition. Dick Biddulph/Chris Lorek  580 
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE 34 

MICROLUR VIES 
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES F.A. Wilson ...  134 
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - COMPONENTS & 
OPERATING VOL 1 (RSGB)  110 
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - CONSTRUCTION & 
TESTING VOL 2 (RSGB) 120 £ 18.99 MWHBV2 
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - BANDS & EQUIPMENT 
VOL 3 (RSGB)  140 

CRP 

LOW POWER SCRAPBOOK (RSGB)  
QRP POWER (ARRL)  
INTRODUCING QRP Dick Pascoe GOBPS   

vre 1-101-11ER 
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO W. I. Orr W6SAI. .  163 
GUIDE TO VHF/UHF AMATEUR RADIO 
Ian Poole G3YWX 180 
VHF/UHF handbook (RSGB) Dick Biddulph G8PDS  180 
NOS INTRO: TCP/IP OVER PACKET RADIO 
Ian Wade G3NRW  356 

VINTFIGE Ec LUIRELE55 
CRV5TRL 5E75 
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
Volume I & 2 Combined. Phil Anderson WOXI  96 £ 14.00 XTNL12 

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 3 XTAL 
£11.50 SSDRA SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WOXI  134 £8.00 XTNL3 

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
£14.99 PRRXFB Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI  88 £7.00 XTNL4 

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS 
£12.50 PTXNOV & HOW TO MAKE THEM 124 £7.95 XTHTM 
£17.99 RSTECO CRYSTAL SETS. The Xtal Set Society Newsletter, 

Volume 5. Phil Anderson WOXI  88 £7.00 XTNL5 
£14.99 TT9599 CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE 168 £10.50 XTNL67 
£3.99 BP324 CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS  160 £10.00 XTPROJ 

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS 
AND DESIGN P.A. Kinzie  122 £8.00 XTHIST 
CRYSTAL SET LOOPERS, A3 TUBER & MORE 

£14.99 MOBHB Volume 8 Xtal Set Society Newsletter  128 £10.50 XTLOOP 
£24.99 AROPM 
£18.50 RROPM 
£28.00 RRHB22 
£4.25 TXLOG 100 RADIO HOOK UPS 
£8.00 ARWAT 2nd Edition (reprinted)  48 £3.35 100RHU 
£1.50 GCMAP 1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL 

1-115TORICAL 

Edited by Hugo Gernsback  260 £11.85 1934SW 
£7.00 QTHMAP COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS - 

THE VACUUM TUBE ERA 
£7.00 RAMAPW R.S. Moore  141 £17.95 COMRXV 

MARCONI'S ATLANTIC LEAP (H/B)  96 £6.99 MALEAP 
£29.99 RCOMHB POP WENT THE PIRATES 
£6.95 PFXGDE Keith Skues  568 £16.95 POPPIR 

SAGA OF MARCONI OSRAM VALVE 
(Paperback) B Vyse  346 £25.00 SMOV 
SEEING BY WIRELESS - THE STORY 

£3.95 BP3I2 OF BAIRD TELEVISION Ray Herbert  27 £3.70 SBYWIR 
THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS 

£12.00 MWHBV1 (1929 & 1934)  94 £6.95 TGOHRX 

VALVES 
£18.99 MWHBV3 HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS ( 1924) ....271 £9.95 222RAD 

HOW TO BUILD THE TWINPLEX 
REGENERATIVE RECEIVER Lindsay  63 £6.75 HTBTRR 
HOW TO BUILD YOUR FIRST VACUUM TUBE 

320 £12.99 LPSCRA REGENERATIVE RECEIVER T.J. Lindsay  127 £8.25 HTBFVA 
188 £11.50 QRPPWR HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER (A4) 
48 £4.95 INTQRP (Popular Radio Handbook No. 1) 100 £6.70 HTBYRR 

HOW TO MAKE A NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER 
Webb 63 £5.95 HTMNRX 
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE 

£8.95 AAVHF RECEIVERS (Rockey)  127 £8.75 SHBRRX 
TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK  150 £15.50 TSUBHB 

£8.99 GTVUHF 
£22.00 VUHFHB ELECTRONICS 
£11.50 NOSINT BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY 

Ian Poole G3YWX 262 £ 15.99 BRPRIN 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING 
FOR BEGINNERS R. Penfold. (BP392)  110 £4.95 BP392 
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER . . .  102 £3.99 BP239 
SCROGGIES - FOUNDATIONS OF 
WIRELESS & ELECTRONICS 11th Edition  292 £20.99 SCROGY 
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR 
Clive Smith G4FZH  170 £12.99 TESTEQ 

(01202) 659930 
E-MAIL: bookstoreepwpublishing.ltd.uk 
FAX: (01202) 659950 

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 70 
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eclic FACTORY DIRECT PRICES 
We impon from Europe, The Far East 

and the USA - you get top brand products 
at the very best prices - why pay more? 

A FEW 

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL 
We accept Mastercard, Visa, Amex, 
Solo and Switch for mail orders 

CURRENT 
09-8250 25A PSU s/mode V/A meters, fan, variable 3-15V £85.00 
09-8400 40A PSU s/mode. Spec as 09-8250 £110.00 
08-1320 20-22A PSU s/mode - fixed 13.8V £56.00 
01-4280 Alan 42 80ch hand-held £99.00 
01-3880 Midland 38+ 80ch mobile £66.50 
01-9880 Midland 94+ 80ch mobile £76.00 
01-4885 Midland 48 excl. 80ch mobile £104.50 
01-2830 President Lincoln 10m all mode £199.00 
01-2960 Magnam Delta Force 10m all mode £219.00 
01-3900 Superstar 3900 10m all mode £139.00 
16-5756 Astatic Teardrop power mike £38.00 
16-6050 Sadelta Echomaster base mike £59.95 
08-1300 Zetagi B-300 12V linear £69.95 
07-0201 Zetagi HP-201 SWR power meter £20.95 

New telephone number is 01462 677776 and 
the new address is TRUCK KING, UNIT 1, BUSINESS 
CENTRE WEST, AVENUE ONE, LETCHWORTH, SG62HB 
see specials at www.truck-king.co.uk 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
07-1000 Zetagi HP- 1000 transmatch £47.20 
23-7880 Uniden 780XLT Trunk Tracker £269.00 
23-0220 Uniden 220XLT - good spec scanner £129.00 
02-2000 Solarcon 1 max-2000 base antenna £69.50 
02-0099 Solarcon A-99 base antenna £48.00 
02-1048 Sirio 827 base antenna £59.00 
02-1051 Sirio 3 element yagi £56.00 
03-5025 Sirio mega 3000 & mag mobile £33.00 
03-0155 Wilson 1000 & mag mobile £49.95 
08-0040 RM L-40 12V linear £12.95 
08-1160 RM L-200 100W linear 12V £29.95 
08-0500 RM L-500 6 stage to 300W + preamp 12V linear £119.00 
99-0016 Digital multitester - good spec £6.00 
66-0937 Uniden radar detector - 9 band - latest spec £55 00 

SCANN-EF 
AERIALS 
UP TO 35% 
OFF RRy 

CATALOGUES 
AND 

UPDATES 
A E3.W subscription gets 
you regular updates and 
catalogues with all the 

latest products plus many 
SPECIAL OFFERS and 

CLEARANCE LINES 

DEMODULATORS AND PC PROGRAMMES 
All Demods have 25 way female ' D' type - ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY £16.99 

RECEIVE ONLY with SoundCard Cable (saves cable swapping) £19.99 
POCSAG RECEIVE version ( as Re only with variable hysteresis) £ 19.99 

POCSAG RECEIVE with SoundCard Cable (saves cable swapping) £22.99 
Original TRANSMIT version (Pocsag 13x 4. Fax/SSTV/HamComm Tx) £24.99 

JVComm/PSK31 Is (Pocsag Ax .1. Fax/ SSTV/HamComm/JVC32/PSK31 Tel £29.99 
Adaptors 25m191 £3.00 25m/9f Cable (AVULaptop) £6.00 25m/25m £3.00 

4-way 'D' switch Boxes 25 way £17.50 9 way £16.00 Stereo 3.5mm x 2.5m lead £3.50 
CD JVFax7 « Log Analyser + PD2.05 « Wxgraph « RadioRaft V3.21 « Pktmon12 a 
JVComm32 V1.00a & V1.21 + SkySweeper V2.7 + Freqs a Aircraft info etc. £6.99 

For CWType users NEW Parallel (Printer) Port Interface (25-pin Male) £113.99 

REGISTERED SOFIlIVARE • NEW Log Analyser 1.5.0 • 
See Mike Richards' Decode Column for Reviews of SkySweeper 2.7 £59.99 
Log Analyser V1.5.0 £30.00 SkySpy V2.50 £24.99 RadioRaft V3.21 £24.99 

JVComm32 V1.00a a V1.21 £49.99 Pocsag (P02.051 £19.99 
All prices UIVEire inc VAT + P&P. Phone for FREE INFO PACK. 

All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee. 
Minimum Credit Card order £15.00. Outside British Isles add £.3.00. 

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe Bucks HP13 5DR 
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236 

www.pervisell.com e-mail: hamidpervisell.com 

. àmr«:e VISA ell e 

LLI 

Scanners, Books, Models, 
Videos, Charts, Software, 

Scopes, Binoculars & more. 

Send £2 (credited against order) 
for our illustrated catalogue or 

visit our web site at 
www.flightdeck.co.uk 

Flightdeck, Dept RA, 
252A Finney Lane, Heald Green, 

Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 30D 

Tel: 0161-499 9350 
Fax: 0161-499 9349 

E-mail: Flightdekeaol.com 

DEALERS PAN 
1)0444 

THE SHORTWAVE SHOP 
Radio Communicalions Ceo lu 

Amateur/C.B./Shortwave 
Scanners/Marine/Airband 

Full range of used equipment 

www.shortwave.co.uk 

18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 2LJ 

Tel/Fax: 01202 490099 

Seatee,d 
Everything you need for C.B., 

Scanners & Amateur Radio... 

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD 
20 Woodside \\ 

Glenrothes, Fife KY7 5DI-

Tel: 01592 756962 

Tues-Fri 9am-5pm • Sat 9am-4pm 
Closed Sunday Fe Monday 

k14.4 

R. G. ELECTRONICS 
SCANNERS 
Walkie Talkies, CB Radio 
Satellite Radio, GPS, 
Metal Detectors. 
ICON, RADIO SHACK & NEVADA DEALER. 

www.rgelectronics.co.uk 
66 Oxford St., Whitstable, Kent CT5 1DG 

01227 262319 

54„.441.12 

Test Equipment 

Service Manuals. 
Contact 

www.cooke-int.com 
Tel: + 44 01243 55 55 90 

E LS 
Nett 

Lake Electronics 
TUNERS - FILTERS 

ACCESSORIES - KITS 
For Amateurs, Listeners and Novices 

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, 

Nottingham NG16 1BX 
Tel: 0115-938 2509 

g4dvwecs.com 

www.lake-electronics.co.uk 
Callers by appointment only 

SeewIla 41..1 S.04.-le 

QSL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
• I- or all amateur radio and listener needs. 

• New and secondhand equipment. 

• Part exchange welcome. 

Unit 6, Worle Industrial Centre, Coker Road, 
Worle, Weston-Super-Mare BS226BX 

Tel/Fax: (01934) 512757 
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Top half of page removed because voucher was used 

Made payable to PW Publishing Ltd. FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words 

Pleate inaert this advertisement IN THE NEXT 

lcom IC-R8500, £795, mint 
and boxed, as new, with all 
manuals, etc. Simon on 
0121-628 9351. 

JRC NRD-345 receiver, as 
new, p.s.u., £ 190. Yaesu FRG-
8800 receiver with internal 
v.h.f. converter, good 
condition, £ 190. Mike, 
Fleetwood. 
Tel: ( 01253) 772804. 

Kenwood R-5000, 
unmarked, little use, boxed, 
£450 o.n.o. 
Tel: (01380) 813745. 

Racal RA1795 v.h.f./u.h.f. 
receiver, 20-1000MHz, 
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6 MONTHS 

J £ 19.00 (UK) 

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 1 YEAR 

0 £36.00 (UK) J £43.00 (Europe) 

0 £48.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) J £54.00 (Rest of World Airmail) 

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ( 1 YEAR) 

U £60.00 (UK) j £73.00 (Europe Airmail) 

0 £81.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) 

01 £93.00 (Rest of World Airmail) 

Please start my subscription with the issue. 

MONITORING TIMES - 1 Year (12 issues) 
J £38 (UK) J £43 (Europe Airmail) 

J £49 (Rest of World Airmail) 

BACK ISSUES 
0 Please send me SWM Back issue/s (state month and year) 

@ £3.25 each (overseas add P&P, see below)  

BINDERS 
Li Please send me SWM Binders at £6.50 £ 

Postal charges: £ 1.50 for one, £2.75 for two or more ( overseas surface) 

FREE P&P if you order two or more ( UK only)   

0  Please send me the following books 

Postal charges. 

UK: £1.50 for one item, 

£2.75 for two or more items.  

Overseas: £2.75 for one item, £4.25 for two items, 

then add an additional 75p per item  

(Airmail postal prices on application) 

GRAND TOTAL  

order Form 
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 

You can now order on-line. 

See www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/books/ 

for more information 

Back issues at f3.25 inc. P&P 
Phone, FAX or E-mail for availability 

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930 
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours 
your order will be recorded on an answerphone 

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950 
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be 
acceptable to save you cutting your treasured copy! 

To: PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station 
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. 

PAYMENT DETAILS 
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 Postcode  
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Switch Expiry Date  Signature   
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r iiR8200 SERIES-2 NEVER BEFORE HAS ONE HAND PORTABLE OFFERED SO MUCH 

7:0 

On release of the AR8200, it was apparent that a new bench mark had been set encompassing 
*M" features and performance. Evolution led to the AR8200 Series-2 providing exactly what 

customers have been yearning for... excellent full coverage all mode receive, computer 
control, reaction tune, tape record facilities, optional cards (CTCSS, external 
memory, on-chip recording, analogue voice inversion and tone eliminator). 

Add to this free PC control software, discriminator output with optional 
0S8200 AUX connecting lead, data clone and you will begin to see what a 
COMPLETE package is provided. 

Coverage 
A Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCX0) forms the heart of 
the AR8200-2, resulting in high stability with minimal internal spurii. 
RF preselection in the mid-VHF bands ensures best sensitivity and 
strong signal handling with a wide coverage of 530kHz to 2040MHz (all 

mode receive without gaps). 

Flexible tuning steps including 8.33kHz 
Tuning step sizes are programmable in all modes down to 50Hz with 
comprehensive step adjust and correctly implemented 8.33kHz for the 
new VHF airband spacing. An automatic bandplan also ensures the 
correct tuning step & mode which includes split frequency offsets, 
however all parameters may be overridden and the bandplan freely 
edited via computer control. 

Bright display & keypad 
Keypad & LCD illumination is nice and bright with sharp display of 
LCD characters and adjustable contrast, the beep is also configurable. 

Flexible power 
A set of 4 x 1000mAhr AA rechargeable high capacity NiCads are 
provided, a d.c. lead with cigar plug is also provided along with a.c. 

charger which doubles up as a power supply. The receiver may also be 
powered from standard dry batteries such as alkaline. 

Computer control 
Nearly all functions can be controlled via computer (optional 8200PC interface required), free PC 
control software is available from the AOR web site. 

Complete package 
The AR8200-2 is supplied with a comprehensively illustrated operating manual, telescopic whip 

MW bar aerial, high capacity NiCads, car lead, charger, belt hook & strap. 

( -1-n the April 2002 issue of the Japanese 'Magazine for Listeners, RADIO LIFE', an interesting table of sensitivity ( 12dB SINAD) 
was presented and is duplicated here with credit to the origin. An independent head-to-head test was conducted using units 
purchased from dealers, the magazine notes that there may be fluctuations between specific units. The second line from the 
top relates to the AOR AR8200 Series-2 receiver (earlier AOR AR8000 is on the top line): 

Key: * excellent 
• good 
A fair 
- not possible 
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Extensive product information available from the 

AOR UK web site. Promotions and special 

prices for SSL credit card orders. 

vvvvw.aoruk.com 

AOR (UK) LTD 4E East Mill, Bridgefoot, 
Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2UA England 

Tel: 01773 880788 Fax. 01773 880780 11011 infoeaoruk.com www.aoruk.com E&OE 



ROBERTS 
Sound for Generations 

The New R9914 from Roberts 
PLL digital world band radio — ideal for B CI WORLD SERVICE 

LW/MW/FM/SW wavebands 4. 45 station presets 41. SSB for reception of single sideband and CW transmissions 

4110 Direct keypad tuning me Rotary tuning 1. Station tuning in lkHz steps lb Dual conversion for improved SW image rejection 

t. Digital clock Alarm/time functions 41. Key lock 411. FM stereo via earphones 41. Soft carry pouch 41. Complete with AC adaptor 

BY APPOINTMENT TO 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

SUPPLIERS & MANUFACTURERS 

OF RADIO AND TELEVISION 

ROBERTS RADIO UMITED 

BY APPOINTMENT 

RM. QUEEN ELIZABETH 

THE QUEEN MOTHER 

RADIO MANUFACTURERS 

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED 

BY APPOINTMENT 

H.R.H.THE PRINCE OF WALES 

MANUFACTURERS B SUPPLIERS OF 

RADIO RECEIVERS 

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED 

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED 

PO Box 130, Mexborough, South Yorkshire S64 8YT 

Tel: +44 (0) 1709 571722 Fax: +44 (0) 1709 571255 Website: www.robertsradio.co.uk 


